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Abstract

Mass spectrometry (MS) is currently the key technology for the analysis

of macrobiomolecules, e g proteins and nucleotides, polymers, and other

organic molecules Using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)

as an ionization technique, most molecules are detected as protonated and

deprotonated species However, some molecules, such as synthetic polymers

and carbohydrates are primarily ionized by the formation of metal ion adducts

(cationization) For this reason, metal salts are often added into MALDI

samples for polymer analysis to enhance the signal On the other hand,

cationization may be undesirable for the analysis of proteins and peptides In

this case, alkali metal adducts appear in a MALDI spectrum as extra peaks in

addition to protonated signals, although the alkali metal salts are present in

MALDI samples only at the trace level This decreases the mass sensitivity and

resolution Furthermore, simultaneous observation of protonated analyte and

its metal ion adducts makes rapid identification of ionized species difficult

Studying cationization processes can help us to control the ionization of

analytes

The goal of this work is to investigate the thermodynamic properties of

MALDI matrices for verifying this mode of the MALDI ionization mechanism, the

correlation between protonated and cationized species, and the charge

reduction of multivalent metal ions Sodium and potassium cations are the

main focus of this work, due to the fact that most cationized species are

observed as sodiated and potassiated species For studying multivalent metal

ions, copper (II) was chosen as an example

Both experimental and quantum chemical tools, i e
,
Fourier transform

ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT ICR MS) and density functional

theory (DFT) were employed to obtain gas-phase metal cation binding energies

of MALDI matrices and conformations of the metal-matrix complexes The

binding enthalpy, entropy values, and structural information about metal-matrix

complexes, which could not be obtained experimentally, are available from
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theoretical calculations Using these values, it was demonstrated that the

cationization process is under thermodynamic control Good agreement

between experimental and theoretical results of gas-phase metal ion binding

free energies was shown

By means of a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF MS)

instrument, the role of matrices in the cationization process, as well as the

competition between cationization and protonation in MALDI were investigated

It was found that cationization is matrix-dependent, and is correlated with the

deprotonation of the matrix Studying charge reduction of multivalent metal ions

shows that the reduction by free electrons may be very efficient provided that

there is a large amount of free electrons available in the MALID plume In the

absence of free electrons reduction is carried out by gas-phase charge

exchange with matrix molecules
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Zusammenfassung

Massenspektrometrie (MS) ist heutzutage die Schlüsseltechnologie bei

der Analyse von Makrobiomolekulen wie Proteinen und Nukleotiden,

Polymeren, und vielen weiteren organischen Verbindungen Mit Matrix-

Unterstutzter Laser Desorption/ Ionisation (MALDI) als lonisationsmethode

kommt die Mehrheit der Ionen in protonierter und deprotonierter Form vor Was

aber nicht ausschließen laßt, daß manche Moleküle, wie zum Beispiel

synthetische Polymere und Kohlenhydrate, hauptsächlich Addukte mit

Metallionen bilden (Kationisation) Aus diesem Grund werden bei der

Polymeranalyse oft noch zusätzlich Metallsalze zu den MALDI-Proben

hinzugefugt um damit die Signahntensitaten zu erhohen Andererseits kann die

Kationisation aber auch unerwünscht sein, wie z B bei der Analyse von

Proteinen und Peptiden In diesem Fall werden die Addukte von

Alkalimetalhonen als zusätzliche Peaks in einem MALDI Spektrum sichtbar,

dies obwohl die Alkahmetallsalze in MALDI-Proben nur im Spurbereich

vorliegen Das verringert die Auflosung und die Sensitivitat der

Massenanalyse Bei gleichzeitigem Auftreten des protonierten Analyten sowie

seiner Metalhonen-addukte wird die direkte Identifizierung erschwert Die

Untersuchung des Kationisationsprozesses kann uns helfen, die Kationisation

der Analyten zu kontrollieren

In dieser Arbeit sollen folgende Punkte untersucht werden 1) Die

thermodynamischen Eigenschaften von MALDI-Matnzen, um das thermodyna-

mische Modell fur den lonisationsmechanismus bei MALDI nachzuprüfen, 2)

Die Korrelation zwischen Protonierung und Kationisierung, 3) Der Mechanismus

zur Reduktion multivalenter Metallionen im MALDI-Prozess Kalium- und

Natnum-Addukte kommen am häufigsten in MALDI-Spektren vor, deshalb

bilden diese beiden Metallionen die Hauptuntersuchungsprojekte in dieser

Arbeit Kupfer(ll) wurde als Beispiel fur die Untersuchung der multivalenten

Metallionen ausgewählt
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Sowohl experimentelle als auch quantenchemische Methoden, namhch

die Fourier Transform Ionen Zyklotron Resonanz Massenspektrometne (FT ICR

MS) und die Dichtefunktionaltheone (DFT), werden eingesetzt um die

Gasphasen-bindungsenergien der Metallionen und die Konformationen von

Metal-Matnx-Komplexen zu bestimmen Bildungsenthalpien, -entropien und

strukturelle Informationen, welche experimentell nicht zugangig sind, wurden

durch die theoretischen Rechnungen erhalten Mit diesen thermodynamischen

Werten konnte gezeigt werden, daß der Kationisationsprozess unter

thermodynamischer Kontrolle steht Fur die freie Bindungsenergie der

Metallionen wurde eine gute Übereinstimmung zwischen den experimentellen

und theoretischen Ergebnissen erhalten

Mittels eines lineares Flugzeitmassenspektrometne-Gerates wurden die

thermodynamische Eigenschaft und die Kationenubertragungsfahigkeit der

verschiedenen Matrizen sowie die Korrelation zwischen Protonierung und

Kationisierung untersucht Es wurde festgestellt, daß die Kationisation matnx-

abhangig ist und einen Zusammenhang mit der Deprotonierung der Matrix hat

Die Untersuchung der Reduktion von multivalenten Metallionen ergab, daß die

von freien Elektronen verursachte Reduktion sehr effizient sein kann

Vorraussetzung ist das Vorhandensein einer großen Menge von freien

Elektronen im MALDI-Plume In der Abwesenheit freier Elektronen verlauft die

Reduktion durch Gasphasenladungsaustausch mit Matnxmolekulen
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1.1. General introduction

Mass spectrometry (MS) is currently the key technology for analysis of

macrobiomolecules, e.g., proteins and nucleotides, polymers, and other organic

molecules. With matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) [1,2] as an

ionization technique for mass spectrometry, most molecules are detected as

protonated and deprotonated species. However, some molecules, such as

synthetic polymers and carbohydrates are primarily ionized by the formation of

metal ion adducts (cationization) [3-6]. For this reason, metal salts are often

added to MALDI samples for polymer analysis, in order to enhance the signal.

Alkali metal and some transition metal salts, e.g., Cu, Ag, Fe, Co, Ni, are often

used for this purpose.

On the other hand, alkali metal cationized proteins, peptides, and

biopolymers can also be observed in MALDI mass spectra [3,7,8] without

adding any metal salt to the sample. This is due to the salt impurities that may

come from the matrix and sample themselves, solvents used, the surface of the

sample carrier, or even from glassware used for sample preparation. In this

case, alkali metal adducts appear in the MALDI spectrum as extra peaks, in

addition to protonated signals or other cationized signals (for example NH4+),

although the alkali metal salts are present in MALDI samples only at the trace

level. Thus, the ion current is distributed over many more peaks, decreasing

the sensitivity and mass resolution [9]. Furthermore, simultaneous observation

of protonated analyte ([M+H]+) and metal ion adducts, e.g., ([M+Na]+) makes

rapid identification of ionized species difficult. In particular for the analysis of

some biomolecules, e.g., oligosaccharides [3,10,11], cationization by alkali

metal ions is unfavorable and troublesome. Studying cationization processes

can thus help to control the ionization of analytes, so that its advantages can be

exploited and its disadvantages alleviated.

In the past, much work has been done to study the ionization

mechanisms of MALDI (for reviews, see [12-22]), matrix suppression effects

[23-27], and the cationization of polymers [6,28-35]. According to the
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thermodynamic model, thermochemical properties of matrices and metal ion

complexes are required to clarify the ionization mechanism [17,20,36,37]

Cationization, together with protonation/deprotonation and electron transfer, is a

major secondary ionization process [17,20,36] Fundamental data on MALDI

matrices, such as gas-phase proton affinities and basicities, are appearing in

the literature more and more frequently [37-49] In contrast to proton transfer,

the thermodynamics of metal ion transfer has not been investigated in similar

detail Above all, the following questions concerning the cationization process

in MALDI that remain open What is the role of matrix in the gas-phase

cationization process'? How does cationization correlate with protonation'?
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1.2. Objective of this work

The goal of this work is to investigate the thermodynamic properties of

MALDI matrices for verifying the mode of MALDI ionization mechanisms, the

correlation between protonated and alkali metal cationized species, and the

charge reduction of multivalent metal ions. Sodium and potassium cations are

the main focus of this work, due to the fact that most cationized species are

observed as sodiated and potassiated species. For studying multivalent metal

ions, copper (II) is chosen as an example. Both experimental and quantum

chemical tools, i.e., Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass

spectrometry and density functional theory, will be employed to obtain gas-

phase metal cation (Na+ and K+) binding energies of MALDI matrices and

conformations of the metal-matrix complexes. Using these thermodynamic

values, it will be investigated that whether or not the cationization process is

under thermodynamic control. By means of a linear time-of-flight mass

spectrometry (TOF MS) instrument, the role of matrices and their

thermochemical properties, cation transfer reactions, as well as the competition

between cationization and protonation during ionization will be investigated.

Therefore, this work consists of three parts:

• For measuring the gas-phase Na+ and K+ basicities (free binding

energies) of MALDI matrices by FT ICR MS, the equilibrium method is

presented in Chapter 2.

• A quantum chemical study of gas-phase Na+ and K+ binding

energies and Na+/K+-matrix complexes is presented in Chapter 3.

• Investigation of the cationization of analytes in the MALDI process

based on a thermodynamic model and, according to a new development

in the study of the MALDI mechanism, examination of the reason for

charge reduction of divalent metal ions in MALDI are discussed in

chapters 4 and 5, respectively.
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1.3. Principle of MALDI MS

Since its introduction by Karas and Hillenkamp in the late 80s [1], MALDI

has become one of the most powerful tools for the analysis of non-volatile and

high molecular compounds [1,50,51] including proteins, peptides,

oligonucleotides, oligosaccharides [1,2,52], and bio- [7] and synthetic polymers

[4,53-57]. This technique has solved the problem of the introduction of intact

non-volatile molecules, e.g., peptides, proteins, polymers, etc., into the gas

phase, which is a prerequisite for analysis using a mass spectrometer.

® Analyte

O Matrix

Figure 1-1 Principle of the matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization

process. A matrix-analyte co-crystallite is deposited on a metal

substrate and irradiated by laser light (left). Right: Matrix and analyte
molecules evaporate into the gas-phase.

The idea of MALDI as shown in Figure 1-1 is that non-volatile molecules

(analyte) are first co-crystallized with an excess of matrix that can absorb laser

photons. The absorption of energy by the matrix leads to a fast evaporation

process, which liberates the intact analyte molecules into the gas phase [1].
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The analyte molecules are thereby ionized (see MALDI ionization mechanism in

section 1.3.6).

1.3.1. Lasers

Lasers emitting in the ultraviolet with wavelengths between 226 and 355

nm and pulse durations from 0.5 to 25 ns are generally used for MALDI [17].

Owning to the ease of operation and low cost, the nitrogen laser at 337 nm is

the most preferred laser for UV-MALDI. Nd:YAG lasers with wavelengths of

355 and 266 nm (frequency-tripled and -quadrupled, respectively) are also

frequently used. Chen et al. have reported the study of polypeptides by near-

ultraviolet MALDI using a tunable titanium:sapphire laser with wavelengths in

the range of 360-450 nm [58].

The commonly used infrared laser is the Er:YAG laser with a wavelength

of 2.94 urn [59], leading to an excitation of O-H
,
C-H, and N-H stretch

vibrations. Also wavelengths of 2.79 urn (Er:YSGG), 3.27 urn (Nd:YAG) [60],

9.25, 9.59, 10.59 um (TEA-CO2 laser), and tunable lasers with wavelengths

from 2.7 to 4.0 urn (optical parametric oscillator - OPO) [61-65] and from 2 to 10

urn (free electron laser - FEL) [66-68] have been used for MALDI.

1.3.2. Matrices

A matrix can be a small organic molecule that sufficiently absorbs light in

either the ultraviolet (UV) or infrared (IR). A MALDI matrix has the following

functions: isolating the analyte molecules by dilution within the preparation,

absorbing the laser energy via electronic (UV-MALDI) or vibrational (IR-MALDI)

excitation, transferring analyte molecules into the gas phase by its own

evaporation without decomposition, and finally ionizing analyte molecules.
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The choice of matrix is a crucial issue in MALDI. It concerns the

absorption efficiency, threshold fluence, solubility (in the same solvent as

analyte), crystal formation, homogeneity of the matrix-analyte co-crystallite,

vacuum stability, and the thermochemical features of the matrix, e.g., basicity

and acidity. All these criteria determine the sensitivity and resolution of a

MALDI mass spectrum, the charge state of ions, and the analyte fragmentation.

Absorption coefficients of sublimed UV-MALDI matrix films were found to lie

between 0.79x105cm"1 and 2.18x105 cm"1 [69]. Not all molecules that have

strong UV or IR absorption can be chosen as a MALDI matrix. Studies of

structural isomers of dihydroxybenzoic acid as MALDI matrices show that only

o/f/70-substituted isomers of hydroxybenzoic acid give a good matrix activity,

yielding better MALDI mass spectra. The meta- and para-isomers of

hydroxybenzoic acids, hydroxyacetophenones, and hydroxybenzo-phenones

show lower or no activity [70,71]. In Table A-1 (in Appendix), some of the most

frequently used UV-MALDI matrices with their physical and chemical data are

listed.

Most UV-matrices are solids [72]. They are aromatic derivatives such as

nicotinic acid [2], 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid [73], and cinnamic acid derivatives

including 4-hydroxy-a-cyanocinnamic acid, ferulic acid, and sinapinic acid.

Applications of liquid [74-76] and solid/liquid [76-82] matrices have also been

reported. Using liquid matrices has particular advantages for the interface of

electrophoresis or high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to MALDI

[83,84]. The homogeneity of samples is also better with a liquid matrix, while

there is a "hot spot" effect known for solid matrices. There are, however, only a

limited number of liquid UV-matrices that have been reported such as 3-

nitrobenzyl alcohol (3-NBA) and nitro-phenyloctylether. A solid/liquid matrix

consists of highly absorbing inorganic particles, e.g., cobalt, silicon, graphite, or

titaniumnitride, and a liquid, such as glycerol. The diameter of the inorganic

particles is typically in the nanometer to low micrometer range [85]. Chang and

Yeung have demonstrated a laser vaporization/ionization interface for capillary

electrophoresis-time-of-flight mass spectrometry for the analysis of amines and

peptides using CuCb as an absorbing medium [86].
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A wide range of organic molecules can be employed as matrices for IR-

MALDI [50,51]. Among them, urea, succinic acid, fumaric [87] acid, water/ice,

triethanolamine and glycerol are commonly used IR-matrices. Some UV-

matrices, such as 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid, 2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone, 4-

hydroxy-a-cyanocinnamic acid, sinapinic acid [60,61], and nicotinic acid have

also been used in IR-MALDI [60]. Many IR-matrices are liquid, providing an

advantage for coupling to capillary electrophoresis (CE) or HPLC with IR-

MALDI MS.

Despite the similarities between UV- and IR- MALDI [61,88], IR-MALDI

differentiates from UV-MALDI in many respects. In comparison to UV-MALDI,

IR-MALDI is a "softer" ionization method [61,62,89,90]. Using IR-MALDI large

and/or labile compounds such as modified proteins and peptides can be

analyzed by mass spectrometry. Fragmentation of ions is less than in the

corresponding analyte ions produced by UV-MALDI [61,62,89,91]. The mass

spectrum of a protein 6-mer of 900kDa has been demonstrated [90]. Double-

stranded DNA ranging from 9 kDa to over 500 kDa was observed by IR-MALDI,

whereas UV-MALDI gave significant fragmentation [92]. High absorption

coefficients of UV-matrices prevent a deep penetration depth by the radiation

from a single laser shot into MALDI sample [93], whereas a greater quantity of

sample material can be desorbed by an IR-laser shot, leading to higher sample

consumption. As a result, the number of shots per spot is much less in IR- than

in UV-MALDI, leading to low reproducibility of mass spectra due to frequent

need to change spot. High analyte concentration is needed in this case for IR-

MALDI, resulting in a lower analytical sensitivity.

Other than matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization, there are also

graphite particle-assisted [94], and surface-assisted laser desorption/ionization

(SALDI) [81]. SALDI mass spectra of proteins and peptides have been

obtained from bulk frozen aqueous solutions by adding solid organic powders,

e.g., nicotinic acid, to the protein or peptide solutions before freezing. A

Nd:YAG/OPO laser with a wavelength of 3.28 urn was employed for this study.

Wei et al. introduced a technique of desorption/ionization on silicon (DIOS) [95].
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Analyte molecules are trapped on the porous silicon surface, which has a high

absorptivity in the ultraviolet and acts as an energy receptacle for the laser

radiation. This method works at femtomole and attomole levels of analyte and

induces little or no fragmentation. Owning to matrix-free conditions, DIOS is

also suitable for the analysis of small molecules.

1.3.3. Sample Preparation

A MALDI sample is usually prepared by mixing the matrix and analyte

solutions on the target in a matrix-to-analyte molar ratio of 103 to 106 and

allowing it to dry. The concentration of the matrix solution is generally 0.1 M

and that of the analyte solution ranges from 10"4 to 10"7 M. There are two

methods for drying the MALDI sample. One is the dried-droplet method [73].

Using this method, MALDI samples are allowed to dry under normal conditions

(room temperature). Another one is the fast-evaporation method, which is

particularly suitable for matrices that have a low solubility in water, e.g.,

sinapinic acid and 4-hydroxy-a-cyanocinnamic acid [72,96,97]. Some MALDI

samples need to be purified prior to analysis by MALDI MS. Although MALDI

has a relatively high tolerance to salts, buffers, and other contamination in

comparison to electrospray ionization (ESI) [98], these impurities can cause

adduct formation, leading to peak broadening. As a result, the mass resolution

and sensitivity are reduced. A comprehensive review of MALDI sample

preparation and purification has been given by Gross and Strupat [97].

1.3.4. Mass Analyzers

Many different mass analyzers can be combined with MALDI. The

combination of MALDI and a time-of-flight mass spectrometer is the most

commonly used. Other mass analyzers, such as the quadrupole ion traps,

magnetic sector, and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass analyzers

have also been successfully combined with MALDI.
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1.3.5. Primary and secondary ion formation

The MALDI ionization process can be divided into two steps, namely,

primary and secondary ionization [17]. In the primary ionization process, the

first charged species are generated by the laser pulse. This may place by

multiphoton ionization, energy pooling, disproportionation reactions, excited-

state proton transfer, thermal ionization, desorption of preformed ions, and the

break-up of the sample into charged chunks and clusters. Thermal ionization

may have particular significance in two phase MALDI, particle-assisted, and

surface-assisted MALDI.

Multiphoton ionization:

Energy pooling:

Excited-state proton transfer:

m^^-m+- + e"

2m-
hu

*2m* -» m**+ m

-» m + m + e

m > m

m

m

+ A^ [m-H] + [A + H]+

+ m -» [m-h] + [m + H]+

Ground-state proton transfer:

Thermal ionization:

m

m

+ A^ [m-H] + [A + H]+

+ m -» [m-h] + [m + Hl

AT -. +.
m + m > m + m

m: matrix A: analyte

After laser desorption, a MALDI plume is formed by an almost explosive

solid-to-gas-phase transition [99-102]. It has been demonstrated that a

relatively high residual collision rate exists, and the density of neutral molecules

has been measured to be about 10"4 atmospheres [103]. This provides a good

condition for ion-molecule reactions. In fact, in secondary ionization processes,
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the initial charged species can either be neutralized or neutrals can be

converted to the ions that are finally observed at the detector. In this step,

proton transfer, electron transfer (charge transfer), and cation attachment or

transfer are involved [17]. As recently described, secondary reactions can

determine the final ion distributions in MALDI [37], although primary ionization is

sometimes only partly covered by secondary reactions, for example if

desorption of preformed ions is important.

Proton transfer: [m + H]+ + A -» m + [a+h]+

[m-H]" + A -> m + [A-!-!]-

Electron transfer: m+* + A -» m + A+*

Cation transfer: [m + Cat]+ + A -» m + [A+Catl+

Cation attachment: m + Cat+ -» [m+Cat]+

A + Cat+ -> [A+Cat]+

m: matrix A: analyte Cat: cation
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1.4. Principle of Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance

mass spectrometry

Ions generated by MALDI or other ionization techniques, e.g., ESI, can

be trapped and detected by a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass

spectrometer (FT ICR MS). The charge-to-mass ratio (m/z) of an ion is

determined in a FT ICR mass analyzer via its characteristic frequency, the

cyclotron frequency (toc). Frequency is an experimental parameter that can be

measured most accurately. Therefore, in comparison to other mass analyzers,

FT ICR MS provides competitively high mass resolution, and thus the highest

mass accuracy. With a mass accuracy of about 1 ppm, a unique elemental

composition can be directly assigned from the measured mass [104,105]. A

mass resolving power of 8,000,000 for bovine ubiqutin with a mass of 8.6 kDa

using ESI was demonstrated by Shi et al. [106]. The highest mass accuracies

of ±0.5 ppm over the mass range from 90-300 Da and of ±1 ppm over the mass

range from 250 -1000 Da were reported by Marshall and co-workers [105].

For a precise measurement of an ICR frequency, ions must be trapped

for a long time in a so-called ICR cell. This offers the additional possibilities for

investigating gas-phase ion-molecule reactions and structural analysis by

different dissociation techniques, such as collision-induced dissociation (CID)

[107,108], sustained off-resonance irradiation for collision-induced dissociation

(SORI-CID) [109], multiple excitation collisional activation (MECA) [110],

surface induced dissociation (SID) [111], electron capture dissociation (ECD)

[112,113], one-photon ultraviolet photodissociation (UVPD) [114,115], infrared

multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) [116] and blackbody infrared radiative

dissociation (BIRD) [117-119].

1.4.1. Ion motions in an ICR cell

An ICR cell is specially designed for trapping ions in a combined

magnetic and electronic field. The path of an ion with a mass m, charge q, and
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a constant velocity v moving in the presence of a spatially uniform magnetic

field (B) is bent into a circle by the Lorenz magnetic force. The plane of the

circle is perpendicular to the magnetic field. The angular velocity a>, or so-called

unperturbed cyclotron frequency a>c and the cyclotron radius r are given by

Equation 1-1 and 1-2:

mc =

r =

qB0
m

qB0
2mkT

(1-1)

(1-2)

Where B0 is the magnetic field strength, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is

the temperature. These two equations show that it is the cyclotron radius not

the cyclotron frequency that depends on the velocity of ions.

y

Bo

Excitation

electrodes

Detection

electrodes

Trapping
electrodes

Figure 1-2 Schematic of a closed cylindrical ICR cell.

Due to their cyclotron motion, ions are trapped in the radial direction

(perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field), whereas trapping in the

axial direction is accomplished by applying a static electrical field (Ë) parallel to
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the direction of magnetic field. Figure 1-2 illustrates a cylindrical closed ICR

cell. In an open cell design, two plates employed as trapping electrodes in a

closed cell are replaced by two open cylinders [120]. Small electric potentials

(around 1 volt) are applied to the trapping electrodes. The cylindrical wall of an

ICR cell consists of two other pairs of electrodes used for excitation and

detection.

Ions in an ICR cell thus experience a spatially uniform magnetic and

orthogonal spatially uniform electrical fields. Thus, the overall force (F) on an

ion trapped in an ICR cell is given by Equation 1-3

F=m— = q-Ë + q-vxB (1-3)
dt

The potential (É) generated by the static trapping voltage (Vt) applied on the

trapping electrodes is a three-dimensional axial quadrupolar electrostatic

trapping potential 0(x,y,z) as described by Hans Dehmelt and Wolfgang Paul

(Equation 1-4) [121].

o(x,y,z) = V7
a L 2 2 2

y + ^r 2zz-xz-yz

V 2a2 V i)
(1-4)

Where a is the distance of two trapping electrodes, a and y are constants that

depend on the cell shape. The values of a and y for different ICR cells are

summarized in a review [122]. The force on an ion (m, q) in the z-direction is

E
d2z #i{x,y,z)

8aVT
Fz=m—= -q^- ^

= q—-Lz (1-5)
dt2 dz a2

From which a sinusoidally oscillating ion-motion in the z-direction with the

frequency coT {trapping frequency) is obtained:
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V ma

The trapping frequency is in general much smaller than the cyclotron frequency

(ooc), ranging from several hundred Hz to kHz. By collisions with neutrals, the

trapping motion of ions can be effectively damped. As the axial oscillation

amplitude decreases, ions can be localized at the bottom of the trapping

potential in the axial direction.

While the force produced by the trapping potential in the axial direction

results in the trapping oscillation of ions with coT, the radial component of the

electric field leads to a so-called magnetron motion and at the same time also

influences the cyclotron motion. The radial force (F(r)) on an ion produced by a

static magnetic field combined with the radial component of the three-

dimensional axial quadrupolar electrostatic potential (E(r)) is given in Equation

1-7.

F(r) = m<or2 = qBryor-^^r (1-7)
a2

The minus sign indicates that the electric force produced by the radial electric

field acting on the ion has an opposite direction from that of the Lorentz

magnetic force from the applied magnetic field. In other words, the magnetic

field strength is reduced by the radial component of the electronic field. This

leads to a reduction of the unperturbed cyclotron frequency. Two solutions of

Equation 1-7 represent two natural rotational frequencies:

qB0 + A/q2B2-4qmE0 ^ \(œ^ ~2

CD. =
"

= —- +
+

2m ^ (1-8)
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qBo-^q2B2-4qmE0 ^ ( ^

2m

^ (1-9)

cj+ is the reduced cyclotron frequency or perturbed cyclotron frequency, and a>.

is the magnetron frequency. The trapping oscillation frequency a>T and the

magnetron frequency a. are zero, if there is no trapping potential applied

(VT=0). Therefore, the unperturbed cyclotron frequency a> c
is observed.

Because the radial electric force is much weaker than the magnetic force, the

magnetron frequency (typically a few hundred Hz) is much smaller than the

cyclotron frequency (typically ranges from kHz to MHz). In general, both

magnetron and trapping oscillation frequencies are not detected. The

difference between perturbed and unperturbed cyclotron frequencies is usually

less than 1%, depending on the trapping potential. The ion motion in an ICR

cell is therefore the superposition of the cyclotron , magnetron motions, and the

trapping oscillation, whereby only the perturbed cyclotron frequency is detected.

1.4.2. Excitation and detection of trapped ions

The detection of the cyclotron frequency in an ICR cell is accomplished

by monitoring an image charge induced by the rotating ions at the two opposed

detection electrodes. However, the cyclotron motion by itself cannot be

detected. This is first because the natural cyclotron radii r (Equation 1-2) of

thermal ions are in general very small. A singly-charged ion with a mass of 100

Da at room temperature in a magnetic field of 4.7 tesia has a cyclotron radius of

50 ^m, which decreases with increasing magnetic field strength. In comparison

with the dimension of, for example a cylindrical ICR cell, that usually is several

cm in diameter, the cyclotron radius is too small to result in a detectable image

charge. In addition, due to the random phase of each ion's orbital, a net

difference between the image charge induced in two opposed detection
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electrodes is zero for an ensemble of ions. Therefore, ion packets must be

coherently excited for increasing the cyclotron radii to typically 0.5 - 2 cm [123].

The excitation of ions (single frequency) prior to detection is

accomplished by applying an azimuthal spatially uniform electric field E(t) (in a

plane perpendicular to magnetic field lines), which is linearly polarized and

oscillates sinusoidally with time along the y-direction: E(t) = E0cos (toc ij) (i, j,

are unit vectors along the x- and y-axes). E0 is generated by applying +V0 and -

Vo volts ideally to two opposed infinitely extended parallel conductive flat plates

separated by distance d, where E0= 2V0/d = Vp.p/d. Vp.p is the peak-to-peak

voltage difference between two plates. For an ICR cell, E'0= ßE0. ß is a

geometrical factor that is 0.80818 for cylindrical cells [122]. The radiofrequency

component of E(t) rotates in the same sense and at the same frequency

{resonance) with the ion of interest. An ion absorbs energy, and its cyclotron

radius increases with excitation duration TexCit- The post-excitation ion cyclotron

radius is given by

r =

E0Texcit
=

Vp-pTexcit
^ 1Q»

2B0 2dB0

Frequency-sweep ("chirp") broadband ion cyclotron excitation is

performed, which has, however, the disadvantages of nonuniform excitation

amplitude across the spectrum and limited mass selectivity at the start and the

end frequencies of the sweep. A better approach for a broadband excitation is

given by a highly linear excitation mode, the Stored waveform inversed Fourier

transform (SWIFT) [124-126]. The idea of this approach is based on reversing

the process and beginning by defining the desired excitation profile in the mass-

domain, converting it to a frequency-domain excitation spectrum, and

performing an inverse Fourier transform to generate the desired time-domain

excitation waveform.
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Other than accelerating ions coherently to a larger (and thus detectable)

orbital radius, the dipolar excitation can also be used for increasing ion kinetic

energy above the threshold for ion dissociation, e.g., CID, and/or ion-neutral

molecule reactions. In order to eject ions from the cell (isolate ions of interest),

ions are accelerated to a cyclotron radius larger than the radius of the ICR cell.

A differential current (the detected electrical signal) induced by a

coherently orbiting ion packet between two opposed detection electrodes

results in signals corresponding to the harmonic ion cyclotron motion, a

sinusoidal time domain signal. These time domain data are first digitalized by

analog-to-digital converters (ADC) and subsequently Fourier transformed to

yield frequency domain spectra.

The resolution in Fourier transform spectroscopy is defined as the full

width of a spectral peak at half-maximum peak height (FWHM), i.e., Aoofwhm or

Am FWHM- The resolving power is defined as cd/Aoofwhm and m/AmFwHM. The

correlation between frequency and mass resolving power is given by

mFWHM
_

cprj
(1-11)

AmFWHM mA^FWHM

1.4.3. Experimental setup

A Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer with an

elongated cylindrical closed or open cell and a home-built vacuum system is

employed in this work. The base pressure of the vacuum is in the range of 10"9

mbar. Figure 1-3 displays a schematic of the instrument and the complete

experimental setup. The instrument is equipped with a 4.7 tesia

superconducting magnet (Bruker, Fällanden, Switzerland) and Odyssey data

acquisition electronics (Finnigan, Madison, Wl). The ADC converter allowed a

maximum data acquisition rate of 8 MHz. An array processor employed

enabled the acquisition of up to 1M points per scan.
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Figure 1-3 Schematic of a FT ICR instrument with an open ICR cell and

experimental setup (provided by M. Dashtiev).

A Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Minilite ML-10, CA) operated at 355 nm

was employed for laser desorption. The typical laser irradiance was 4*106 W

cm"2 or less. The laser beam was directed on to the sample target through the

crystal quartz view port placed on the right side of the vacuum chamber and the

cell (Figure 1-3). An internal ion source was employed on our instrument. The

solid sample can be placed right behind the ICR cell on the left side at 2 cm

distance. For introducing gaseous samples, a leak valve and a pulsed valve

were used. An electron gun (electron source) was placed on the right side of

the cell at ca. 3 cm distance, when it was needed.
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1.5. Electron impact ionization

In this work, Electron impact (El) was employed for determining the

amount ratio of two neutrals in the vacuum system of the FT ICR instrument,

i.e., neutral matrix sublimating from solid sample and the vapor of reference

base introduced through a leak valve. El is a widely used ionization method for

mass spectrometry analysis of organic gaseous samples. For example, gas

chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) instruments are usually equipped

with El as an ionization method. In the El process, sample vapor is introduced

into the ion source, where the neutral molecules are impacted by a beam of

electrons that have sufficient energy, and are ionized by removal of one

electron:

M(g) + e" > M+*(g) + 2e" (1-12)

Ions produced by El are positive radical molecular ions (M+'), which often

undergo fragmentation. Fragmentation depends on molecular structure,

electron energy, and the temperature of the ion source. Characteristic

fragments provide important structural information about the parent ions, and

may also help to identify the compound.

An El source consists of a heated filament that emits electrons.

Electrons are accelerated toward an anode and collide with the neutral

molecules. At constant sample pressure and electronic current, the total ion

yield is a function of electron energy. For most organic molecules, the ion yield

reaches maximum in the region of 70 electron volts (eV) energy [127]. At a

given temperature and electronic current, the ion yield (/) is correlated to the

pressure (p) of the sample, l=NpiV, where N is a constant proportionality

coefficient, / is the electronic current and V is volume.
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1.6. Principle of time-of-flight mass spectrometry

1.6.1. Time-of-flight

The time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF MS) is one of the most

commonly used mass analyzers. It continuously undergoes rapid development

[128,129]. Since the introduction of soft ionization methods in the late 80s, TOF

MS combined with MALDI and ESI have become the preferred methods for

biological analysis [130,131].

Ions produced by, for example, MALDI are extracted out of the ion

source and accelerated by a constant potential V. They fly through a field-free

drift tube and finally reach the detector. The flight distance {d) can be for

example 1 m. An ion with mass m and total charge q {q = ze) therefore has a

kinetic energy Ek

2

Ek = — = zeV (1-13)

Where v is the velocity of the ion, e the elementary charge, and z the number of

charges. The time t for flying a distance is thus t = d/v. Equation 1-14 shows

that the mass-to-charge ratio of an ion can be determined by measuring the

flight time t.

m 2-V-e ,2
,, ,„>

- = —=— r (1-14)
z d2

1.6.2. Continuous and pulsed extraction

In a TOF mass spectrometer, the mass resolution (m/AmFwHM) depends

on the time resolution m/Am = t/2At, where At is the full width at half maximum

of an ion package arriving at the detector [132]. To improve the mass resolving
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power by a few hundred for a linear TOF instrument with continuous extraction,

space focusing, time lag focusing, and energy focusing (reflectron) are

designed. Wiley and McLaren have described the "time lag focusing" method,

which is today known as pulsed extraction or delayed extraction (DE) [133]. In

particular, ever since MALDI and ESI have enabled the generation of intact

macromolecular ions in the gas phase, a mass analyzer with high resolution is

required. A linear TOF instrument with DE can reach a mass resolution of a

few thousand.

In continuous extraction mode, ions are extracted immediately after

being generated, whereas in a delayed extraction mode, an extraction pulse is

applied. By doing so, ions are allowed to drift first with their initial kinetic

energies in the field free source region, before the extraction voltage is applied.

Ions (with the same m/z) generated in the source can have different initial

velocities. With continuous extraction, they arrive at the detector at slightly

different times, leading to peak broadening (low mass resolution). When pulsed

extraction is applied, there are the following two situations: 1) Ion A and B

generated in the same location have different initial kinetic energies. During the

free-drifting period, the ion with a higher initial kinetic energy drifts faster toward

the grid and thus penetrates further into the extraction field. It receives less

kinetic energy from the extraction field applied later on. As a result, both ions

arrive at the detector at the same time. 2) Ion A and C have the same initial

kinetic energy, but their velocities are in opposite directions. Ion C drifts

backwards, and thus receives more kinetic energy from the extraction field, and

will also catch up.
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1.7. Thermochemistry of the gas-phase metal ion transfer

reaction

1.7.1. Gas-phase Na+ and K+ basicity

For convenience, only Na+ is taken as an example in this section. The

thermochemistry is identical for both Na+ and K+. The gas-phase Na+/K+

basicity (GNaB)/(GKB) of a molecule (m) is defined as the negative of the free

energy change for Reaction 1 -15 at 298 K.

m(g) + Na+(g) > [m + Na]+(g) (1-15)

-AG = GNaB(m) (1-16)

-AH = GNaA(m) (1-17)

This is an adoption of the fundamental concept of proton basicity defined by

Bronsted [134]. Also in analogy with proton affinity (PA), the gas-phase

sodium/potassium affinity GNaA/GKA is defined as the negative of the enthalpy

change for Reaction 1-15. Two quantities are related through Equation 1-18

AG = AH-TAS (1-18)

where AS is the enthalpy change of Reaction 1-15, and T is the temperature

(298K).

1.7.2. Methods for determining the gas-phase metal binding energy

Different methods have been employed for the determination of the gas-

phase metal cation affinities/basicities of organic and inorganic molecules,

including Cook's kinetic method [135-140], the CID technique [141-155], and

the ligand-exchange equilibrium method using high-pressure mass

spectrometry (HPMS), and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass

spectrometry (FT ICR MS) [156-165].
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Cook's kinetic method [135] is based on monitoring the dissociation rate

of the sodium-bound hetro dimer in both directions. The laser desorption

employed in our FT ICR renders the formation of the metal ion-bound dimer for

some matrices difficult. Although some hetro dimer forms after a certain

reaction time and can, in principle, be isolated for kinetic measurements, the

signal-to-noise ratio is quite low. Consequently, this method is not suitable for

these studies. The threshold CID method [166] requires a fairly involved

theoretical treatment of the data, along with specialized equipment [167,168].

The equilibrium method using HPMS can only be employed for determination of

the gas-phase metal ion affinity of organic molecules that are rather volatile.

The bracketing method [169] is widely used for determining the gas-phase

proton affinity/basicity [39,45,170]. It requires, however, a certain amount of

reference bases with known proton affinities/ basicities. Due to the lack of

reference compounds with known gas-phase sodium and potassium

affinity/basicity, the bracketing method is not applicable for determination of

GNaB and GKB.

Among all these methods, only the CID method introduced by

Armentrout [166,171] gives absolute experimental values for the metal ion

binding energy. Binding energies obtained by the kinetic and equilibrium

methods are strongly dependent on the reference values used in the data

evaluation. Therefore, the relative metal ion binding energies of a series of

molecules studied are more precisely determined than the absolute values by

these methods. In this work, we present the gas-phase sodium and potassium

basicities of MALDI matrices determined by using a modified ligand-exchange

equilibrium method.
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1.8. Quantum chemical calculation

1.8.1. Computational chemistry

For more than a half century, researchers have attempted to exploit

quantum chemistry to describe molecular systems. The difficulty lies in the fact

that the application of the fundamental laws of quantum mechanics leads to

equations that are very complex to be solved. It was not until the beginning of

the 1960s that quantum chemistry emerged as a new branch of chemistry,

when Walter Kohn showed that it is not necessary to consider the motion of

each individual electron. In fact, it suffices to know the average number of

electrons located at any one point in space, which leads to a computationally

simpler method, the density-functional theory (DFT). John A. Pople developed

computational methods based on the molecular orbital method making the

theoretical study of molecular systems possible.

Over the last two decades, computational chemistry has achieved

notable progress in many areas of chemistry. Experimental and theoretical

studies complement one another and at the same time also profit mutually from

their results. Thanks to the availability of excellent computational techniques

such as high-speed computers and standard programs, computational

chemistry is being applied to all branches of chemistry and molecular physics.

The state of the art theoretical approaches allow to obtain quantitative

information on molecules and their interactions and to understand molecular

processes that cannot be obtained from experiments alone. In mass

spectrometry, the application of computational chemistry has special

significance. This is because 1) in mass spectrometry studies, gas-phase ion

chemistry is involved, and 2) low pressure is used in most experiments, i.e., a

situation that is very close to the ideal isolated system [65,172,173], which is

the object of the calculations using molecular orbital and density functional

theory.
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Computational chemistry allows us to do the following: 1) The energy of

a system as a function of geometry can be calculated and thereby equilibrium

as well as transition state structures can be obtained, predicting accurate

molecular structures and their relative energies. Structures for normal, stable

molecules can be calculated but, more importantly, one can also do this for

cases where experimental data are not available. 2) Predict potentially stable

isomers and their relative energies. 3) Characterize reactive species by

calculating vibrational frequencies and infrared intensities. 4) Investigate

reaction mechanisms, through detailed analysis of the topology of the

corresponding potential energy surface. 5) Study gas-phase ion thermo¬

chemistry, including heat of formation, ionization energy, etc. A special issue of

the International Journal of Mass Spectrometry (Vol. 201, 2000) and a recent

review [174] have demonstrated that an interplay between theoretical

approaches and experiments is valuable and plays an important role in studying

the chemistry of gas-phase ions.

The experimental determination of the metal ion binding energies of non¬

volatile organic molecules, such as most MALDI matrices, is difficult and time

consuming. In addition, structural information on metal ion complexes, which is

also useful for the understanding of the gas-phase reaction mechanisms,

cannot be easily obtained experimentally. For these reasons, it is useful to

examine theoretical models and compare theoretically calculated and

experimentally determined values. The DFT method has been employed for

studying thermochemical properties of MALDI matrices, including ionization

energies, sodium binding energies [175], proton and electron affinities of neutral

molecules, as well as proton affinities of deprotonated molecules [16,48,49]. In

these works, the performance of the DFT method was found to be quite

satisfactory for the accurate evaluation of thermochemical data.

1.8.2. Density functional theory

Walter Kohn showed in 1964 that the total energy for a system described

by the laws of quantum mechanics can be theoretically calculated if the electron
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density is known [176]. He demonstrated that the ground-state electronic

energy is completely and uniquely determined by the electron density, p. This

quantity is more easily handled than the complicated wave functions in the

Schrodinger equation {HW = EW). Unlike ab initio molecular orbital theory,

where one needs a wave function that is a function of 3N coordinates and one

spin variable for each one of the N electrons, in DFT one needs only electron

density p, which is a function of three spatial variables.

Density functional theory was introduced by Kohn and Hohenberg as two

theorems. The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem shows that the electron density

in fact uniquely determines the Hamilton operator and thus all properties of the

system. The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem establishes the Variational

Principle, which ensures us that the density that we are looking for is a ground

state density. However, it was not until that the Kohn-Sham approach was

introduced when DFT became more easily implemented [177]. With the Kohn-

Sham approach, W. Kohn and L. J. Sham have in 1965 introduced orbitals, so

that the electron density can be written in terms of one-electron orbitals:

N
2

p(r) = 5>i(f)| (1"19)
i

These orbitals are called Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals.

The energy of a molecule in the rigid-rotator harmonic-oscillator

approximation is given by

Etot=Et+Er+Ev+Ee (1-20)

Where Et, Er, Ev, and Ee are the contributions from translation, rotational,

vibrational and electronic motions [178]. The electronic energy is divided into

several terms:
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Ee--n[p] + Ene[p] + Enn+ Eee[p] (1-21)

J[p]+a[p]

Where T[p] is the kinetic energy term arising from the motion of electrons, Ene[p]

describes the potential energy of nuclear-electron attraction. Enn is the

repulsion between pairs of nuclei that is a constant in the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation. Eee[p] is the electron-electron repulsion term that can be divided

into a Coulomb J[p] and an Exchange part K[p]. Ene[p]and J[p] correspond to

the classical energy of the charge distribution. The kinetic functional T[p] is

calculated under the assumption of non-interacting electrons, while the exact

kinetic energy functional Ts[p] is calculated from a Slater determinant given by

the exact solution of the Schrodinger equation [179]. The difference between

T[p] and Ts[p] is, however, small and can be absorbed into an exchange-

correlation term Exc[p].

Exc[p] = (T[P] - Ts[p]) + (Eeelp] - J[p]) (1-22)

Exc[p] accounts for the remaining terms in the energy, i.e., the exchange energy

arising from the antisymmetry of the quantum mechanical wavefunction

{exchange functionals Ex[p]) and dynamic correlation in the motions of the

individual electrons {correlation functionals Ec[p]). If the exact Exc[p] was

known, DFT would provide the exact total energy. In fact, neither in DFT nor in

the Hartree-Fork (HF) are approach the exact solutions available [180]. For a

similar computational cost, DFT provides more accurate results.

The difference between various DFT methods is the choice of the

functional form of Exc[p], which is designed to have a certain limiting behavior

and fitting parameters to known accurate data. The criterion for choosing a

functional is the comparison with experimental results or high-level ab initio

calculations, e.g., Gaussian2 theory (G2) [181]. The functional forms include

local density methods based upon local density approximation (LDA), e.g.,
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PW91 [182] functional, gradient corrected methods, e.g., Becke88 and LYP

functional [183,184], and hybrid methods, e.g., B3LYP functional.

Models that include exact exchange are often called hybrid methods.

For example, Becke has formulated functionals that include a mixture of HF and

DFT [183] (Equation 1-23).

Eh,ybrid=cHFEHF + cDFTEDFT (1_23)

Where cHF and cDFT are constants. Becke's three-parameter (B3) non-local

exchange functional [185] combined with the gradient-corrected functional of

I YP

Lee, Yang and Parr (Eç ) [184] is one of the examples (Equation 1-24).

-B3LYP pLSDA
,
^pHF pLSDAx

,
aaizB88

,
,rVWN3

,
WpLYP ,rVWN3x M 0yn

:xc =Ex +a^Ex -Ex ) + ^AEx +Ec +c(Ec -Ec ) (1"24)

Where E^SDAis the exchange energy given by local spin density approximation

(LSDA). E^F is the exchange energy given exactly by Hartree-Fock theory

[180]. AE^88 is the correction to the LSDA exchange energy proposed by

Becke (B88) [183]. e^^3 is the local correlation energy given by Vosko, Wilk

and Nusair (VWN) [186]. The parameters a, b and c specified by Becke are

determined by a linear least-squares fit to experimental data, such as

atomization energies, ionization potentials, proton affinities, and the first-row

total atomic energies. Typically values are a=0.20, 6=0.72 and c=0.81 [185].

Curtiss has demonstrated that the performance of density functional methods

was satisfactory in comparison with the G2 theory for the computation of

ionization potentials and electron affinities. Among the DFT functionals, B3LYP

functional gives the smallest deviation [187].
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1.8.3. Basis sets

A basis set is the mathematical description of the orbitals within a

molecular system. In Kohn-Sham approach, orbitals play an indirect role and

are introduced only as a tool to construct the charge density according to

Equation 1-19. Therefore, the basis set requirements in DFT calculations are

less severe than in wave function-based ones, e.g., HF [188].

1.8.4. Computational thermodynamics of gas-phase sodium/potassium

binding energies

Thermodynamic functions can be calculated according to the following

equations:

Enthalpy H = kBT
/öln(?N

v
dT

I

+ kBTV
'b\r\&

v V 3Vy
(1-25)

Entropy S = kBT
/ôlnÇ>x V + kBTln(?

v

(1-26)

Free energy G = H - TS = kBTV
^InQ^

V 3Vy
-kBT-lnQ (1-27)

Where Q is the partition function for N molecules described by Equation 1-28,

kB is the Boltzmann constant, T and V are temperature and volume [178].

Q(N'V'T) =

T
=

-Ej/kBT2*
V J /

N!
(1-28)
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q(V,T) is the molecular partition function. As the energy Ej can be divided into

several terms (Equation 1-20), the partition function can be written as a product

of terms <7tot=<7t<7r<7v<7e w'tn contnbutions from translation, rotation, vibration,

and electronic motions [178]. This product can be transformed into sums of

enthalpy and entropy contributions Ht0t=Ht+Hr+Hv+He, and Stot=St+Sr+Sv+Se.

Given partition functions, the internal thermal energy, enthropy, and enthalpy

terms can thus be calculated. In the Gaussian package, the internal thermal

energy and entropy are calculated as follows:

Et=-RT, St =-R + Rln
V

NA

2pMkBT

I h<
(1-29)

Er = 2RT' Sr=R + ln
jtTc

c/eAeBec
(1-30)

with rotational temperature 6J=(h/2jt)2/2lJkB, I is the moment of inertia, j=A, B, C

(see ref. [178], chapter 4).

K

1 1
+

2 e^K/T.-i
Sv =

^—^7r ln(l-e-0v'K/T] (1-31)
K Te0vK/T-1

with characteristic vibrational temperature 6v,K=hvK/kB, (vk is vibrational

frequency for each vibrational mode K).

-reactant
0, Se = Rlnqe (1-32)

The gas-phase sodium/potassium binding enthalpies and free energies

(Equation 1-16 to 1-18) can be thus calculated from Equation 1-33 and 1-34.
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ArH°(298K) = 2 AfHprod(298K)- 5>fHreact(298K)
products reactants

= 2j^0 +
corr'products

~ 2j^0+ corrVeactants

(1-33)

ArG°(298K) = 2 AfGprod(298K)- 5>fGreact(298K)
products reactants

= 2j^0 +
corr 'products

~ 2j^0+ corr 'reactants

(1-34)

Where s0 is the total electronic energy, HCOrr=Etot + kBT, and GCorr=HCorr - TS tot-

The Gaussian program provides a vibrational frequency and thermochemical

analysis [189,190]. In the thermochemistry output from Gaussian, the sum of

electronic and thermoenergies (Etot), electronic and thermal ethalpies (s0+HCorr),

electronic and thermal free energies (s0+GCorr), and entropy (Stot) are given. The

individual contributions, e.g., translation, rotational, etc. to the internal thermal

energy (Etot), constant volume heat capacity (Ctot), and entropy are also given.

All values are provided in Hartrees. (1 Hartree = 2625.5 kJ-mol"1 = 627.5

kcalmol"1)

For characterizing structures and relative energies of gas-phase ions, the

calculation of vibrational frequencies plays an important role. In this work, it

may be first used to characterize stationary points on the potential surface that

is used to distinguish the local minima from saddle points, which have a single

imaginary frequency [189]. Second, it provides thermodynamic properties of

stable molecules by means of statistical mechanics. The thermochemistry

analysis is given in a frequency output from the Gaussian program.
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1.8.5. Previous studies of the gas-phase metal binding energy with

computational methods

For the quantum chemical study of alkali metal cation complexes, many

different methods and basis sets have been employed. Most of these studies

applied ab initio methods and Hartree-Fock wave functions. Although the most

reliable method for the calculation of the energies is, as generally

acknowledged, the G2 theory [181], many other theoretical methods that are

less time-consuming have been employed and tested. Some recent theoretical

studies were carried out with the aim to interpret experimental measurements of

gas-phase binding energies for various ion-ligand systems

[138,140,142,143,146,147,163,164,191 -199].

Reaction enthalpies for the M+L = M+ + L reaction, where M+ = Na+ and

K+ and L= acetamide, glycine and glycine-glycine (GG) have been studied by

Klassen and coworkers [142]. The enthalpy changes for the reactions were

determined from collision-induced dissociation threshold measurements of gas-

phase ions produced by electrospray ionization. For the sodium complexes the

enthalpy values ranged between 142 and 176 kcal-mol"1, which were compared

with the theoretical ones obtained by HF/6-31G* or MP2/6-31G(2d) ab initio

calculations. Good agreement between the experimental and theoretical values

was obtained. For the sodium-glycine complex, there are three equilibrium

structures possible which have almost the same stability, as revealed by the ab

initio calculations. A comprehensive list of the calculated harmonic vibrational

frequencies for all the complexes and ligands included in this study was also

presented.

An extensive study of the gas-phase sodium basicities of some model

cyclic and linear dipeptides and their derivatives has performed by Cerda et al.,

using tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) [138]. Experimental results were

also compared with the values obtained by ab initio calculations at the HF and

MP2 levels of theory. For the [GG]Na+ complex, nine stable isomers were
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located whose energy differences range up to about 100 kJ mol"1. Also, for the

neutral GG species, four possible equilibrium structures were determined, with

energy differences among them ranging up to about 20 kJ mol"1. By using the

two most stable isomers of [GG]Na+ and the most stable isomer of GG, the Na+

affinity of the GG species was calculated as 189.5 and 190.0 kJ-mol"1,

respectively for those most stable isomers. This compares well with the

experimental values of 177 or 179 kJ-mol"1. The calculated Gibbs free

energies, after correcting for basis set superposition error (BSSE), amount to

about 150kJmol"1.

Second-order perturbation theory (MP2) with modified basis sets was

used for studying the interaction of potassium and glycine in the gas phase

[193,200,201]. A comprehensive ab initio study of alkali metal cation-water

clusters using a series of basis sets has been done by Feller and co-workers

[202]. Good agreement was found for small clusters (up to four water

molecules) when MP2 was applied (with up to 11% deviation). They also found

that reliable binding energies were obtained when 6+31G* basis sets were

applied with counterpoise correction. Both CID experiment and the MP2 theory

were performed for studying the absolute alkali metal ion binding energies of

several azines [146], the noncovalent interactions of the metal ions with some

nucleic acid bases [152], and the influence of substituents on cation-jt

interactions [147,199]. A reasonable agreement was obtained between CID

experiments and the ab initio results. The calculated values were found to be

16±8 kJ-mol"1 lower than the experimental values.

Ohanessian and co-workers have given a comprehensive summary of

the experimental and computational results for Na+ affinities of small organic

and biological molecules [164]. They also obtained computational results for

the gas-phase sodium affinities of different compounds including small organic

and inorganic molecules, as well as some amino acids. The calculations were

performed at the MP2/6-31+G(2d, 2p)//MP2/6-31G* level. A comparison

between experimental and theoretical results of NH3, CH3NH2, CH3OH and

CH3COCH3 shows good agreement, they differ by ca. 4 kJ-mol"1 at most. In
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this work, the cation-jt interaction of sodiated phenol was also studied. It was

found that there are two energy minima on the potential surface, one with

complexation of sodium by the oxygen, and the other with binding of sodium

above the ring. Dougherty and Ma have written a review about the cation-jt

interaction, in which many theoretical studies on metal ion-jt interaction were

summarized [203].

Hill et al. have done many theoretical studies on cation/ether complexes.

They used HF and MP2 methods to determine structures and binding

enthalpies of complexes formed from a single alkali metal cation (Li+ through

Cs+) and ethers [191,192,204,205]. For potassium and other heavier metal

ions, they have used the metal effective core potentials by Hay and Wadt

(ECPs) [206]. The 6-31+G*/6-31G* hybrid basis and ECP basis were found to

give a good agreement with CID experimental results in general. A poor

agreement was obtained in the investigation of the potassium selectivity of 18-

crown-6 by using the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) with standard basis sets (3-

21G and 6-31+G*) and relativistic ECPs [207].

Finally, Feller reported a complete basis set estimation of the binding

enthalpy of the Na+ (ethylene) and Na+ (benzene) complexes [195]. This

theoretical study was undertaken to resolve the disagreement between the

values of the Na+(L) binding enthalpies obtained from CID using guided ion

beam mass spectroscopy (GIBMS) techniques and those obtained from

equilibrium high-pressure mass spectrometry studies. It was found that the

calculated enthalpy for the ethylene complex could be compared well to the CID

GIBMS value, while that for the benzene complex was approximately midway

between the two existing experimental values, which differ by 27 kJ mol"1.

In the last few years, DFT methods have attracted great interest and

attention for studying cation-ligand interactions. In contrast to other high level

ab initio methods, DFT functionals provide less drastic scaling of frequency.

Calculations for clusters consisting of Li+, Na+, or Mg
+

and up to six acetonitrile
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(CH3CN) molecules were carried out using HF, DFT/B3LYP and MP2 methods

with the 6-31+G* basis set [196] .
It was found to give acceptable results at

reasonable computational cost. The three methods led to the same minima,

corresponding to highly symmetric structures, in which the dipole moment of

acetonitrile points at the cation. The calculated enthalpy and the Gibbs free

energy changes are found to agree well among these methods. Gas-phase

lithium cation basicities for some sulfur compounds have been reported by

Borrajo et al. [163]. It was shown that DFT methods provide better correlation

with the experimental results than the ab initio method at the HF and MP2

levels. Experimental data were in accord with the conclusion from calculations

that the chelation of lithium provides little stabilization over linear complexation.

The cation-jt effects in the complexation of Na+ and K+ with aromatic

amino acids in the gas phase were studied by Ryzhov et al. using the DFT

methods [140]. Some studies have involved ionic systems complexed by a

variable numbers of water molecules. In a recent study, Driesner et al. have

reported an extensive theoretical study on the complexation of the cations of Li,

Na, K, and Mg and variable numbers of water ligands in relation to a model

study for the oxygen and hydrogen isotope fractionation process. Good

agreement with measured results was obtained for both oxygen and hydrogen

isotope effects caused by these cations. The normal modes of vibrations were

calculated for minimum energy structures obtained by the DFT method with the

B3LYP functional in combination with the 6-311G* basis set.

Feller et al. have compared the MP2, RI-MP2, and DFT methods for the

study of the structure and binding energy of K+-ether complexes [208]. They

found that even by the classical electrostatics model, e.g., cation-ether

interaction, the accuracy of density functional techniques is quite sensitive to

the choice of functionals. Ohanessian studied the interaction of the sodium ion

with MALDI matrices by using Hartree-Fock wave functions with second-order

perturbation theory and the DFT method [175]. The DFT method has also been

employed for studying the thermochemical properties of MALDI matrices,

including ionization energies of matrices, sodium binding energies, proton and
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electron affinities of neutral molecules, as well as proton affinities of

deprotonated molecules [48,49,175,209] In these works, the performance of

the DFT method was quite satisfactory for the accurate evaluation of

thermochemical data

In general, the DFT method gives sufficiently accurate results The latest

experimental and theoretical study of the potassium cation complexes with

ammonia shows that both MP2 and B3LYP methods can reproduce the

experimental results accurately, while using the effective core potentials, poor

agreement between the experimental and theoretical values was shown [155]

A study of competing sites for metal cation binding to phenol was accomplished

by using the DFT method [210] In this work, different DFT functionals were

compared Only minor differences of the metal cation binding to oxygen were

found when using different DFT functionals
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By monitoring the sodium/potassium cation transfer reactions between

sodiated/potassiated matrix molecules and a reference base with known gas-

phase sodium/potassium basicity, gas-phase sodium/potassium basicities of

MALDI matrices are determined. The data was analyzed by two methods: one

where the equilibrium constant was determined from the relative ratio of the

ionic and neutral reaction partners at equilibrium and the other based on fitting

the reaction kinetics over the full reaction time scale.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Direct determination of equilibrium constant

In the gas-phase, the sodium transfer reactions take place between a

sodiated/potassiate matrix molecule [m+Na]+/[m+K]+ and a neutral reference

base molecule (Re), as shown in Reaction 2-1. For convenience's sake only

sodium is taken as an example.

r -i+
AG

r -,+

[m + Na] + Re
i:

m + [Re + Na] (2-1)

The free energy change for this reaction is the difference between the gas-

phase sodium basicities of the matrix GNaB(m) and the reference base

GNaB(Re) (Equation 2-2)

AG = GNaB(Re) - GNaB(m) (2-2)

The relationship between the free energy and reaction equilibrium constant can

be written as (Equation 2-3)

GNaB(m) = GNa(Re) - RT-lnKeq (2-3)

The equilibrium constant Keq for the sodium ion transfer reaction is:
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(Re+Na)+'H

(m + Na) [Re]

The ratio [(Re+Na)+]/[(m+Na)+] in Equation 2-4 can be obtained from the mass

spectra, whereas the ratio of the neutrals [m]/[Re] is determined by El.

2.1.2. Fit of the reaction kinetics

Gas-phase sodium basicities can be determined by the equilibrium

method only in the absence of competing reaction channels. However, in many

of the systems studied here, species other than sodiated matrix and sodiated

reference base were observed. The sodium ion transfer reaction was generally

found to begin with the formation of a small amount of sodium-bound hetro

dimer, followed by its dissociation to products, as shown in Reaction (2-5).

[m + Na]+ + Re
i:

1
3

[m + Na + Re]+ i:

:'

m + [Re + Na]+ (2-5)
k_i k_2

Furthermore, a sodiated reference molecule can form an adduct with another

neutral reference molecule, and a sodium-bound homo dimer results (Reaction

2-6).

|"Re + Nal+ + Re
,:

3

'[Re + Na + Re]+ (2-6)
L J

k_3

After several seconds reaction time, the sodium bound homo dimer

[Re+Na+Re]+ can sometimes be the dominant species (Figure 2-1). This

reaction also shifts the previous reaction equilibrium to the right side and thus
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leads to a systematic error in determining the reaction equilibrium constant

according to Equation 2-4.

In order to take Reaction 2-6 explicitly into account, we fitted the

complete kinetic data. For this we considered the following two models:

Model 1.

[m + Na]+ + Re
c [m + Na + Rel+

c

'

m + [Re + Na]+ + Re
c

'

[Re + Na + Rel+
k_i k_2 k_3

(2-7)

Model 2.

[m+Nal+ + Re
c [m

+ Na + Re]+ c
m + [Re + Nal+

.

m+Na+F

k-1
L

+

Re

k3 41 k_3

[Re! + Na + Rel

(2-8)

Both of these two models include six rate constants ( /ci, /c_i, k2, k.2, k3, k.

3), and six species, among them the four observable ions: [M+Na]+,

[M+Na+Re]+, [Re+Na]+, [Re+Na+Re]+. Since the partial pressures of the

neutral reference base [Re] and the neutral matrix [M] are constant, we have

four differential equations for the time dependent concentrations of each of the

four ionic species. The concentration of every ionic species is normalized to the

total concentration of ions. The relative concentration of two neutrals in

comparison with the total concentration of ions was kept constant in the fits.

To fit the data, i.e., the time dependence of the normalized ion signal

intensities, these differential equations were integrated numerically using 4th
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order Runge-Kutta methods with adaptive step size [1]. The Simplex method

was used for fitting [1]. The fits were started considering only a small time

range, where the ion signal ratio changes most rapidly, then expanded to the

whole reaction time range using the rate constants obtained by the small time

range fit as initial guess. This procedure was repeated several times until the

best fit was found. The k values obtained from the last fit were used for

determining the desired equilibrium constant (Equation 2-9), and hence the

GNaB.

Keq -

Ä
(2-9)

2.1.3. Activation energy Ga

The presence of an energy barrier for sodium ion transfer results in a

reduction of the reaction rates below the collision rates. Reasons for this are

charge derealization and steric hindrance [2], which have more of an influence

in the case of gas-phase metal ion transfer reactions than for proton transfer

reactions, due to higher polarizabilities and larger size of metal ions compared

to protons.

The relation between the activation energy Ga and the corresponding

rate constant k is presented in Equation 2-10 [3],

Ga = -RTIn
'k^
Vkcoll/

(2-10)

where kco\\ is the collision rate constant for gas-phase reactions. The collision

rate constant kco\\ of ions and neutral molecules can be obtained from

"Langevin" model (Equation 2-11) [4]:
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kcoii = J " ' "

(cgs. units) (2-11 )

where a' is the isotropic polarizability of the neutral, q is the ion charge, and u is

the reduced mass of the collision partners, namely, the sodiated matrix and the

neutral reference base. For dimethoxyethane, which was used in this work the

reference base, a' is 9.56-1024 cm3 [5]. The rate constant k is obtained from the

fitting procedure described above.

2.2. Experimental section

2.2.1. Materials

Dimethoxyethane (DXE), 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB), para-

nitroaniline (PNA), trans-3-methoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (ferulic acid, FA),

nicotinic acid (NA), trans-3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (sinapinic acid,

SA), 3-hydroxypicolinic acid (3HPA), 4-hydroxy-a-cyanocinnamic acid

(4HCCA), 3-aminoquinoline (3AQ), 6-aza-2-thiothymine (ATT), dithranol, and

2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP) were purchased from Fluka (Buchs,

Switzerland).

2.2.2. Sample preparation

Sodiated matrix molecules were generated by laser desorption of the

sample made with a mixture of matrix and sodium chloride dissolved in water or

a water/ethanol solution. 20 ul of this solution were dropped on a target and

allowed to dry at room temperature. This dried droplet procedure was repeated

several times until there was a good crystal layer covering the surface of target.

Some matrices, e.g., 6-aza-2-thiothymine, nicotinic acid do not absorb the laser

irradiation at 355 nm very well, desorption was improved with the two-phase

method [6]. In these cases, the matrix/NaCI solution was mixed with an equal
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volume of silicon particles. This mixture was dropped on the target and allowed

to dry.

2.2.3. Experimental procedures

All experiments were performed on a Fourier transform ion cyclotron

resonance mass spectrometer (FT ICR MS) with an elongated cylindrical cell as

described in chapter 1. An internal ion source was employed on our instrument.

The solid sample was placed right behind the cylindrical cell. Therefore the

vapor from sublimation of the solid sample filled the cell region and the vacuum

system, giving a constant partial pressure of neutral matrix molecules [m]. This

was verified by employing electron impact ionization. The vapor pressure of

most matrices studied in this work is quite low (in the range of 10" mbar [7]).

Therefore a direct determination of the matrix vapor pressure is difficult. Since

the absolute values of neutral vapor pressure are not necessarily required in

both the kinetic fits and the equilibrium methods, the ratio of the neutral matrix

and reference base partial pressure was determined using electron impact

ionization. Vapor of the reference base, which is a liquid at room temperature,

was introduced through a leak valve. The typical electron energy used was 70-

80 eV with 3-5s ionization time.

The neutral molecules ionized by El gave different ions, e.g., [m]"+,

[m+H]+, [m] +, etc. All these signals were summed and the ratio of two neutrals

([M] /[Re]) was calculated using these summed ion signals. El provides

relatively stable signal intensity. The uncertainty of the neutral ratio [m] /[Re] is

then mainly due to the different ionization efficiencies. The ionization

efficiencies of the matrices and Re were estimated from ion gauge sensitivity

factors for similar compounds as given in the manual for the ion gauge.

Sdxe/Sn2 = 4 ± 1 was used for dimethoxyethane and Smatnx/SN2 = 6 ± 1 for the

matrices. The relative ionization sensitivity SDXE/Smatnx was used to correct the

systematic error of the neutral ratio [m] /[Re].
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All experiments were carried out at 298 K. The pressure of the neutral

mixture in the ICR cell during the experiments was typically 3.0-10"8 mbar. The

cationized positive matrix ions were isolated with a SWIFT waveform, cooled

down, and then allowed to react with neutral reference base molecules.

Spectra were summed over ten laser shots and taken after various reaction

delays until the reaction approached equilibrium.
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2.3. Results and discussion

2.3.1. Sodium

Direct determination of equilibrium constant

Figure 2-1 illustrates typical spectra for the sodium ion transfer reaction

between sodiated 3-aminoquinoline and the reference base dimethoxyethane at

the beginning of the reaction (2-1 a), after 10 (2-1 b) and 30 seconds (2-1 c).

After 10 seconds reaction time the sodiated reference base [DXE+Na]+ is the

dominant species although the sodium bound hetro dimer [3AQ+Na+DXE]+ and

the homo dimer [DXE+Na+DXE]+ are already clearly seen. After 30 s the

sodium bounded homo dimer completely dominates the spectra.

[3AQ+Na]+

i.

a)

[DXE+Naf [DXE+Na+DXE]+

\
,...L

._
__

_.i.L

+ b)
[3AQ+Na+DXE]

I

[DXE+

i.

Na+DXE]+ c)

I I I I I I I I I

100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

m/z

Figure 2-1 Positive FT ICR mass spectra of sodium transfer

reactions between sodiated 3-aminoquinoline and reference

base DXE after a) 2 \x,s, b) 10 s, and c) 30 s reaction time.
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The normalized intensity of the sodiated reference base does not remain

constant as the reaction progresses, due to the competing reaction in which the

homo dimer is produced (Figure 2-2a). Thus, the sodium transfer reaction is

taken to be complete once the sum of normalized intensities of sodiated DXE

([DXE+Na]+) and the corresponding homo dimer ([DXE+Na+DXE]+) remains

constant: d([DXE+Na]+ + [DXE+Na+DXE]+) /dt = 0 (see Figure 2-2b). This

quasi-equilibrium is generally reached after 30 seconds reaction time.

Grützmacher and coworkers have also observed homo dimer formation

in proton transfer reactions. They found that in a gas-phase proton transfer the

ratio of proton providing species and proton accepting species remains constant

after a certain reaction time [8]. This ratio was used for determination of the

equilibrium constant. Since sodium ion transfer reactions are similar, it should

be possible to use this method for determination of the equilibrium constant

here.

However, if we consider Figure 2-2c, in which the ratio of sodiated 3-

aminoquinoline and dimethoxyethane vs. reaction time is illustrated, we can see

that the curve bends slightly upwards after a nearly flat region. This is

inconsistent with the above-mentioned approach. The reason is found by

inspecting Figure 2-2a. Figure 2-2a shows that after 10 seconds reaction time

the intensity of sodiated 3-aminoquinoline remains almost constant while the

intensity of sodiated dimethoxyethane is still changing. In this case, the classic

equilibrium method can only be used if we consider the constant region in

Figure 2-2c as a quasi equilibrium. Again, here, the formation of homo dimer is

not treated properly.
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Figure 2-2 Kinetic plot of gas-phase sodium ion transfer

reaction between sodiated 3-aminoquinoline and

dimethoxyethane; a) plot of normalized intensities of observed

ion species vs. reaction time. The solid lines are kinetic fit

functions; b) plot of the normalized intensities of [DXE+Na]+ +

[DXE+Na+DXE]+ vs. reaction time; c) plot of ratio of intensities

of sodiated 3-aminoquinoline and dimethoxyethane vs.

reaction time.
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Fit of the reaction kinetics

In order to fully account for the homo dimer formation, fitting of the kinetic

data was employed, and the equilibrium constant can then be determined using

Equation 2-10. The time-dependent development of normalized ion intensities

observed in the gas-phase sodium ion transfer reaction between sodiated 3-

aminoquinoline and dimethoxyethane is illustrated in Figure 2-2a. The solid

lines are kinetic fits. The two models shown above were used to fit the data

points. For most cases, model 2 gave a better fit quality. Nevertheless, the AG

values determined by these two different models do not show significant

differences. Thus, the fit was usually based on model 2, except in the case of

dithranol.

Model 2 is not suitable for dithranol, because the sodiated dithranol

transfers the sodium ions to dimethoxyethane without forming a sodium-bound

hetro dimer ([dithranol+Na+DXE]+) with dimethoxyethane. This is a unique

case among the matrices we studied.

Figure 2-3a illustrates the kinetics of the sodium ion transfer reaction

between sodiated dithranol and dimethoxyethane. The solid lines are the

kinetic fits (model 1). The sum of sodiated dimethoxyethane and the

corresponding homo dimer remains constant after 30 seconds reaction time

(Figure 2-3b).

The gas-phase sodium basicities of twelve MALDI matrices determined

by two methods, together with literature values of their gas-phase proton

affinities/basicities and the activation energies of the sodium transfer reaction

are summarized in Table 2-1. For para-nitroaniline there is no value from

kinetic fitting, because the sodium ion transfer reaction between para-

nitroaniline and dimethoxyethane becomes more complicated due to the

formation of a homo dimer [PNA+Na+PNA]+. This species was treated as a

reagent, and the equilibrium method was used. The uncertainty of the AG-

value is thus considerably larger.
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Figure 2-3 Kinetic plot of gas-phase sodium ion transfer

reaction between sodiated dithranol and dimethoxyethane; a)

plot of normalized intensities of observed ion species vs

reaction time. The solid lines are kinetic fit functions; b) plot of

the normalized intensities of [DXE+Na]+ + [DXE+Na+DXE]+ vs.

reaction time.

The gas-phase sodium basicity of the reference base dimethoxyethane

used in this work is GNaB(Re) = 154 kJ mol"1, measured using high pressure

mass spectrometry [9]. A value for the gas-phase sodium affinity of DXE, -AH =

161 ±4 kJ-mol"1 has been obtained using the threshold CID method in a guided

ion beam mass spectrometer [10]. Subtracting the estimated entropy change

for sodium ion transfer puts the GNaB value into the same range as the one

obtained in Ref. [9].
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The estimated uncertainty of the sodium basicity from the fits is obtained

by error propagation; including the error of the fit itself, the uncertainty of

[m]/[Re] and the uncertainty in GNaB of the reference base. Error estimation in

the kinetic fits requires estimated errors for individual data points. These were

obtained from five repetitions at each reaction time. In the error analysis we

have considered only two parameters, the equilibrium constant Keq and the /re¬

value, to limit the A%2 range which must be considered. The confidence level

for this part of the error analysis was 68% (1-a) [1]. The value of [m]/[Re] is

corrected by the relative ionization efficiencies, this only reduces the systematic

error of the [m]/[Re] ratio. The estimated uncertainty of [m]/[Re] (±50%) was

used in the kinetic fits, and the resulting error in Keq and in AG is obtained.

Finally, we also need the error of the reference base sodium basicity, which

was assumed to be ±0.3 kcalmol"1 from comparison with similar experimental

uncertainties given in reference [9].

Error propagation was also employed in the error estimation for the

equilibrium method. The ratio of ion intensities could be obtained from the

mass spectra without a large error. The major contribution was the uncertainty

in the ratio [m]/[Re], again taken as ±50%. Including the error for the reference

base we have obtained the estimated error of the sodium basicity (Tabble 2-1).

Although this estimation includes all experimental factors, the influence of

shifted equilibrium due to the sodium bound homo dimer has not been

considered and therefore must be considered as a source of systematic error.

Comparing the values obtained by the two methods presented in Table 2-1, we

can see that they differ by 3 kJ-mol"1 at most. Thus, assuming the existence of

a quasi equilibrium is acceptable at the condition used in the experiments.

Recommended values are presented in Table 2-2. The GNaB-values

from kinetic fitting are chosen for this approach, because this method gives

more precise GNaB-values than the equilibrium method, and since it explicitly

accounts for homo dimer formation. For para-nitroaniline there is no data from

kinetic fitting, thus the value from the direct determination of the equilibrium

constant was used in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-1 Gas-phase sodium basicities (GNaB), activation energy

(Ga) and gas-phase proton affinity of common MALDI matrices. Kin.:

equilibrium constants were determined by fitting of complete reaction

kinetics; Equ.: direct determination of equilibrium constants. PA

values are the average over PA values given in Table A-1.

GNaB (kJ mol"1)
Activation

energy

Ga±1

(kJ mol"1)

PA

Matrices
Kin. Equ.

(kJ mol"1)

NA 166±1 167±5 9 903±17

4HCCA 165±3 166±3 6 846±6

3HPA 163±3 161 ±4 8 896

ATT 161 ±3 162±1 7 -

FA 160±2 163±6 6 822±2

SA 159±2 162±5 7 878±7

DHB 158±3 159±2 7 860±6

PNA - 157±2 - 866

THAP 154±2 155±2 5 878

Dithranol 150.5±0.5 149±2 6 874±8

3AQ 144.3±2 144±1 6 -

Table 2-2 shows that the measured gas-phase sodium basicities of all

MALDI matrices studied are very similar. The values lie between 140-170 kJ

mol"1. This can be explained by the similarities in molecular structure of the

matrices: most of them have an aldehyde or carboxyl functional group. The

oxygens on these functional groups are responsible for the complexation of the

sodium ion. Besides oxygen, nitrogen atoms can also play a role in the

complexation of the sodium ion, e.g., in the case of 3-aminoquinoline.

The relative GNaB-values anchored to that of 3-aminoquinoline are also

given in Table 2-2. There are two reasons for this: first, for MALDI users, it is

more relevant to know the order of the gas-phase sodium basicities of the

matrices than the absolute values. Second, the error bars of the relative values
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are much smaller than that of the absolute values. This is because systematic

errors, such as uncertainties of the reference base GNaB cancel. Thus, the

order of the sodium basicities becomes more clear and precise, and was found

to be: NA > 4HCCA > 3HPA >ATT > FA > SA > DHB >PNA > THAP > dithranol

>3AQ.

Table 2-2 The recommended gas-phase
sodium basicities (data are selected from K =

fitting of reaction kinetics, E = equilibrium
method) and the relative values anchored to

the value of 3AQ.

GNaB (kJ mol"1)

Matrices recommended

values

relative values

(±1 kJ mol"1)

NA 166±1
K

22

Cyano 165±3K 21

3HPA 163±3K 18

ATT 161±3K 16

FA 160±2K 16

SA 159±2K 15

DHB 158±3K 13

PNA 157±2E 13

THAP 154±2K 10

dithranol 150.5±0.5K 6

3AQ 144±2K 0

The proton affinities (AH) of the matrices given in Table 2-1 are obviously

much higher than the sodium basicities. The driving force for formation of

sodium complexes is expected to be largely electrostatic interaction between

the sodium ion as an electron acceptor, and 0 or N atoms of the matrix

molecules as electron donors. The situation for protonation should be similar.

We would therefore expect a correlation between the sodium basicities and the

proton affinities/basicities. However, as it is shown in Table 2-2, no clear
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correlation between the proton affinities and the sodium basicities is observed.

This indicates that electrostatic interactions are not the only factor that

determines proton/cation binding. For the case of a matrix with a carboxyl

group, binding of sodium to both oxygens significantly increases the binding

energy of the complex compared to complexation by only a single oxygen atom.

This does not occur in the case of protonation, since the proton is too small to

be bound to both oxygens. In addition to the electrostatic interaction, structure

is thus another important factor determining the gas-phase sodium

basicity/affinity, and probably the explanation for the lack of a correlation

between proton and sodium basicities/affinities.

In contrast to sodium ion transfer, proton transfer reactions that were

investigated on the same instrument and under the same conditions required

less than 20 seconds to reach equilibrium [7]. This indicates that the activation

energy for sodium ion transfer in the gas-phase must be higher than the

activation energy for proton transfer. As we discussed in introduction, steric

hindrance and charge derealization are the most important reasons for the

difference between sodium ion transfer and proton transfer.

The activation energies Ga determined by Equation 2-10 and 2-11 are

also presented in Table 2-1. The reaction rate constants employed in Equation

2-10 were the ki-values obtained from the kinetic fit. The dissociation reaction

of the hetro dimer is obviously very fast, such that we do not see much hetro

dimer. This also indicates that the first step of the sodium transfer reaction, i.e.,

the formation of the hetro dimer, is the rate-limiting step. The activation

energies given in Table 2-1 are all under 10 kJ-mol"1, which is much smaller

than the thermal energy of molecules in a MALDI plume (typical plume

temperatures are about 500 K). This energy barrier for sodium transfer in the

MALDI plume is therefore not difficult to overcome. At least for sodium, this

argues against kinetic control in MALDI ion formation by cation attachment [11].
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2.3.2. Potassium

Figure 2-4 shows the FT MS spectra taken during the gas-phase

potassium transfer reaction between potassiated DHB and 1,2-

dimethoxyethane; at the beginning of the reaction (a), with 6s reaction time (b),

and at the reaction equilibrium (c). In contrast to the sodium transfer reactions,

the metal ion bound hetro and homo dimers were barely observed in these

potassium transfer reactions.

[DHB+K]+ a)

li

[DXE+K]+ b)

ii

[DXE+KK

,i i.

I I

c)
+

DXE] [DHB+K+DXE]+

I \
I

100 150 200 250 300

m/z

Figure 2-4 Positive ion mode FT ICR mass spectra of

potassium cation transfer reactions between potassiated

2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid and 1,2-dimethoxyethane after a)
2 ^s, b) 5 s, and c) 35 s reaction time.

In general, only very minor amounts of homo dimer [DXE+K+DXE]+ and

hetro dimer [m+K+DXE]+ (m is a matrix molecule) were observed. This small

amount of dimer does not affect the reaction equilibrium significantly, and was

therefore ignored in this work.
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Figure 2-5 Kinetic plot of gas-phase potassium cation

transfer reaction between potassiated 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic
acid and 1,2-dimethoxyethane. a) Plot of normalized

intensities of observed ion species vs. reaction time. The

solid lines are exponential fit functions; b) Plot of the

intensities ratio [DHB+K]+/[DXE+K]+ vs. reaction time.

In Figure 2-5a, the kinetics of the potassium transfer reaction is shown.

For determining the gas-phase potassium basicity of DHB, the ion ratio at
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equilibrium was obtained as the average value of five measurements,

[DHB+K]+/[DXE+K]+ = 5±2 (Figure 2-5b).

The ratio of neutrals [DHB]/[DXE] determined by El was 0.06±0.05. The

free energy for the potassium transfer reaction from potassiated DHB to DXE is

AG = 3±2 kJ-mol"1. The reference value for Equation 2-2 is taken from Sunner

et al. [12], GKB(DXE) = 96 kJmol"1. The gas-phase potassium basicity of DHB

is thus 99±2 kJ-mol"1. The error may be larger (up to ±4 kJ-mol"1) than that

given here, since no error for the reference value was given by Sunner et al.

and was therefore not included. Furthermore, the gas-phase potassium

basicities of the other three matrices are 104±3 kJ-mol"1 for sinapinic acid, 97±4

kJ-mol"1 for2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone, and 94±3 kJ-mol"1 for dithranol.

Table 2-3 Gas-phase potassium basicities (GKB) of MALDI

matrices measured experimentally at 298 K. The relative values

are anchored to that of dithranol. All energies are given in kJ-mol"1.
Values of the gas-phase sodium basicities (GNaB) are taken from

Table 2-2.

K+ Na'

Matrices

GKB
relative

values
GNaB

relative

values

SA 104±4 10 159±2 9

DHB 99±2 5 158±3 8

THAP 97±4 3 154±2 4

dithranol 94±3 0 150.5±0.5 0

Comparing with the gas-phase sodium basicities, a linear correlation is

obtained. For both Na+ and K+ binding to the matrices, the order is SA > DHB >

THAP > dithranol. Ryzhov et al. have also found that there is a linear

correlation between the Na+ and K+ binding to the aromatic amino acids [13].

This correlation may be because of the structure of the matrix molecules. Both
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SA and DHB molecules contain carboxyl oxygens that are obviously better

electron donor for the binding of Na+ and K+ than aromatic hydroxyl oxygens.

Dithranol has only hydroxyl functional groups on the jt-system, and it has the

lowest gas-phase potassium and sodium cation binding energies among the

four matrices. This leads to an electrostatic mode of Na+ and K+ binding. The

relative order of the gas-phase sodium basicities of eleven matrices given in

Table 2-2 can be thus expected to be the same for potassium.

2.3.3. Consequences for MALDI MS

Na+ binds more strongly to matrix than K+, which is typical for

electrostatic interactions: smaller ions bind more strongly. This sequence is

also reflected in the MALDI mass spectra, where the signals of sodiated quasi-

molecular ions are in general more intense than the potassiated ones, unless

the molecules analyzed do have a particularly high affinity to potassium cations.

A good example of using this principle for solving a typical MALDI problem is

given by North et al. [14]. The authors have added lithium salts into their

MALDI sample to minimize the interfering signals caused by Na+ and K+ in the

analysis of complex mixtures of oligosaccharides. By adding lithium salt,

signals of sodiated and potassiated molecules are suppressed. This is because

the Li+ binding energies are in general higher than those of Na+ and K+, and the

gas-phase cationization process is thermodynamically controlled [11].

The matrices studied in this work show different behavior in binding of

metal ions. This is mainly due to their structure and the functional groups they

possess. In MALDI MS, dithranol is a well-known matrix used for polymer

analysis, giving cationized analyte signals.

Ohanessian and co-workers have compiled sodium affinity data for

various organic compounds and molecules of biological interest [15]. The

sodium affinities of most amino acids cited are greater than 150 kJ mol"1 and
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values for dipeptides usually lie above 160 kJ mol"1. The gas-phase sodium

affinities of nucleobases were reported to lie between 164-190 kJ mol"1 [16].

Carbohydrates also have relatively high sodium affinities (> 160 kJ mol"1).

Among all matrices studied dithranol has one of the lowest gas-phase sodium

basicities, 150 kJ mol"1. If we consider a gas-phase sodium transfer reaction in

the MALDI plume (Reaction 2-12), it is clear that the reaction is exoergic for all

of the analytes listed above:

[Dithranol + Na]+ + Analyte
AG

> Dithranol + [Analyte +Na]+ (2-12)

AG = -15~-40kJmol"1

For gas-phase cationization mechanism, no matter whether free cation

attachment or cation transfer is predominant, matrix may compete with analyte

for cations. The free energy of the cation transfer from matrix to analyte varies

with different matrices. Among them, dithranol provides the highest exoergicity.

This, according to the thermodynamic model, may explain why dithranol is the

most suitable matrix when cationization is desired, for example, for the analysis

of polymers that are not easily protonated [17]. 3-aminoquinoline also has

relatively low sodium basicity. Although this matrix has not been used often as

a matrix for polymers [17], our result suggests that 3-aminoquinoline may be a

useful matrix for polymer analysis.

Liao and Allison have reported that when SA is used as a matrix, no

sodiated analyte signal can be detected [18]. Our results show that SA has

relatively high cation binding free energies among the matrices studied. This

may lead to a less intense sodiated analyte signal, although this hardly explains

the complete absence of the sodiated matrix signal. This will be discussed in a

greater detail in chapter 4. The structural information of [SA+M+]+ complexes

(M+ = Na+ and K+) that will be discussed in the next chapter shows that metal

ions can be bound to the hydroxyl and methoxyl oxygens besides the carboxyl

oxygens. Both binding patterns give comparable sodium and potassium
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binding energies, resulting in the possibility for a multiply cationization of SA,

i.e., [SA-H++2M+]+, which can sometimes also be observed in MALDI mass

spectra. Other matrices such as DHB do not have this possibility. This may

render SA even more competitive for cation binding in the MALDI plume.

2.4. Conclusions

- The gas-phase sodium basicities and potassium basicities of MALDI

matrices were determined using the ligand-exchange equilibrium method

and by a complete fit of the reaction kinetics. The activation energies for

gas-phase sodium ion transfer could also be estimated using a

calculated ion-neutral collision rate constant in the ICR-cell.

- Gas-phase sodium basicities for MALDI matrices studied were found to

lie around 150 kJ mol"1 and were much lower than the corresponding

proton basicities/affinities of the matrices, while values of GKB were

found to lie between 90 and 110 kJ-mol"1. The GKBs are less than

GNaBs by about 50 kJ-mol"1. A linear correlation between the GNaB and

GKB was found, consistent with electrostatic considerations. The

equilibrium method gives reliable results for the relative values rather

than the absolute values of binding energies.

- Finally, arguments in support of thermodynamic control in MALDI ion

formation by cation attachment were presented. The best matrix for

cationization in polymer analysis, dithranol, has one of the lowest cation

basicities among the matrices investigated. This might be the

explanation for the intense cationized signals in MALDI MS spectra if

dithranol is used as the matrix.
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3.1. Method

Density functional theory using the combined Becke's three-parameter

non-local exchange functional [2] and the gradient-corrected functional of Lee,

Yang and Parr (B3LYP functional) [3] was employed throughout in this work for

the calculation of the equilibrium geometries and the harmonic vibrational

frequencies at the 6-31+G* level. The optimized geometries of different metal

complex conformers were compared in order to find the most stable

conformation. The binding energies were computed as the reaction energy of

reaction 1-15. The calculations were accomplished at 1.0 atmosphere and

298.15 K for the reactants and products in the reaction 1-15. Binding energies

were corrected for the basis set super position errors (BSSE) using the

standard counterpoise procedure [4]. All the calculations were done using the

Gaussian94 and Gaussian98 packages [5,6].

3.2. Results and discussion

3.2.1. Matrix-cation complexes

The sodium/potassium cations binding energies obtained by theoretical

calculation are summarized in Table 3-5. Matrices studied are para-nitroaniline

(PNA), 3-hydroxypicolinic acid (3HPA), 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB), 2,4,6-

trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP), trans-3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid

(sinapinic acid, SA) and dithranol. The computational results will be discussed

individually for each matrix and compared with experimental data given in

Chapter 2. The calculated vibrational frequencies with their IR intensities of the

matrix molecules as well as their sodium/potassium complexes in the most

stable conformation are summarized in Table A-2 in appendix. The 3HPA- and

PNA-potassium complexes were not included in this work, because the

experimental results required for the comparison are not available. The

vibrational frequency calculations were carried out for all optimized geometries,

in order to ensure that the optimized geometry of the Na+/K+ complexes

possesses the true minima on the energy surface.
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In order to have a comparison of the different computational methods,

we first calculated the gas-phase potassium binding energy of 1,2-

dimethoxyethane using the DFT method at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level. This was

done because the [DXE+K]+ complex has been well investigated experimentally

and theoretically by ab initio methods at different levels, and also because 1,2-

dimethoxyethane is the reference base employed in this work. The [DXE+K]+

complex has previously been studied by the equilibrium method [7], CID

experiments [8], and theoretical calculations [9]. The potassium binding

energies of 1,2-dimethoxyethane obtained by different methods are given in

Table 3-1. Among these, the only value of potassium binding free energy

obtained experimentally was determined by the equilibrium method (AG298 =

96.1 kJmol"1) [7].

Table 3-1 Binding energies of [DXE+K]+ obtained theoretically and

experimentally.
a

ab initio results are taken from Hill et al. [9];
,c

Experimental values obtained by the threshold collision induced

dissociation method and equilibrium method are taken from More et al. [8]
and Sunner et al. [7]. Values obtained by DFT method are from this work.

Methods -AH298(kJmor1) -AG298 (kJ-mol"1)

aRHF/6-31+G*

a

RHF/6-31+G*//MP2/6-31+G*

aMP2/6-31+G*

a

MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ

a
MP2A/TZ//MP2/est CBS

B3LYP/6-31+G*

CID experiment

c

Equilibrium experiment

Figure 3-1 shows the optimized geometry of [DXE+K]+ complex and the

structural parameters. The metal-oxygen distances (Rmo) are the most crucial

parameters. Different computational methods and basis sets give the largest

119.6

131.7

130.8

125.4

133.8

122.4

120.4

129.6

88.8

96.1
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differences for this parameter. The potassium-oxygen distance obtained by

DFT is 0.023 A larger than that found by MP2/6-31+G*, and 0.013 A larger than

that obtained by MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ. The RHF gives the largest value among all

the methods. In Table 3-1, all the calculated binding energies are fairly

comparable with the experimental values. A better agreement is obtained by

both RHF and DFT using standard basis sets (6-31+G*) in comparison with the

CID experiment results. For the MP2 theory, different basis sets give minor

variations. The equilibrium method gives a higher binding energy than the CID

experiment. They differ by 9.2-kJ-mor1. If the average of the two experimental

values is taken (125 kJ-mol"1), and compared with the theoretical values, the

DFT method gives a good agreement, with only 2% deviation.

zocco

RHF: 59.2°

MP2/b1: 59.9°

DFT: 59.8°

ZOCC

RHF: 110.4°

MP2/b1:109.5°

DFT: 110.5°

^ Reo

RHF: 1.411 A

MP2/b1:l 437 Â
DFT: 1.435 Â

Figure 3-1 Optimized geometry of the [DXE+K]+
complex at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level (DFT). The

geometry parameters obtained at the RHF/6-31+G*,
MP2/6-31+G* (MP2/b1), and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ

(MP2/b2) are taken from Hill et al. [9].

RHF:

MP2/b1

MP2/b2

DFT:

Rmo

2.683 Â

2.643 Â

2.653 Â

2.666 Â

ZOKO

RHF: 63 3

MP2/b1:642
DFT:

647

Reo

RHF: 1.412 Â

MP2/b1:l 442 Â
DFT: 1.435 Â
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The MALDI matrices studied in this work have aromatic rings and

carboxyl and hydroxyl functional groups. The competition between the jt-

system and those functional groups can result in number of binding

conformations of the sodium and potassium cations. Two types of interactions

in the Na+/K+-matrix complexes may exist, namely, a charge-dipole interaction

between Na+/K+ and the oxygens or nitrogens, and the cation-jt interaction

between Na+/K+ and benzene ring.

PNA

There are three sodium coordination possibilities for PNA, namely, the

interaction of Na+ with the two oxygens of the nitro group, with the amino

nitrogen and with the aromatic ring. The geometry optimization result shows,

however, no local minimum for the interaction of Na+ with the aromatic ring.

Figure 3-2 shows two optimized structures for the two [PNA+Na]+ isomers.

I

Figure 3-2 Optimized structures of [PNA+Na]+
complex at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.
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The isomer I with Na bound to the nitro group is more stable than

isomer II with Na+ bound to the amino nitrogen. The energy difference between

theses two isomers is 117.6 kJ mol"1 (Table 3-2). In structure I, a bidentate Na+

coordination by two nitro oxygens with a planar structure is found.

Detailed geometrical information obtained by geometry optimization of

neutral PNA and of the [PNA+Na]+ complex is shown in Figure 3-3.

\ 2.302 Â
/ 56.4° \

RC4NZHjNC^
Na+: 0.0° Na+: 1.349 Â

free: 19.2° free: 1.381 Â

ZH2NC4C5
Na+: 0.0°

free: -19.2°

ZONO

Na+: 119.1°

free: 123.9°

R|MO

Na+: 1.264 Â

free: 1.236 Â

ZNC^

Na+: 119.6°

free: 119.6°

RiNC1

Na+: 1.397 Â

free: 1.456 Â

ZC3C2H

Na+: 120.8°

free: 121.0°

R,C2H

Na+: 1 -084 Â

free: 1.084 Â

Rç2C3

Na+: 1.374 Â

free: 1.387 Â

RÇ3C4

Na+: 1.425 Â

free: 1.412 Â

Z-C3C2H

Na+: 120.8°

free: 121.0°

Figure 3-3 Detailed geometrical information of

PNA and [PNA+Na]+ complex at the B3LYP/6-

31+G* level.
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In contrast to the geometry of the amino group in neutral PNA, the

[PNA+Na]+ complex structure shows that the amino group is planar. The most

notable geometrical change upon binding of the sodium ion is thus the change

of dihedral angles H1-N-C4-C3 and H2-N-C4-C5. In PNA, H1-N-C4-C3 = 19.2° and

H2-N-C4-C5 = -19.2°, whereas the dihedral angles in the [PNA+Na]+ complex

are H1-N-C4-C3 = 0.0° and H2-N-C4-C5 = 0.0°, which gives a C2V symmetry. The

N-0 bond lengths (1.264 A) of the nitro group in the [PNA+Na]+ complex are

longer than that in neutral PNA (1.236 A). The ZONO angle is greater in the

complex than in the neutral molecule. All these structural changes lead to a

global dipole moment in the complexed PNA (^ = 1.7197 D).

DHB

Na+

The most plausible structures of the [DHB+Na]+ complex are considered.

Carboxyl and hydroxyl functional groups are the most likely candidates for

binding the sodium. The interaction between a sodium ion and a single

hydroxyl oxygen leads to relatively low sodium affinity (AH values are less than

100 kJ-mof1) [10]. For this reason, the complexation of the sodium ion by both

carboxyl oxygens or by the hydroxyl oxygen and one of the carboxyl oxygens is

more likely. As for the [PNA+Na]+ complex, no local minimum for the

complexation of sodium by the jt-system was found.

The optimized structures of the [DHB+Na]+ complex are shown in Figure

3-4. The structures are divided into two groups: "a" and "b". The difference

between these two groups is the torsion angle of the H atom of the 5-hydroxyl

group, "a" denotes structures with a dihedral angle ZH3OC5C4 = 0° (refer to

Figure 3-5), whereas "b" is for ZH3OC5C4 = 180°. All of these structures show

that sodium ion sits in the molecular plane of DHB. Va and Vb are the most

stable structures giving a coordination of sodium by both the 2-hydroxyl and the

carboxyl oxygens. The energy difference between these two structures is 0.6
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kJmof
.

Structures IVa and IVb are the second most stable conformations of

the [DHB+Na]+ complex, in which the sodium is bound to the carboxyl oxygens,

and a H-bond is formed between the carboxyl hydrogen and the 2-hydroxyl

oxygen. The energy difference between structure V and IV is about 4 kJmof
.

From a geometrical point of view, the four-membered ring in structures IVa and

IVb is less favorable than the six-membered ring in structures Va and Vb.

la lb Ma Mb

Ilia 1Mb IVa IVb

Va Vb Via VI b

Figure 3-4 Optimized structures of [DHB+Na]+ complex at the

B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

Although the way of the sodium coordination in structures Ma and Mb is

similar to that in structures IVa and IVb, structure II contains over 20 kJ-mof

more energy. This is because that the sodium is bound by the two carboxyl

oxygens in structure II, one of the carbonyl oxygens disperses the charge to
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both the sodium ion and the 2-hydroxyl hydrogen. In this case, the charge

transfer from this carbonyl O-atom to sodium is less efficient than that in

structures V and IV. Among these twelve [DHB+Na]+ complexes, structures IIa,

IIb as well as Ilia, 1Mb show a somewhat special behavior. The rotation of the 5-

hydroxyl group makes a notable energy difference in structures II and III (for

example, the energy difference between Ilia and 1Mb is 9.7 kJ-mol" ), whereas in

structure I, IV, V, and VI, this kind of rotation only results in small energy

differences (the energy difference between la and lb is 0.2 kJmof ).

The corresponding neutral DHB structures were optimized individually.

The expression "corresponding neutral" means that the neutral retains the same

conformation as in the complex. The importance of these corresponding

neutrals will be discussed later in the section of comparison between

experimental and theoretical results. The different neutral structures are

labeled with N and correspond to the sodium complex structures, e.g., the

corresponding neutral of complex Vb is labeled by VbN. True minima were

found for all six sets of neutral structures. We take three of them as examples,

i.e., the corresponding neutrals of the sodium complex in structures VbN, IVaN

and IbN. The relative energies of these two neutrals with respect to the most

stable one (IbN) are given in Table 3-2. The optimized geometry of the most

stable structures of neutral (IbN) and the complex with their geometrical

parameters are shown in Figure 3-5.
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Table 3-2 Calculated relative energies with respect to the most

stable structures for PNA, DHB, THAP, 3HPA as well as their

sodium/potassium complexes in different conformers obtained

from geometry optimization at the 6-31+G* level.

E (a.u.) AE (kJ mol"')

PNA -492.1323606 -

[PNA+Na]+ I -654.2876324 0

II -654.2428556 117.6

IbN -571.2924261 0

DHB IVaN -571.2757489 43.8

VbN -571.2746044 46.8

Vb -733.4313308 0

Va -733.4311109 0.6

IVa -733.429828 4.0

IVb -733.4297826 4.1

IIa -733.4213968 26.1

[DHB+Na]+ Ilia -733.419371 31.4

lib -733.4189133 32.6

1Mb -733.4156484 41.2

la -733.4147493 43.5

lb -733.4146963 43.7

VI b -733.4122583 50.1

Via -733.4113405 52.5

la -1171.0549926 0

lb -1171.0548852 0.3

[DHB+K]+ lib -1171.0521968 7.3

IIa -1171.0518788 8.2

Ilia -1171.0481042 18.1

1Mb -1171.0456121 24.6

THAP -610.5907238 -

1 -772.729028 0

[THAP+Na]+ II -772.7281095 2.4

III -772.7047 63.9

[THAP+K]+ -1210.3496556 -

3HPA -512.1126225 -

1 -674.2573694 0

II -674.2519362 14.3

III -674.250341 18.5

[3HPA+Na]+ IV -674.2469294 27.4

V -674.2370483 53.4

VI -674.2171871 105.5
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R0H1

Na+: 0.976 Â

free: 0.975 Â

RC70

Na+: 1.337 Â

free: 1.353 Â

RC7C1

Na+: 1.474 Â

free: 1.464 Â

RC6C5

Na+:1.391Â
free: 1.385 Â

RC50

Na+: 1358 Â

free: 1.375 Â

ZH3OC5

Na+:111.6°

free: 110.0°

ZH1C7O ^oc7o

Na+: 108.6° Na+: 116.6°

free: 106.7° free: 120.6°

ZC7C1C2

Na+: 123.0°

free: 119.1°

R

C701

2.143

/?^1^B

Na+: 118.4°

free: 119.7°

Na+: 1396 Â

free: 1.406 Â

2.287

Na+: 1.235 Â

free: 1.232 Â

ZC1C2Q2

Na+: 121.7°

free: 123.5°

ROH2

Na+: 0.973 Â

free: 0.986 Â

RC202

Na+: 1.397 Â

free: 1.350 Â

ZH2O2C2C3
Na+: 0.0°

free: 180.0°

Figure 3-5 Detailed geometrical information of DHB and

[DHB+Na]+ complex at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

fC

By analogy to Na+, the interaction between K+ and a single hydroxyl

oxygen will certainly result in lower binding energy than if the potassium cation

is bound to the carboxyl oxygens or to both a carboxyl oxygen and a hydroxyl

oxygen. Figure 3-6 shows the different conformations of [DHB+K]+ considered

in this work. In all structures, the potassium sits in the molecular plane of DHB.

The structures in Figure 3-6 represents basically three types (I, II, III) of K+

binding to DHB. For each of these types, two different conformations result

from the rotation of the 5-hydroxyl group (refer to Figure 3-6).
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lb Mb 1Mb

Figure 3-6 Optimized structures of [DHB+K]+
complexes at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

The most stable conformation of [DHB+K]+ is for K+ binding to the

carboxyl group (structure la and lb), la is slightly more stable than lb, by 0.3

kJ-mol"1. If the structure Ma is compared to Mb, and Ilia to 1Mb respectively, the

rotation of the 5-hydroxyl group costs 0.8 and 6.5 kJ-mol"1 energy. The

calculated energies of the [DHB+K]+ complex and the relative energies with

respect to the most stable one are given in Table 3-2. No local minimum was

found for a cation-jt interaction. The conformations of type I are more stable

than type II and III, by about 7 and 18 kJ-mol"1. Detailed geometric information

of the most stable [DHB+K]+ conformation (structure la) and the most stable

structure of the neutral DHB are given in Figure 3-7. Potassium cation bound to

the carboxyl oxygen gives the most stable structure of the complex, while

sodium cation prefers to bind with both the carbonyl and the 2-hydroxyl oxygens

(Figure 3-5).
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ZO1C7C1C6
k+ ö~ö°

free -180 0°

ZO2C7C1C2
K+ 0 0°

free -180 0°

ZH1O2C7C1
K+ 180 0°

free 0 0°

K+ 1 227 Â

free 1 232 Â

K+ 1 478 Â

free 1 464 Â

K+ 1 393 Â

free 1 385 Â

K+ 1 362 Â

free 1 358 Â

K+ 0 986 Â

free 0 975 Â

RC7Q1 2 626 •'
46 8 '• 2 883

ZOC7O

K+ 1166°

free 120 6°

Rom

^ K+ 0 986Â

free 0 975 Â

RC702

K+ 1 359 Â

free 1 232 Â

- RoH2

) K+ 0 971 Â

I2 free 0 986 Â

Rc2o

K+ 1 382 Â

free 1 350 Â

ZH2OC2C3
K+ 0 0°

free 180 0°

ZHsOCfj
RC2C3ZH30C5C4

K+ 0 0° K+ 111 4° K+ 1 392 Â

free 180 0° free 110 0° free 1 406 Â

Figure 3-7 Detailed geometrical information of the

[DHB+K]+ complex and the most stable neutral

obtained at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

THAP

The possibilities for Na+ coordination are provided by the oxygen atoms

of the carbonyl and hydroxyl functional groups (Figure 3-8). An energy

minimum is also found when Na+ coordinates to the aromatic ring. The most

stable isomer is I, with a bidentate Na+ coordination by the carbonyl oxygen and

the 2-hydroxyl oxygen. The carbonyl group rotates out of the benzene ring

plane in the [THAP+Na]+ complex. In structure II, sodium is bound to the

carbonyl oxygen that also forms an intra-molecular hydrogen bond to the 2-
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hydroxyl hydrogen. Frequency calculations were carried out for all of the

conformers I, II, and III, as well as their corresponding neutrals.

I II III

Figure 3-8 Optimized structures of [THAP+Na]+ complex at the

B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

Apart from the binding to the single hydroxyl oxygen as shown in Figure

3-8, the only likely potassium cation complexation of THAP that gives a

considerable binding strength is given by binding to both the carbonyl and the

2-hydroxyl oxygens. No local minimum was found for the cation-jt interaction.

Attempted geometry optimization of a cation-jt conformation formed no local

minimum. The acetyl group rotates out of the molecular plane about the C1-C7

bond when binding to the potassium cation is established. This gives a torsion

angle ZOiC7CiC2= 27.0°. The optimized geometry of [THAP+Na]+ and

[THAP+K]+ complexes and the detailed geometrical information are shown in

Figure 3-9.
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Z-0-| C7C-1C2

K+: 27.0°

Na+: 23.8°

free: 0.0°

Rc7C8

K+.
1.507 Â

Na+: 1.508 Â

free: 1.521 Â

RC701

R C7C1

K+.
1.480 Â

Na+:1478Â
free: 1.470 Â

zX604H3

K+: 110.5°

Na+: 110.6'

free: 109.2'

RC604

K+.
1.357 Â

Na+:1355Â
free: 1.367 Â

R04H3

K+.
0.971 Â

Na+:0.972Â
free:0.970 Â

zX4Q3H2
K+: 111.7°

Na+: 112.0

free: 109.9°

1.241 Â
K+:

Na+:1.244A
free: 1.249 Â

ZC7CiC2 ^OiM02

K+: 60.5°

Na+: 74.5°

Rmoi
K+: 2.485 A

Na+: 2.116Â

K+: 121.9°

Na+: 122.4°

free: 118.9°

Rm02
K+- 2.821 A

Na+:2.316A

ZC1C2O2

K+: 119.8°

Na+:120.0°

free: 121.7°

RqH2

K+.
0.972 Â

Na+: 0.972 Â

free: 1.003 Â

RC202

RC403 R03H2 ZC2Q2H1

K+: 107.1°K+.
1.348 Â

K+.
0.964 Â

Na+:1.349A Na+: 0.971 Â Na+:107.3°

free: 1.362 A free: 0.971 A free:i06.7°

K+.
1.387 A

Na+:1.394A
free: 1.337 A

ZH1Q2C2C3

K+: -16.1°

Na+:-15.3°

free: 180.0°

Figure 3-9 Detailed geometrical information of the [THAP+Na]

and [THAP+K]+ complexes and the most stable neutral at the

B3LYP/6-31+G* level. M+ = K+ and Na+.

3HPA

In Figure 3-10, the plausible conformations of the sodium complex are

presented. The relative energies of the conformers with respect to the structure

I are shown in Table 3-2.
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I II III

IV V VI

Figure 3-10 Optimized structures of [3HPA+Na]+ complex
at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

The most stable structure of the [3HPA+Na]+ complex is structure I, in

which the sodium ion is complexed by the carbonyl oxygen and the aromatic

nitrogen. The complexation of the sodium ion by both carboxyl oxygens gives

the second stable structure (II), with 14.3 kJ-mor1 more energy than structure I.

In structure III, the sodium ion is bound to the hydroxyl oxygen and the nitrogen.

The intra-molecular H-bond gives additional stability. This structure is more

stable than structure IV, in which sodium is complexed with the hydroxyl and

the carbonyl oxygen. Although the way of sodium complexation in structure V

is the same as that in structure II, structure V is much less stable than structure

II. The intra-molecular H-bond between the carboxyl and the hydroxyl H-atom

is in fact energetically and geometrically less favorable than that in structure III

(between hydroxyl H-atom and the carbonyl oxygen). On the other hand, the

repulsive interaction between the carbonyl oxygen and the aromatic nitrogen

renders the complex less stable. This effect becomes more obvious in structure

VI: the carboxyl functional group rotates out of plane. Although the charge-
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dipole interactions are the decisive factor for the complex stability, the intra¬

molecular interactions can sometimes not be neglected. The optimized

geometries of the most stable 3HPA and [3HPA+Na]+ complex with detailed

geometrical information are shown in Figure 3-11. The most stable neutral

3HPA possesses the same conformation as the corresponding neutral of

structure II.

free:

ZO-|C6C-|C5 ZH^Ce ZH1Q1C6C1 RHioi

Na+: 0.0° Na+: 109.6° Na+: 180.0° Na+: 0.978 Â

180.0° free: 106.6° free: 0.0° free: 0.985 Â

Rq1C6 Rq2C6 ZO-|C6Q2

Na+: RH201 =1-871 Â

free: RH202=1.791 Â

Na+: 1-347 Â Na+: 1-227 Â Na+: 121.1'

free: 1.334 Â free: 1.226 Â free: 119.6C

^OiC6Ci

Na+ : 114.2°

free : 115.4°

Ro3H2

Na+:: 0.976 Â .

free: 0.991 Â |
ZH203C5

Na+: 119.8°

free: 107.6°

Ro3C5

Na+:: 1.337 Â

free : 1.342 Â

ZC^Cs^

Na+: 126.2°

free: 123.1°

Na+: 1.413 Â

free: 1.406 Â

.
2.224 Â

RÇ6C1

Na+: 1-480 Â

free: 1.488 Â

ZC6C-|N

Na+: 114.0°

free: 116.1°

ZC5C-|N

Na-121.8°

free: 123.1°

RNC2

Na+: 1.326 Â

free: 1.329 Â

free: *Rh-in=2.032Â

Figure 3-11 Detailed geometrical information of 3HPA and

3HPANa+ complex at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level. *RHiN: refer to

the corresponding neutral of the structure II in Figure 3-10.

SA

A more complex molecule such as sinapinic acid gives many more

possibilities for binding to a cation. The neutral molecule also has many

different stable conformations.
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Table 3-3 Calculated relative energies with respect to the most

stable structures for SA and dithranol, as well as the their metal

cation complexes in different conformers obtained from

geometry optimization at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

E (a.u.) AE (kJ-mol"1)

laN -802.5103653 27.0

SA IMaN -802.5188218 4.8

IVaN -802.5206364 0

la -1402.2910201 0

IIa -1402.2907444 0.7

Ilia -1402.2897165 3.4

IVa -1402.28925205 4.6

[SA+K]+ lb -1402.2872261 10.0

lib -1402.2873438 9.7

1Mb -1402.2882259 7.3

IVb -1402.2881723 7.5

la -964.6672922 0.7

IIa -964.6669384 1.7

Ilia -964.6675707 0.0

[SA+Na]+ IVa -964.667168 1.1

lb -964.66322 11.4

lib -964.6632649 11.3

1Mb -964.660652 18.2

IVb -964.6661233 3.8

laN -765.2071263 33.7

dithranol IbN -765.2199493 0.0

NaN -765.2485562 54.6

NbN -765.2277653 0.0

la -1364.9801984 0.0

[dithranol+K]+ lb -

IIa -1365.0054296 0.0

IIb -1364.9916338 36.2

la -927.3601913 0.0

[dithranol+Na]+ lb -927.3530827 18.7

IIa -927.3858287 0.0

IIb -927.3597665 68.4
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Table 3-3 shows the calculated energies of the conformers of neutral

sinapinic acid and the relative energies relative to the most stable conformer. In

general, the c/s-conformers are more stable than the frans-conformers. The

energy for the conversion of eis and trans is 2 ~ 7 kJmol"1 depending on the

conformation of other functional groups. The most stable conformation of the

neutral sinapinic acid was found among the c/s-conformers. The geometry

optimization shows the same trends for the potassium and sodium cation

complexes. The absolute and relative energies of the optimized potassium and

sodium cation complexes are given in Table 3-3. The optimized structures of

the metal cation (K+ and Na+) complexes, as well as the most stable neutral are

shown in Figure 3-12.

IVa IVaN

Figure 3-12 Optimized structures of [SA+M]+ complexes (M+
= K+ and Na+) and the most stable neutral of sinapinic acid

obtained at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.
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The labeling is based on the grouping of the eis- and frans-conformations

("a" denotes eis, whereas "b" denotes trans; refer to Table 3-4). In Figure 3-12,

only the c/s-conformers are shown. The corresponding neutrals of the

complexes are labeled in analogy to the complexes and with an "N". For

example, the corresponding neutral of the structure IVa is IVaN (refer to Table

3-3). Although in most cases the corresponding neutrals possess higher

energies than the most stable one, true local minima were found. This was

proved by the vibrational frequency calculations.

Table 3-4 The calculated energies of the optimized structures of 3,5-

dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid and the relative energies with

respect to the most stable structure at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

SCF (a.u.)
Relative energy

(kJ mol"1)

eis

1

CHo 0
I II

VV^-OH

I
CH3

-802.5206364 0

2

<JH3 0

Y^Y^'^^OH

CH3

-802.5205764 0.16

3

0

\h3

-802.5188218 4.76

4

CH3 0

H3cr

-802.5186796 5.14

trans

5

<fH3 OH

aY^v-^*>/^o

H 0
CH3

-802.5196891 2.49

6

CH3 OH

CH3

-802.5195785 2.78

7

OH

H3CaY^V^^'^o

CH3

-802.5165167 10.82

8

CH3 OH

h3ct

-802.5157519 12.82
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Due to lower stability of the frans-conformers (Table 3-4), the c/s-

conformers were retained for further study. When the cation is bound to the

carboxyl oxygens, structure la or IIa is formed. The 180° rotation of the 4-

hydroxyl group distinguishes between structure la and Ma: la possesses a

dihedral angle ZC5C4OH = 180.0° and Ma a dihedral angle ZC5C4OH = 0.0°,

respectively (refer to Figure 3-13). The structures III and IV are obtained by the

complexation of the cation with both methoxyl and hydroxyl oxygens.

The detailed geometrical information of the cation complexes and the

most stable neutral is shown in Figure 3-13. The lengths of C-C bonds on the

ring do not change significantly when complexes are formed, and therefore are

not given. The cations remain in the SA molecular plane. For K+, the most

stable structure is la, whereas for Na+ it is structure Ilia (Figure 3-13). In

structure la, although the metal cation is bound at the end of the long chain, a

change of bond length can be found also at the other end of the molecule, for

instance, the length of O-C4 bond. For the complexation of K+, the O-C4 bond is

shorter than that in the neutral SA. This is because that the 4-hydroxyl group is

involved in the complexation of K+ by means of the conjugation. The arrows in

Figure 3-13 show the migration path of the electron density via the conjugated

system.

The contribution of the 4-hydroxyl group in the complexation of K+

(structure la) gives additional stability. In contrast to [SA+K]+, the O-C4 bond in

[SA+Na]+ is longer than that in the neutral SA. This indicates a charge-induced

donation of the electron density, which is weakened by increasing the bond

distance, and is certainly less efficient than a conjugated system. Ohanessian

has studied the Na+ complex of SA [11]. The optimized geometries were

obtained at the HF/6-31G* level. In this work, only the trans configurations

were considered. It was also found that the chelation of Na+ by 4-hydroxyl and

3-methoxyl oxygens gives the most stable structure of the Na+ complex.

Among the frans-conformers, IVb is the most stable one (Table 3-4). Two
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methods, i.e., HF/6-31G* and B3LYP/6-31+G*, gave the same values for the

metal-oxygen distances (Rmo) as shown in Figure 3-13, structure Ilia.

Structure la

RCO

K+ 1 426 Â

Na+ 1 444 Â

free 1 422 Â.

RC5Q

K+ 1 353 Â

Na+ 1 392 Â

free 1 361 A

Rc4Q
K+ 1 342 Â

Na+ 1 389 Â

free 1 357 Â

R

OH

K+ 0 976 Â

Na+ 0 978 Â

free 0 974 Â

RC1C7
RC7C8

K+ 1 436 Â

Na+ 1 466 Â

free 1 458 Â

K+ 1 368 Â

Na+ 1 345 Â

free 1 351 Â

MORq9Q —

r

K+ 1 232 A K+ 2 601 A

Na+ 1 237 A Na+ 2 220 A

free 1 220 A *Na+2 12 A

ZC

K+ 108 5°

Na+ 106 6°

free 107 6°

K+

Na+

free

1 428 A

1 437 A

1 424 A

1 374 A

ZOMO

K+ 47 3°

Na+ 57 0°

*Na+ -

Rmo
K+ 2 869 A

Na+ 2 385 A

*Na+ 3 54 A

ZOCO

K+ 114 8°

Na+ 113 4°

free 121 6°

Rq9Q
K+ 1387 A
Na+ 1 394 A
free 1 360 A

migration path of

electron density

angle

Structure Ilia

R,

CO

K+ 1 439 A

Na+ 1 444 A

free 1 422

Rmo
K+ 2 705 A

Na+ 2 269 A

free 2 27 A

ZOMO

K+ 61 4°

Na+ 74 1°

*Na+ 72 8

RC50 R

K+ 1 387 A

Na+ 1 392 A

1 361 A

C1C7

K+ 1 466 A

Na+ 1 466 A

free 1 458 A

RC7CR
K+ 1 345 A
Na+ 1 345 A
free 1 351 A

Rc9Q
K+ 1216 A

Na+ 1 216 A

free 1 220 A

R

K+ 2 625 A
Na+ 2 220 A
*Na+ 2 22 A

ZC

K+ 105 8

Na+ 106 6

free 107 6

Ma

K+ 0 978 A

Na+ 0 978 A

free 0 974 A

K+ 1 385 A

Na+ 1 389 A

free 1 357 A

K+ 1 435 A

Na+ 1 437 A

free 1 424 A

Rc9Q
1 356 A

Na+ 1 356 A

free 1 366 A

K+ 1 394 A

Na+ 1 392 A

free 1 405 A

Figure 3-13 Detailed geometrical information of [SA+M] complexes

(Structure la and Ilia, M+ = K+ and Na+) and the neutral sinapinic acid

obtained at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level. The values with an asterisk are

obtained at the HF/6-31 G* level [11 ].
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Dithranol

The dithranol used in the experiment is 1,8,9-trihydroxyanthrancene. A

stable tautomer of dithranol is 1,8-dihydroxy-9-anthrone.

If^^Y^V^*! "34 kJ mol_1
^*~

OH OH OH OH O OH

I II

It is interesting to compare the thermochemical properties of these two

tautomers in the complexation of the sodium and potassium cations. Therefore,

1,8-dihydroxy-9-anthrone is also studied in this work. The optimized structures

of the [dithranol+M]+ complexes (M+ = K+ and Na+) and the most stable neutral

conformations are shown in Figure 3-14. "I" denotes the 1,8,9-

trihydroxyanthrancene, and "II" denotes the 1,8-dihydroxy-9-anthrone. Charge¬

dipole and cation- it interactions were considered, "a" stands for the chelation

of the metal cations by oxygens, whereas "b" stands for the interaction between

cations and the aromatic rings. The neutrals are again labeled after their

corresponding complexes and marked with "N".

For dithranol-l, no local minimum of the cation- it interaction was found

for K+. In the case of Na+, a local minimum of the cation- it interaction was

found with Na+ over an end ring, where the electron density is obviously higher

than the center. In contrast to dithranol-l, a local jt-coordinated minimum was

found for both K+ and Na+ in dithranol-ll for the metal cation over the middle

ring. The most stable structure of the complex for both tautomers is, however,

the binding of the metal cation by the chelation of two oxygens, as shown in

Figure 3-14 (la for dithranol-l and Ma for dithranol-ll). For the interaction of

dithranol-l and K+, the structure la is the only choice.

Detailed geometrical information on the most stable structure of the

complexes and neutrals are given in Figure 3-15.
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Figure 3-14 Optimized structures of [dithranol+M]+ complexes

(M = K+ and Na+) and the most stable neutral conformations for

the two isomers obtained at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

The side view of structure la in Figure 3-14 shows that metal cations are

too large to fit into the space between the two hydroxyl oxygens in the

molecular plane. They are in fact over the molecular plane of dithranol with a
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dihedral angle ZMOC1C2 = 47.5° for K+ and 31.2° for Na+. The 7- and 8-

hydroxyl groups also rotate out of the molecular plane about the O-C7 and O-Cs

bonds (ZC2C7OH = 155.9°, 160.0°; and ZC3C8OH= -170.1°, -173.3° for K+ and

Na+, respectively). The changes of the torsion angles for the left and right rings

(ZC7C2C4C6 and ZH8O3C5C6) indicate a bending of the intact molecule slightly

downward about the C1-C6 axis (from the side view in Figure 3-14).

The dithranol-ll itself is somewhat arched and seems to be more flexible

than dithranol-l. The bending of the molecule gives more space for the

accommodation of the cations between two oxygens. The dihedral angles in

this case are ZMOC1C2 = 10.4° and for K+ and 0.6° Na+, much smaller than

that in the structure la. This can be clearly seen from the side view in Figure 3-

14. For jt-coordinated complexes (structure Mb), the intact dithranol molecule

bends upward symmetrically. The RMc is 3.633 A and 3.374 A for K+-C6 and

K+-Ci; 3.000 A and 3.029 A for Na+-C6 and Na+-C3, respectively.
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Dithranol I

ZC8C3C5C6
K+: -179.2°

Na+: -179.1°

free: -180.0°

RC8Q

ZC7C2C4CS
-177.6°

-178.2°

-180.0°

K+: 1.392 A

Na+: 1.391 A

free: 1.386 A

RciO
K+: 1.385 A

Na+: 1.392 A

free: 1.352 A

ZC3C8OH
K+: -170.1°

Na+: -173.3°

free: -180.0°

ZC2C1OH
K+: -168.8°

Na+: -171.0°

free: -180.0°

Dithranol II

ZC8C3C5C6
K+: 175.5°

Na+: 176.2°

free: 178.2°

K+: 0.971 A

Na+: 0.971 A

free 0.970 A

Rqh

K+ 0.985 A

Na+: 0.982 A

free: 0.975 A

K+:

Na'

2.632 A

2.194 A

K+: 60.1°

Na+: 75.2°

ZMOC1C2
K+: 47.5°

Na+: 31.2°

K+: 2.649 A

Na+:2.209Â

ZC7OH
K+: 107.4°

Na+: 107.1°

free: 108.3°

ZC9C7O
K+: 118.6°

Na+: 117.9°

free: 120.4°

RpC7

K+: 1.401 A

Na+: 1.408 A

free: 1.366 A

Rqh

0.971 A

0.971 A

0.971 A

ZC2C7OH
K+: 155.9°

Na+: 160.0°

free: 0.0°

ZC7C2C4CS

ZC7OH

RpC8
K+: 1.346 A

Na+: 1.344 A

free: 1.344 A

Rqci
K+: 1.267 A

Na+: 1.271 A

free 1.267 A

K+:

Na+:

free:

ZC3C8OH
1.9°

1.4°

0.1°

K+: 0.986 A

Na+: 0.984 A

free 0.991 A

Figure 3-15 Detailed geometrica

(M = K+ and Na+) and the most

B3LYP/6-31+G* level.

I information of [dithranol+M] complexes

stable neutral dithranol obtained at the
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3.2.2. Comparison with experimental results

PNA

In order to obtain the sodium binding free energy of PNA, vibrational

frequencies were calculated for both optimized neutral PNA and the more

stable complex isomer (isomer I in Figure 3-2). The sodium binding free energy

of PNA is 159 kJ-mol"1. This is in good agreement with the experimental value,

157±2kJmol"1.

DHB

Comparing the most stable DHBNa+ complex and the most stable neutral

DHB conformation, a sodium binding free energy 84 kJmof is obtained, which

does not agree well with the experimental results 158±3 kJ-mol"
.
For organic

molecules that can coordinate sodium doubly or multiply, the sodium binding

energies are mostly higher than 120 kJ-mol" [10]. Considering that the DHB

molecule contains both carboxyl and hydroxyl functional groups, 84 kJmof is

clearly too low for the gas-phase sodium binding energy. However, by

comparison of the most stable complex structure (Vb) with its corresponding

neutral, GNaB = 160 kJmof is obtained. To understand this, we have to

consider the way the experimental data were obtained. The experiment was

done using the ligand-exchange equilibria method by observing the sodium ion

transfer from the sodiated matrix molecule to reference base (Reaction 2-1).

The sodiated matrix [m+Na]+, has the most stable conformation, Vb in

Figure 3-4, while the neutral matrix molecule m may have or may not have the

most stable conformation IbN. There are two different pathways for the

conformational change of the neutral DHB. The first one is that DHB changes

its conformation from VbN to IbN while the sodium is transferred from DHB to a

reference base; the second is that the relaxation of DHB from VbN into the most

stable neutral conformation IbN takes place after losing sodium ion. In the latter

case, the conformational change of neutral DHB cannot be observed. The
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conformation change from VbN (dihedral angle H2O2C2C3 = 0°) into IbN

(dihedral angle H2O2C2C3 = 180°) involves the rotation of the 2-hydroxyl

functional group with formation of an intra-molecular hydrogen bond. In DHB

and many other MALDI matrices, the functional groups are conjugated with the

jt-system of the benzene ring. This hinders the functional groups rotating out of

the molecular plane. A single-point-energy calculation of the transition state

between neutral DHB conformations IbN and VbN with a dihedral angle

H2O2C2C3 = 90° (refer to Figure 3-5) shows that the energy barrier for the

transformation from VbN to IbN is 20.1 kJmof
.

Neither the thermal energy at

298 K nor the reaction energy (less than 10-kJ mof ) is sufficient to surmount

this energy barrier during the sodium transfer from DHB to reference base. The

experimental results obtained from FT ICR MS are based on observing the

sodium ion transfer reactions by measuring the intensities of the sodiated DHB

and the sodiated reference base. Therefore, any energy consuming

transformation after the sodium ion transfer is not expected to influence the

mass spectra. Thus, comparing the energies of the most stable complex

conformation and the corresponding neutral structure is more reasonable. On

the other hand, it might be possible to have a mixture of various conformations

of the complex as reactant because of the small energy difference between

some conformations of metal cation complex (Table 3-2).

In addition to the conformational change of the sodiated DHB, one

should also consider conformational changes of the neutral reference base

(dimethoxyethane) and its sodium ion complex. It is known that the sodium ion

complex of dimethoxyethane possesses a syn-conformation (Figure 3-1),

whereas the conformation of neutral itself is anti. We therefore carried out a

geometry optimization and the vibrational frequency calculation for neutral

dimethoxyethane in syn-conformation, and found that there is no true minimum

on the potential surface, indicating there is no energy barrier between syn-, and

anti-conformation. Therefore, the sodium binding energy of the reference base

can be obtained by comparing the most stable complex and most stable neutral

(anti-) conformation [9].
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Table 3-5 Gas-phase M+ binding energies obtained by the DFT method at the

6-31+G* level (298 K). The energies were obtained when the most stable

complexes were compared with the most stable neutrals (column A), and

when the most stable complexes were compared with their corresponding
neutrals (column B). All the energies are in kJ-mol"1. Bold: the most stable

conformation of the K+- (la) and Na+-complex (Ilia) of SA.

A B

-AG298 -AH298 -AG298 -AH298
vjiNciD/ vjrvDe

[PNA+Na]+ - - 159 191 157±2

[DHB+Na]+ 84 118 160 194 158±3

[DHB+K]+ 69 96 108 139 99±2

[THAP+Na]+ 118 144 168 204 154±2

[THAP+K]+ 59 86 116 159 97±4

[3HPA+Na]+ 133 162 166 201 163±3

[SA+K]+ (la) 87 117 111 113 104±4

[SA+K]+ (Ilia) 80 111 80 111 104±4

[SA+Na]+ (Ilia) 133 166 132 166 159±2

[SA+Na]+ (la) 136 168 160 194 159±2

[dithranol+K]+ (la) 62 90 93.7 123 94±3

[dithranol+Na]+ (la) 121 151 152.7 184 150.5±0.5

[dithranol+K]+ (IIa) 51 80 102 132 -

[dithranol+Na]+ (IIa) 114 143 164 196 -

The calculated metal cation binding energies of the matrices are given in

Table 3-5. Column A contains the values obtained when the most stable

structure of the complex is compared with the most stable structure of the

neutral molecule, whereas the values in column B are obtained when the

corresponding neutral of the complex is used for evaluating the binding

energies. All the energies are given in kJ-mol"1. Only the free energy values

obtained experimentally and theoretically are compared.
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For K+-DHB complex, -AHA = 96 kJmol"1, and -AGA = 69 kJmol"1, are

obtained, if the most stable conformation of [DHB+K]+ is compared to the most

stable conformation of the DHB neutral. The experimental K+ binding free

energy of DHB is 99 ± 4 kJmol"1. The theoretical value is thus about 30 kJ-mol"

1
lower than the experimental value. If the most stable conformation of

[DHB+K]+ is compared to its corresponding neutral, the binding free energy is

107 kJ-mol"1. A much better agreement (9% deviation) is observed between the

AGb value and the experimental value.

Single-point-energy calculations of the transition states (when the

functional groups turn out of the molecular plane by about 90°) show that the

rotation of the carboxyl group about C1-C7 bond costs 70 kJ-mol"1 energy. Also

the rotation of the 2-hydroxyl functional group about the C2-O bond takes 20

kJ-mol"1. These rotations are required for the relaxation of the meta-stable

conformation of the neutral DHB to the most stable conformation.

THAP

A rotation of the 2-hydroxyl group is required for conversion neutral

THAP from the meta-stable conformation to the most stable conformation. A

local minimum also exists for the corresponding neutral of the [THAP+M]+

complexes. The sodium binding free energy for the complex with the sodium

ion bound to the carbonyl oxygen (Figure 3-8, structure II) is 114 kJ-mor1. A

sodium binding free energy of 118 kJ-mol-1 is obtained if the most stable

complex structure I in Figure 3-8 is compared with the most stable neutral

conformation (Table 3-5). These values are quite different from the

experimental value: 154±2 kJ-mor1. Again, if the conformer I of THAPNa+

complex and its corresponding neutral are compared, a sodium binding free

energy of 168 kJ-mor1 is obtained. This value is in better agreement, but still

14 kJ-mor1 (9%) higher than the experimental value. Values of -AGa = 59

kJmol"1 and -AGB = 116 kJmol"1 are obtained for [THAP+K]+. Better

agreement with less than 20% deviation is obtained between the experimental
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and the theoretical results when the corresponding neutral was used for

evaluation of the theoretical binding energies.

3HPA

The situation we had for DHB and THAP is repeated here, i.e., if we

compare the most stable complex with the most stable neutral, the calculated

sodium basicity is GNaB = 133 kJ-mol"1, whereas GNaB = 166 kJ-mol"1 is

obtained by comparison between the most stable complex and its

corresponding neutral. The experimental value is 163±3 kJ-mol"1. In order to

reach the most stable conformation, the neutral 3HPA has to make a 180°-

rotaion of the carboxyl group and break the H-bond. The energy barrier for this

motion is certainly even higher than that for the rotation of the hydroxyl group in

the case of DHB. This causes the 3HPA molecule to relax to its most stable

conformation after losing the sodium ion.

SA

A deviation of only 7% is obtained if the same comparison is made for

the [SA+K]+ complex (-AGexp = 104±4 kJmol"1, -AGB = 111 kJmol"1). Structure

Ilia gives a lower potassium binding free energy than the structure la by at least

7 kJ-mol"1. This conformation (Ilia) is favored for sodium cation binding to

sinapinic acid. Since the corresponding neutral conformation is very close to

the most stable one (the energy difference between these two neutral

conformations is only 0.2 kJmol"1), the final sodium binding energies are similar

in column A and B. This energy is 16% less than the experimental value (-AGexp

= 159±2 kJmol"1). It is remarkable to see that the value obtained from

conformer la in column B is -AGb = 160 kJ-mol"1. A deviation of only 1% is

observed between theoretical and experimental values. The difference

between these conformations in the [SA+Na]+ complex is only 0.7 kJ-mol"1. It is

again very likely that a mixture of different conformations of both neutral and
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complex coexists and plays a role in the gas-phase cation transfer reaction.

This assumption can be made for both potassium and sodium. The sodium

binding energies of sinapinic acid obtained by the ab initio calculations at the

MP2/6-311+G(2d,2p)//HF/6-31G* level [11] are -AH298 = 163 kJmol"1 and -

AG298 = 128 kJ-mol"1. These values are for the frans-conformer, which is less

stable than the c/s-conformer. They are about 3 kJ-mol"1 lower than values (-

AHB = 166 kJmol"1, and -AGB = 133 kJmol"1) calculated in this work.

Dithranol

The two tautomers of dithranol have differences of metal ion binding

energies that are around 10 kJ-mol"1. We compared theoretical values of

isomer I with our experimental values. As for the other matrices, a rotation of

the 7-hydroxyl group about C7-O bond is required for the relaxation of the

corresponding neutral of the metal cation complex to the most stable neutral

conformation. If the most stable complex (la) is compared with the

corresponding neutrals for both K+ and Na+, metal ion binding free energies -

AGb = 93.7 for K+ and 152.7 kJ-mol"1 for Na+ are obtained. Very good

agreement is observed between the experiment (-AGexp = 94±3 for K+ and

150.5±0.5 kJ-mol"1 for Na+) and theory with less than 1% and 2% deviation for

K+ and Na+, respectively. The values in column A are again far too low in

comparison with experimental results.

The different conformers of the [dithranol+K]+ and [dithranol+Na]+

complexes differ greatly in energy. For example, the conformer IIa (charge-

dipole interaction, chelation) of the [dithranol+K]+ complex is 36 kJ-mol"1 (Table

3-4) more stable than the conformer IIb (cation-jt interaction). In the case of

[dithranol+Na]+, the difference between Ma and Mb amounts to 68 kJ-mol"1.

Unlike other matrices, the competition between different conformers of metal

ion complex for dithranol is obvious, because there are different interactions

involved. The structure of dithranol leads to the lowest gas-phase potassium
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and sodium basicities among all the MADLI matrices studied. The reason is

that the interaction between the hydroxyl functional group and the sodium as

well as potassium is much weaker than if the metal ion bound to the carboxyl

functional group or to both carboxyl and hydroxyl functional groups as in the

case of other matrices studied here.

3.3. Conclusions

- Theoretical studies on both structures and binding energies of cation

complex formed with MALDI matrices have been done using the B3LYP

DFT method at the 6-31+G* level. It gives, in general, good agreement

with experimental results on gas-phase sodium binding free energies.

However, in most cases, the corresponding neutral structure of the most

stable complex had to be employed to obtain agreement with

experiment. The binding enthalpy and entropy values, which could not

be obtained by ligand-exchange equilibrium method, are available from

theoretical calculations (Table 3-5).

- The metal ion complexes may have different conformations that coexist,

because the energy differences between these conformers are low and

activation energies for interconversion are high. The experimental

results given in Chapter 2 support the hypothesis that the conformational

change of the neutral ligands takes place after losing the cation.

- The charge-dipole interactions between the functional groups on the

benzene ring of MALDI matrices and the alkali metal ions play the main

role in binding of metal ions. Matrices with carboxyl functional groups

obviously have an advantage in the metal ion binding compared to

matrices that only contain the hydroxyl functional groups, e.g., dithranol.

Furthermore, the chelate coordination gives better binding of alkali

metals.

- This work shows that theoretical calculations can provide an alternative

way for determination of the required thermochemical data for the

investigation of the MALDI mechanism.
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4.1. Where do cations come from?

The cations are generated by laser desorption from solid-state salts,

which are either present in the MALDI sample as trace level contamination, or

are added to a sample as in the case of synthetic polymer analysis. Also matrix

and a metallic substrate can be sources for the cations [1]. The fact that signals

of Na+ and K+ ions are often observed in MALDI mass spectra is evidence for

the presence of free metal ions in the MALDI plume. A charge separation

theory was proposed by Karas et al. to explain this observation [1]. These

authors suggested that for a preformed ion mechanism, NaCI is not solvated by

matrix molecules, or the non-covalent binding is broken during the laser

desorption process. The free cations that are not attached to neutrals have

high kinetic energies leading to an insufficient cross-section for adduct

formation in the gas phase [2].

4.2. A gas-phase mechanism

Cationization in MALDI can proceed either by liberating preformed metal

complexes from the condensed phase by laser desorption, or by gas-phase ion-

molecule reactions (Reactions 4-1 and 4-2),

m + M+ > [m+M]+, and A + M+ > [A+M]+ (4-1 )

[m+M]+ + A > [A+M]+ + m (4-2)

where m is matrix, A is analyte and M is a metal cation. A general gas-phase

mechanism for cationization rather than laser desorption of preformed ions has

been suggested by many earlier studies. For some particular cases, however,

preformed ions are generated directly by laser desorption, for example if there

is a strong and bond established between an analyte molecule and a metal ion

[3-6].
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By studying the signals of alkali cations and their corresponding quasi-

molecular ions of sucrose as a function of substrate temperature in LD mass

spectrometry (without matrix), Kistemaker and co-workers have concluded that

cationization of desorbed neutrals is an equilibrium gas-phase reaction [7] Also

Cotter and Hercules et al have shown that cationization under LDI condition is

a result of gas-phase ion-molecule reactions [8,9] A gas-phase mechanism of

cationization under MALDI condition has been also suggested by many other

research groups [10-20] Wang et al have studied the abundance of

protonated and cationized quasi-molecular ions generated by MALDI as a

function of delay time, and found that the quasi-molecular ions are not extracted

promptly, giving evidence for extensive ion-molecule reactions in the gas phase

[12] Belov et al found that the signals of cation adducts produced by chemical

ionization of neutral peptides generated by matrix-assisted laser desorption are

comparable with those produced by conventional MALDI processes [19] This

study indicates that cationization of neutral peptides can occur in the gas phase

Knochenmuss et al have obtained intense signals of cationized polystyrene

(PS) using a sample preparation that did not allow to form preformed cation

adducts of PS, which is clear evidence of a gas-phase mechanism for

cationization in MALDI [18]

For a gas-phase cationization process, cationized analyte is formed

either by attaching free cations (reaction 4-1) or by cation transfer from

cationized matrix to analyte (reaction 4-2) In both cases, matrix may compete

with analyte for cations Many research groups suggested a gas-phase free

cation attachment mechanism for cationization, especially for the cationization

in polymer analysis [16,17,20-22] In these studies, cation transfer reaction

from matrix to analyte was not considered In other words, these researchers

have not ruled out the possibility of a cation transfer mechanism in their work

While the two mechanisms might exist simultaneously, neither an evidence for

the existence of both mechanisms, nor an examination of the relative

importance is given in the literature We are, however, of the opinion that this

question has to be answered for understanding the cationization processes in

MALDI
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While researchers found many evidences for a gas-phase cationization

mechanism in MALDI, they did not study the correlation between gas-phase

cationization energies and the final ion formation, nor did they consider how

gas-phase cationization reactions depend on matrix. Is cationization matrix

dependent? Hoberg et al. have studied lattice energies of different metal salts

that may determine the availability of free cations in plume [17]. More available

free cations will be released into the plume from salts with lower lattice energies

regardless of the matrix used. This study shows that the generation of free

cations in the gas phase is not matrix-dependent. However, the gas-phase

cationization process was not concerned. A matrix-dependent cationization has

been reported by Guo and co-workers [21,22]. They have shown that polymers

such as PEG and PPG display different selectivities for Cs+ and Li+ with

different matrices. Liao and Allison have studied the matrix-dependent

formation of [m+H]+ vs. [m+Na]+ ions of small peptides [13] by MALDI. In this

study, authors showed that both protonated and sodiated peptide signals are

observed in MALDI spectra when DHB and 4HCCA were used as matrix, while

only protonated signal appeared when sinapinic acid was used. Obviously,

cationization is also in this case matrix dependent.

For cation transfer reactions, the energy of Reaction 4-2 varies with

different matrices, depending on the gas-phase cation binding energies of

matrices (Chapter 2 and 3). However, the differences between the cation

binding energies of matrices are not large. Can these minor energy differences

be reflected in the MALDI mass spectra?

In addition to these thermodynamic issues, the competition between the

formation of protonated and cationized analytes has also attracted attention. In

a study on the contribution of photochemical and thermal effects in the ion

formation in MALDI by using a experimental set-up for decoupling these two

effects, Ehring et al. have obtained only cationized molecular ions by "back side

desorption" of gramicidin S + DHB matrix, while the signal of protonated ions

was also observed in addition to cationized ions by "front side desorption" [23].

This indicates that cationization is a thermal desorption process, while for

protonation, a photochemical process is needed. In practical MALDI
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experiments, the two processes usually coexist and compete. As it is discussed

in Ref. [13], when SA was used as a matrix, only protonated peptide signals are

detected. The competition between protonation and cationization is also shown

by a remarkable effect in MALDI: matrix suppression. This effect involves the

disappearance of all matrix ions, including radical cations, protonated and alkali

cationized species, regardless of the analyte ion form (protonated or cationized)

[24-26]. Knochenmuss et al. have shown that when DHB was used as a matrix

and the matrix-to-analyte molar ratio (m/A) decreased below 10:1, signals of

matrix disappear completely, while signals of analyte are mainly present in

sodiated form [24]. The same effect has also been reported for protonated

analyte signal [24-29]. It was demonstrated that the matrix suppression effect

can be understood as a consequence of secondary ion-molecule reactions and

their thermodynamics. Consider, for example, gas-phase proton transfer: due

to the high proton affinity of analyte in general, proton donation from matrix to

analyte molecules is greatly exothermic. The competition for proton between

analyte and matrix becomes more and more conspicuous with decreasing m/A.

Matrix finally provides all available protons to analyte, leading to suppression of

protonated matrix signal. In MALDI, however, many other ionic forms of matrix

molecules are present in the mass spectra as well, such as alkali cationized and

radical species. All these matrix ions disappear when suppression occurs,

indicating a connection between different ionization channels. We are primarily

interested in the connection between protonation and alkali cationization.

4.3. Method

Although for analytes such as proteins or peptides, cationized signals are

often observed in mass spectra, protonated analytes are in most cases

predominant. In order to investigate signals of cationized species in the

absence of protonated species that might complicate cationization, analytes that

are observed primarily as cation adducts, such as synthetic polymers, must be

chosen. However, due to the complex molecular weight distribution in the mass

spectrum of polymers, data evaluation can be complicated. Alternatively,

proteins or peptides exhibiting specific metal binding could also be suitable
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candidates for our investigation. Valinomycin (VLM) is a well-known potassium

ionophore that has been studied many times with mass spectrometry

[24,30,31]. Ralph et al. have studied the metal-valinomycin complexes and

gas-phase metal ions selectivity by ESI and MALDI MS [30,31]. Knochenmuss

et al. have demonstrated the matrix (DHB) suppression by sodiated valinomycin

[24]. Because valinomycin can be observed as cation adducts almost

exclusively, it is the compound of choice for the study of cationization process.

4.4. Experimental section

Experiments were accomplished on a linear TOF MS (Axima CFR from

Shimadzu/Kratos, Manchester UK). The total acceleration voltage was 20 kV.

For laser desorption, a nitrogen laser operated at 337 nm was employed.

Experiments were performed in linear positive ion mode. The operating

pressure during measurements was typically 1 10"6 mbar or lower. Pulsed

extraction was used. The delay time was constant (126 ns) for all experiments

throughout this work. 200 laser shots were summed for each measurement.

The sample was scanned shot by shot during the measurement in a 500 x 500

urn area.

4.4.1. Materials

Matrices, including trans-3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid

(sinapinic acid, SA) and 1,8,9-anthracenetriol (dithranol), valinomycin

(potassium ionophore), potassium chloride and high purity solvents (99.99%

ethanol and 99.95% tetrahydro-furan) were obtained from Fluka (Buchs,

Switzerland). 2,4,6-trihydroxyaceto-phenone (THAP) was purchased from

Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). Deionized water (specific resistance: 18.0 MQ

cm) was obtained with a NANO pure reagent grade water system (SKAN,

Switzerland).

Sinapinic acid methyl ester (SAOMe) was prepared by refluxing a mixture

that consistes of sinapinic acid in methanol solution and cone. H2SO4, as
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described in the literature [32]. The product was purified by recrystallization.

The constitution and purity of the SAOMe product were confirmed by standard

1H-NMR (Gemini 300MHz, Bruker).

4.4.2. Sample preparation

Dried-droplet

SA and THAP were dissolved in 1:1 v/v ethanol/water, and dithranol was

dissolved in THF, all at a concentration of 0.1 M. Aqueous KCl solution was

also prepared at this concentration. Valinomycin was prepared in freshly

deionized water with various concentrations (10"8M ~ 1mM ). 1 ul matrix

solution was first allowed to crystallize on the sample holder, 1 ul valinomycin

solution was subsequently deposited on the top of the matrix crystallite.

Solid mixture sample

To avoid preformation of cationized species in solution, mass spectra from

a mixture of solid matrix, salt, and analyte were acquired. About 100 mg of a

solid mixture consisting of matrix, KCl, and valinomycin with molar ratios of

500:1000:1, 100:200:1, and 10:20:1, respectively, were ground to a very fine

powder in an agate mortar prior to being pressed into a pill with less than 1 mm

thickness, using a hydraulic press (Perkin Elmar, IR accessories). A piece with

ca. 2 mm diameter was glued with double-sided adhesive tape onto a sample

holder for TOF MS measurement. A sample holder from the Axima instrument

was modified for this purpose. A Cavity with ca. 1 mm depth was made on the

metallic plate. Pieces of solid sample can be glued in this area so that the

thickness of the solid sample will not disturb sample introduction and

measurements (Figure 4-1).
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t

pressed solid mixture

/ modified

^sample plate

Figure 4-1 Samples of pressed solid mixture can be deposited
on the modified sample plate.

Solid mixture samples were too inhomogeneous for good shot-to-shot

reproducibility at a given location. In order to acquire spectra that reflect as

much as possible the composition of the mixture, between 10 and 20 spots

were chosen depending on the variation of the signals to obtain the spectra.

For each spot 200 laser shots were summed. The final spectrum for each

sample was obtained by averaging spectra from these 10 to 20 spots.
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4.5. Results and discussion

4.5.1. Matrix-dependent cationization

Figure 4-2 shows the MALDI TOF mass spectra of valinomycin with

sinapinic acid as a matrix. The upper spectrum was obtained with a matrix-to-

4

analyte molar ratio (m/A) of 10 :1. Signals of valinomycin appear mainly as the

sodium and potassium adducts. The signal intensity of protonated valinomycin

is rather low. In the middle and left part of the spectrum, matrix signals

including matrix dimer and trimer species are present. When the m/A value was

reduced to 10:1, the lower spectrum in Figure 4-2 was obtained. The

potassiated matrix signal disappeared, and so did almost all other matrix signals

except the signals of the protonated SA and its fragment ([SA+H-H20] ), which

are present with rather low intensity. It is remarkable that the signal of [SA+K]

completely disappeared, even though there were still free potassium ions

detected.

[SA-H20+H]+
V [SA+H]+
5
y

[SA+K]

M:A = 10 :1

[VLM+K]

[VLM+Na

SA dimers
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Figure 4-2 Positive ion MALDI TOF mass spectra of

valinomycin with sinapinic acid as a matrix. The
4

matrix-to-analyte molar ratio is 10 (upper trace) and

10 (lower trace), where matrix suppression occurs.
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With THAP as a matrix, the MALDI mass spectra of valinomycin are

shown in Figure 4-3. Valinomycin was primarily detected as potassium

adducts. Matrix signals disappeared already at a matrix-to-analyte molar ratio

of 103.

matrix

+ signals M:A = 10 :1

["•-" •i..lllal..ikLi...i,.jJ,al.ii I
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\
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Figure 4-3 Positive ion MALDI TOF mass spectra
of valinomycin with 2,4,6-trihydroxy-acetophenone

4

as a matrix. The matrix-to-analyte molar ratio is 10
3

(upper trace) and 10 (lower trace), where total

matrix suppression occurs.

When dithranol was used as a matrix, the homogeneity of samples was

unsatisfactory. Matrix signals, e.g., protonated species that nearly disappeared

showed up again at a lower matrix-to-analyte molar ratio with rather high

intensity. Unlike in the case of THAP, protonated dithranol was still detectable

at a m/A of 10 (Figure 4-4). Signal of cationized dithranol was negligible, even

when the analyte concentration was low (m/A = 105). The signal of cationized

dithranol disappeared at a m/A of 10
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Figure 4-4 Positive ion MALDI TOF mass spectra
of valinomycin with dithranol as a matrix. The

matrix-to-analyte molar ratio is 10 (upper trace) and

10 (lower trace) where the matrix suppression
occurs.

SA, THAP, and dithranol are chosen as matrices because of their gas-

phase metal ion basicities (Table 2-3) and structural features. The gas-phase

potassium basicities of these three matrices are GKB(SA) = 104 kJmol"1,

GKB(THAP) = 97 kJmol"1, and GKB(dithranol) = 94 kJmol"1 (Table 4-1) Their

GNaB and GKB values both follow the order SA > THAP > dithranol. Sinapinic

acid has relatively high sodium and potassium basicities. It can coordinate

metal ions by carboxyl oxygens as well as by methoxyl and hydroxyl oxygens.

THAP is one of the MALDI matrices that do not possess an acidic group. It can

form a chelate complex by carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygens. As the most popular

matrix for cationization, dithranol has by far one of the lowest cation basicities,

for it forms a rather unfavorable chelate complex with alkali metal ions. The

gas-phase metal ion binding energies of valinomycin is unknown. Valinomycin

binds metal ions in a similar way as crown ethers. The gas-phase potassium
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binding energy of 18-crown-6 ether is 235 kJ-mol"1 [33]. We estimate that the

potassium binding energy of valinomycin is close to this value or even higher.

Therefore, according to the thermodynamic model, the potassium ion transfer

from all matrices to valinomycin is energetically favorable. Although

valinomycin is known as a potassium ionophore, it also has very high affinity to

sodium ion. As Na+ is ubiquitous, sodiated valinomycin can also be very well

detected. We therefore can also look at the behavior of sodiated species. The

matrices studied in this work lead to different m/A values for suppression of

cationized matrix signals to occur, which can be clearly seen in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5 Relative intensities of a): [m+K]+ and [VLM+K]+ (m is matrix)

and b): of [m+Na]+ and [VLM+Na]+ as a function of matrix-to-analyte molar

ratio, on a logarithmic scale.

Figure 4-5 shows the relative intensities of [matrix+K]+ and [VLM+K]+

(Figure 4-5a), as well as [matrix+Na]+ and [VLM+Na]+ (Figure 4-5b) as a

function of matrix-to-analyte molar ratio, on a logarithmic scale. An

estimation of the m/A ratio where suppression of cationized matrix occurs
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gives a value of 100 for SA, 103 for THAP, and 104 for dithranol. For

clarity's sake, we note that high analyte concentration equals a low m/A

value.

Table 4-1 Matrix-to-analyte molar ratios (m/A) where suppression
of sodiated and potassiated matrix occurs and the gas-phase
sodium and potassium basicities (GNaB and GKB), in kJ-mol"1.

matrix m/A(Na) m/A(K) GNaB GKB

SA 10 10 159±2 104±4

DHB 10 [24] - 158±3 99±2

THAP 103 103 154±2 97±4

dithranol 104 104 150.5±0.5 94±3

It has previously been demonstrated that sodiated valinomycin can

suppress all DHB signals when the matrix-to-analyte molar ratio (m/A)

decreases below 10:1 [24]. The gas-phase sodium and potassium basicities of

four matrices are shown in Table 4-1. The critical analyte concentration is

represented as m/A values. m/A(Na) and m/A(K) are the critical analyte

concentrations where the signals of sodiated and potassiated matrix,

respectively, are suppressed. Table 4-1 gives an overview of the correlation

between gas-phase cation basicities of four matrices and the critical analyte

concentration (m/A) where the matrix suppression of cationized species occurs.

This shows that the m/A values are correlated with the gas-phase cation

basicities, or in general with the cation binding energies. The higher the cation

basicity, the higher the m/A value required for suppression of cationized matrix

to occur.

The gas-phase cation basicities of matrices differ by 10 kJmol"1 at most

(Table 4-1 ). It is somewhat surprising that this minor variation in the gas-phase

cation basicities can lead to such significant differences between the critical
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analyte concentrations for matrix suppression. As Knochenmuss et al. have

pointed out, cationized matrix species can also be suppressed by protonated

analyte ions [24,25]. This may not be the case here, since the signal of

protonated valinomycin was negligible. Is this only a result of a gas-phase

cationization reaction? By using the dried-droplet method for sample

preparation, preformed ions cannot be avoided. Do preformed ions play a role

for matrix suppression? Can matrix suppression also be observed when

preformed ions are not possible? In order to answer these questions,

experiments were performed with a solid sample preparation. KCl was used as

cationization agent. If matrix, salt, and analyte are mixed as solids, a gas-

phase cationization process is ensured.

Figure 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 show the MALDI TOF mass spectra of

valinomycin with SA, THAP, or dithranol as a matrix. The matrix-KCI-VLM

molar ratios are 500:1000:1, 100:200:1, and 10:20:1 for the upper, middle, and

lower trace, respectively.
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Figure 4-6 Positive ion MALDI mass spectra of valinomycin
with sinapinic acid as a matrix obtained with a solid sample
mixture that consists of matrix, KCl, and valinomycin. The

matrix-KCI-VLM molar ratios are 500:1000:1, 100:200:1, and

10:20:1 for the upper, middle, and lower trace, respectively.
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When SA is used as a matrix, VLM is primarily detected in protonated

form. The signal of potassiated VLM was negligible, although there was an

excess of KCl. Other than that, signals of the potassiated SA and the

potassium cation were also absent in spectra regardless of the molar ratio of

matrix, salt, and analyte.

When THAP or dithranol was used as a matrix, valinomycin was detected

as both protonated and potassiated species (Figure 4-7, 4-8).
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Figure 4-7 Positive ion MALDI mass spectra of valinomycin
with THAP as a matrix obtained with a solid sample mixture

that consists of matrix, KCl, and valinomycin. The matrix-

KCI-VLM molar ratios are 500:1000:1, 100:200:1, and

10:20:1 for the upper, middle, and lower trace, respectively.

THAP gives very good signal of potassiated valinomycin. In addition,

signals of potassiated THAP and potassium cation can also be detected with

significant intensities. The signal of potassiated dithranol showed up with very

low intensity (Figure 4-8). This is similar as in the spectra obtained by the dried-

droplet sample preparation.
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Figure 4-8 Positive ion MALDI mass spectra of valinomycin
with dithranol as a matrix obtained with a solid sample
mixture that consists of matrix, KCl, and valinomycin. The

matrix-KCI-VLM molar ratios are 500:1000:1, 100:200:1, and

10:20:1 for the upper, middle, and lower trace, respectively.

Up to a matrix-to-analyte molar ratio of 10:1, matrix suppression could be

observed for both dithranol and THAP. This critical analyte concentration is

different from the results obtained with the dried-droplet sample preparation.

This might due to the inhomogeneity of the sample prepared as a solid mixture,

giving a large uncertainty of the molar ratio at the certain sample spot where

mass spectra were acquired, although the sample was scanned during the

experiment and mass spectra were obtained by averaging different spectra

acquired at different spots. Another reason, probably the main reason, is that

cationized valinomycin is formed in solution phase when the dried-droplet

sample preparation was used. Valinomycin can therefore liberated into the gas

phase by laser desorption in cationized form, promoting the matrix suppression

to occur.

Figure 4-9 demonstrates the relative intensities of [m+K]+ as a function of

matrix-to-analyte molar ratio. By increasing analyte concentration, potassiated
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dithranol signal disappears more rapidly than potassiated THAP, as we

expected. This is consistent with the thermodynamic model, meaning that a

matrix that possesses high gas-phase cation basicity requires high analyte

concentration for suppression of cationized matrix species to occur.

Figure 4-9 Relative

intensities of [m+K]

and [VLM + K]+ as a

function of matrix-to-

analyte molar ratio

obtained with samples
of solid mixture.

0 100 200 300 400 500

MatnxA/LM (molar ratio)

Among the three matrices studied as solid sample mixtures, only

sinapinic acid does not give any cationized signal. This is a similar situation as

the one reported by Liao and Alison [13]. The high potassium basicity of

sinapinic acid could be the reason why there is no signal of cationized analyte.

It can, however, not explain the absence of the cationized sinapinic acid species

and of free cation signals (K+). Why are there no cationized species formed in

the MALDI plume, when sinapinic acid is used as a matrix? What happens with

the cations when sinapinic acid is used as a matrix? One possible explanation

is that the cations, K+ for instance, must be somehow neutralized either by

electrons or by negative ions, e.g., Cf or deprotonated matrix ([m-H]"). The

electron yield from SA, THAP, and dithranol in the MALDI process should not

be much different. On the other hand, electrons can neutralize all kinds of

positively charged ions, i.e., they cannot selectively neutralize potassium

+

+

-O- [THAP+K] /[VLM+K]

-A- [dithranol+K]+/[VLM+K]

4-

2-

0---
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cations and potassiated species. Hoberg et al. demonstrated that more

available free cations will be released into the plume from salts with lower lattice

energies regardless of the matrix used [17]. Can [m-H]" be the neutralization

reagent for free cations in MALDI plume?

4.5.2. Cationization vs. protonation/deprotonation

In order to eliminate deprotonated sinapinic acid [SA-H]" from the plume,

the exchangeable proton of the carboxyl group was replaced with a methyl

group.

COOH
CH3Q /^ /^./COOCH,

MeOH

SA SAOMe

Solid sinapinic acid methyl ester (SAOMe), KCl and valinomycin were

mixed at a molar ratio of 100:200:1. Figure 4-10 shows the positive ion mode

mass spectra of valinomycin with SA (upper trace) and SAOMe (lower trace) as

a matrix. When SA was used as a matrix, valinomycin was primarily detected in

protonated form and only a minor signal of potassiated VLM appeared in the

spectrum, whereas when SAOMe was used as a matrix, a strong signal of

potassiated VLM was detected. In addition, signals of the potassiated sinapinic

acid and free potassium ions emerged also in the spectrum with considerable

intensities.

The author notes that when SA was used as a matrix, not only

valinomycin could not be detected as potassium adducts, but also sinapinic acid

itself. Besides, no signal of K+ was detected despite the excess of KCl. This

clearly proves the hypothesis that deprotonated sinapinic acid ([SA-H]") can

efficiently complex the potassium cations (matrix salt [SA-H]"K+), decreasing the
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available free potassium cations in the plume. Sprengler et al. reported that

when increasing the irradiance, besides the increasing total ion yield, signals of

protonated and doubly cationized deprotonated ions [m-H+2Na]+ began to

appear in the mass spectra, and become to be dominant at elevated irradiance

[10]. This is further evidence for the presence of the matrix salt formed with

deprotonation/protonation of matrix and cations in the MALDI process.
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Figure 4-10 Positive ion MALDI mass spectra of

valinomycin obtained with solid sample mixtures with

sinapinic acid (upper trace) and sinapinic acid methyl
ester (lower trace) as a matrix.

Clearly, deprotonation/protonation of matrix is correlated with

cationization. Deprotonation of sinapinic acid is a determining factor for the

amount of free cations available in the MALDI plume.
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By eliminating the possible proton source in sinapinic acid, Grigorean et

al. demonstrated that neither the carboxyl nor the hydroxyl hydrogens are

required as a source of protons for analytes [34]. Results obtained in this work

shows that sinapinic acid is primarily deprotonated by losing the exchangeable

proton on the carboxyl group during the laser desorption/ionization. Apparently,

eliminating the exchangeable proton on the carboxyl group is sufficiently

effective to avoid deprotonation followed by neutralization of free potassium

cations. This is inconsistent with the data demonstrated by Russell and co¬

workers [35,36]. They proposed that phenolic hydrogens are more acidic than

carboxyl hydrogen in the excited state. If this was the case, deprotonated

sinapinic acid methyl ester would have nevertheless neutralized free potassium

cations, even the exchangeable proton on the carboxyl group was replaced by a

methyl group. This was not observed in the spectrum in Figure 4-10. This

shows that deprotonation of the phenole group of sinapinic acid is less

favorable than that of the carboxyl group. On the other hand, both THAP and

dithranol possess phenolic hydrogens. Potassiated species and free potassium

cations are observed with THAP or dithranol as a matrix. Of course, we cannot

prove that the carboxyl hydrogen is the only proton source for analyte in MALDI.

This is but not the goal of this work.

As Hoberg et al. showed that the amount of free cations in plume is

dependent on the lattice energy of a salt regardless of the matrix used [17].
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Results obtained in this work show that the amount of free cations in the plume

that are available for analyte to attach is clearly dependent on the matrix used.

Dogruel et al. reported that inclusion of 10% [(DHB-H)"Na+] gave strong

signals of sodiated poly(methylmethacrylate), whereas when pure [(DHB-H)"

Na+] was used as matrix, no analyte signal was observed despite a sufficient

strong UV absorption [37]. The dissociation energy of [(DHB-H)"Na+] is 6.2 eV

(Reaction 4-4) [26], and the sodium affinity of analyte, such as a peptide, is ca.

2~3 eV or less (Reaction 4-3). This renders the overall reaction endothermic.

A + Na+ > ANa+ -2 ~ -3eV (4-3)

[(DHB-H)"Na+] > [DHB-H]" + Na+ +6.2 eV (4-4)

A + [(DHB-H)"Na+] > [DHB-H]" + ANa+ +3 ~ +4eV (4-5)

When DHB is also present in the sample, we may have the following

situation:

A +Na+ > ANa+ -2~-3eV (4-6)

[(DHB-H)" Na+] > [DHB-H]" + Na+ +6.2 eV (4-7)

[DHB-H]" + [DHB+H]+ > 2DHB -5.25 eV (4-8)

A + [(DHB-H)"Na+] + [DHB+H]+ > ANa+ + 2DHB >-1~-2 eV (4-9)

When protonated matrix species are also involved in the cationization of

analyte by matrix salt, the overall reaction becomes exothermic. In this case,

protonated matrix aids the cationization of analyte. On one hand, the

deprotonated matrix can reduce the number of free cations in plume, but on the

other hand, protonated matrix can also support the cationization of analyte. If

we assume that all protons are from matrix, the more protonated analyte

molecules, the more deprotonated matrix molecules must be formed, which

may reduce the amount of free cations in the plume. This leads to decreasing

of the cationized species. However, in a MALDI process, protons are not only

from the matrix, but can also originate from solvent molecules [38].
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Deprotonated matrix can also be formed by electron capture of neutral matrix

molecules [39]. All these factors complicate the correlation between the

protonation and the cationization of analyte.

4.5.3. Free cation attachment vs. cation transfer

Liao and Allison reported that matrices that yield intense Na+ signals also

yield intense [m+Na]+ and [A+Na]+ signals. This indicates that the number of

available free cations is the determining factor for cationization, which is also

confirmed by our experimental data shown in Section 4.5.2. In comparison with

the analyte, matrix molecules are in general highly excess in the MALDI plume.

Thus, they may have a higher probability to bind free cations than analyte

molecules. Are analyte molecules predominantly cationized by free cation

capture or by cation transfer from cationized matrix?

To answer this question, two hypotheses have to be considered:

(1) Cation transfer reactions are predominant. In this case, while the

collision rate in the gas phase is increasing, the ratio of the signal intensity of

the cationized analyte and cationized matrix ([A+M]+/[m+M]+) must increase

more rapidly than that of the cationized analyte and the free cation ([A+M]+/M+).

(2) Free cation capture is predominant. The situation is reversed, i.e.,

[A+M]+/M+ should increase more rapidly than [A+M]+/[m+M]+.

Experimentally, a solid sample mixture was used to ensure a gas-phase

cationization process to take place. THAP was chosen as a matrix, since it

gives good signals of both cationized analyte and matrix itself with a sample of

a solid mixture pressed to a pill. Figure 4-11 shows the relative signal

intensities of cationized species and free potassium cation

([VLM+K]+/[THAP+K]+, [VLM+K]+/K+ and [THAP+K]+/K+) as a function of laser

pulse energy. Valinomycin is the analyte used. The matrix-salt-analyte molar

ratio is THAP:KCl:VLM = 500:1000:1.
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By increasing the laser pulse energy, the plume density increases,

leading to a higher collision rate. Figure 4-11 clearly shows that the relative

intensity of [VLM+K]+/K+ increases most rapidly. The relative intensity of

[THAP+K]+/K+ increases also more quickly than the ratio of

[VLM+K]+/[THAP+K]+. This confirms our second hypothesis, i.e., free cation

attachment should be the predominant mechanism for the gas-phase

cationization. The relative intensity of [VLM+K]+/K+ increases more rapidly than

that of [THAP+K]+/K+. This is because the gas-phase potassium binding energy

of valinomycin is supposed to be higher than that of THAP.
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Figure 4-11 Relative intensities of potassiated matrix

(P~HAP+K]+), valinomycin ([VLM+K]+), and free potassium

cation (K+) as a function of laser pulse energy.
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4.6. Conclusions

- The critical matrix-to-analyte ratio for suppression of cationized matrix

signal was found to to correlate with the gas-phase cation basicities of

the matrices. Matrices with high gas-phase metal ion binding free

energies require low matrix-to-analyte molar ratio (high analyte

concentration) for the matrix suppression to occur. This is consistent

with the thermodynamic model.

- Experiments with solid sample provide evidence for a gas-phase

cationization processes. Matrix suppression was observed when THAP

and dithranol were used as matrices. Preformed analyte cation adducts

can promote the matrix suppression to occur. In other words, matrix

suppression appears at a lower analyte concentration if cation adducts

can be preformed in solution.

- Cationization is correlated with the deprotonation of matrix.

Deprotonated matrix molecules can efficiently reduce the amount of free

metal cations.

- Free cation attachment is the predominant process for gas-phase

cationization.
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Chapter 5

Reduction of

Divalent Metal Ions

in MALDI

This chapter is focused on studying the

reduction of divalent copper used as a

cationization agent in MALDI, which provides

an insight into the study of multiply charged

ions in MALDI
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5.1. Singly charged ions in MALDI

One of the noticeable MALDI phenomena is the dominance of singly

charged ions, while multiply charged ions are often observed when ESI is

applied as the ionization method. For instance, the adducts of multivalent metal

ions are detected as singly charged quasimolecular ions formed either by

deprotonation ([M+Me(ll)-H]+) or by reduction of metal ions ([M+Me(l)]+), e.g.,

Cu(ll) to Cu(l). Signals of both types of metal ion adducts ([M+Me(ll)-H]+ and

[M+Me(l)]+) were observed in the analysis of proteins [1-4] and polar synthetic

polymers, e.g., polyethylene glycols (PEG) [5], whereas in the analysis of apolar

synthetic polymers, e.g., polystyrene (PS), the reduction of divalent metal ions

was dominant [3,6-10].

Possible reasons of this reduction in the gas phase have been proposed,

namely free electron capture [11] and charge exchange with matrix [12,13].

However, the origin and the amount of free electrons in MALDI has not been

comprehensively investigated before and many questions were still open [13].

While very well theoretical explanation was given to establish the charge

exchange mechanism [12,13], no clearly experimental data have been reported

to prove the theory.

Recently, studies of the origin of the free electrons in MALDI from our

laboratory [14,15] have shown that free electrons are largely formed by

photoelectric emission from a metal/dielectric-substance interface, not by

photoionization of matrix [11]. Our studies also showed that the yield of

electrons strongly depends on the thickness of the matrix layer. In the case of

non-metallic surfaces, few electrons are produced.

According to these results, we are able to investigate the roles of free

electrons and matrices as possible reducing agents in MALDI separately.

Blocking the electron source by using a non-metallic sample carrier or a metallic

target covered with an insulating layer provides the possibility to examine the
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effect of the gas-phase charge transfer between divalent metal ions and the

matrices. For investigation of the effect of the free electron capture,

experiments have to be done in the absence of matrix by using direct laser

desorption/ionization (LDI) of the sample.

Under continuous extraction conditions, for example on a time-of-flight

mass spectrometer, free electrons as the most mobile species can either be

extracted very quickly (in the negative ion mode) or pushed back towards the

target (in the positive ion mode) and thus have less overlap with the plume, i.e.,

electrons will be less available for capture by positively charged species. On

the other hand, delayed extraction allows time for secondary ion-molecule

reactions to occur, e.g., the charge transfer reaction between neutral matrix

molecules and copper ions. In order to investigate the influence of the high

extraction field on the free electron capture and the charge exchange reaction,

we have compared the results obtained under both the field free conditions (on

an FT ICR MS instrument with internal MALDI source, or with delayed

extraction on a TOF MS instrument) and with continuous extraction mode on a

TOF MS.

5.2. Experimental section

5.2.1. Material

Copper (II) chloride dihydrate was purchased from Siegfried Handel

(Zofingen, Switzerland). Matrices, including 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB),

nicotinic acid (NA), 1,8,9-anthracenetriol (dithranol), a-cyano-4-

hydroxycinnamic acid (4HCCA), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and high purity

solvents (99.99% ethanol and 99.95% tetrahydrofuran (THF)) were obtained

from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). Human insulin (m/z=5807.6 Da) was

purchased from Bachern (Bachern AG, Switzerland)
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5.2.2. Sample preparation

CuCb was dissolved in water or in tetrahydrofuran, nicotinic acid and 2,5-

dihydroxybenzoic acid in water/ethanol (1:1), and dithranol in THF. Matrix-Cu

solutions were obtained by mixing the aqueous CuCb solution with nicotinic

acid or 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid solution in molar ratio about 1:1, or a

CuCb/THF solution with a dithranol/THF solution, respectively. Human insulin

was dissolved in 1% TFA with a concentration of 5^M. a-cyano-4-

hydroxycinnamic acid solution was prepared with a concentration of 0.05 M in

65% acetonitril+35% UHQ water [16]. MALDI samples of human insulin were

prepared using the standard "dried droplet" method.

"Thin layer" preparation

Aqueous CuCb solution or matrix-Cu solution (ca. 0.5 ^l) was dropped

on a stainless steel target. The drop on the metal surface was spread by hand

with a spatula, in order to avoid build-up of a thick crystal layer and

subsequently allowed to dry at room temperature. This sample preparation was

employed for both FT ICR and TOF experiments.

"Insulating layer" preparation

There are three possibilities for inhibition of free electrons in MALDI: (1)

A relatively thick sample layer. The thickness can, however, hardly be

controlled, and it is also sample-consuming. (2) An insulating layer on metallic

target, e.g., an adhesive tape. (3) A non-metallic target, which can only be

used if there is no extraction field required. For the TOF MS experiments,

adhesive tape was used as insulating layer. Pieces of adhesive tape with 1-2

mm diameter were stuck on the stainless steel target. The size of the tape

piece was too small to have any effect on the shape of the extraction field. The

sample solutions were dropped onto the tape and dried under room

temperature. The thickness of the sample here is not important. For FT ICR

experiments, special targets made from polyetheretherketone (PEEK) or from

ceramic (3 mm thick of Macor, obtained from E&P Fiber Optic AG,
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Spreitenbach, Switzerland, fixed on top of the stainless steel target) were

employed

Direct laser desorption/ionization

For investigating the reduction of Cu(ll) in the absence of matrix, direct

laser desorption/ionization of the copper salt was employed on both the metallic

and non-metallic sample targets, or with an insulating tape on the metallic target

in the TOF MS experiments

FT ICR MS

FT ICR MS with an open elongated cylindrical cell as described in

chapter 1 was employed [17] The variation of laser energy was controlled by

the variation of the delay between flash lamp and Q-switch After laser

desorption, the ions were allowed to drift into the ICR cell, and were

subsequently trapped by using gated trapping, excited, and detected

Experiments were carried out in both positive and negative ion mode, on both

stainless steel and PEEK sample targets The investigation of the laser pulse

energy dependence was also accomplished on the FT ICR instrument

TOF MS

Experiments were also performed on a commercial MALDI TOF MS

(Axima CFR from Shimadzu/Kratos, Manchester UK) The total acceleration

voltage was 20 kV For laser desorption, a nitrogen laser operated at 337 nm

was employed Experiments were performed in linear negative ion mode, with

and without delayed extraction

Quantum chemical calculation

Density functional theory using B3LYP functional was employed in this

work for the calculations of the ionization potentials at the 6-31+G* level The

energy required to remove an electron is calculated as the energy difference

between the neutral and the positively charged radical species Geometry
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optimization and frequency calculation were performed for both the neutral

molecule and the cation The Gaussian98 package was used for all

calculations [18]
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5.3. Results and discussion

5.3.1. No matrix, no free electrons

Before studying the influence of free electrons and matrix on the

reduction of Cu(ll), we obtained spectra from CuCb in the absence of both free

electrons and matrix. Figure 5-1 shows the FT ICR mass spectra of CuCb

obtained by LDI directly from CuCb on the PEEK target. Figure 5-1 a is a

negative ion mode spectrum, whereas Figure 5-1 b shows the positive ions.

Numerous CumCln clusters with variable composition and Cu oxidation states

were observed up to m/z=700.

All the signals representing CumCln observed in the positive and negative

ion mode spectra in all the figures of this work are listed in Table 5-1. The

signals were identified by their m/z ratio and by comparing the measured

isotope distribution (ID) pattern (Figure 5-1a inset: upper trace) with the

calculated ID pattern (lower trace).

For example, we consider the signal at m/z 403 in the negative ion mode

spectrum and compare its ID with the simulated ID of different CumCln

complexes. The signal at m/z 403 can thus be identified as [Cu3Cl6]". For this

complex, there is only one possible combination of the oxidation states of

copper, namely, [Cu'+2Cu"+6CI]\ In cases where there is more than one

combination, we took the one corresponding to the lower oxidation states (0

and I) of copper, because of the lability of Cu(ll) in the presence of Cu(0) (Cu(0)

+ Cu(ll) > 2Cu(l), -13 eV). For example, m/z 296 in negative ion mode is

[CU3CI3]", and the two combinations for this complex are: [Cu°+2Cu'+3CI]~ and

[2Cu°+Cu"+3CI]~. The latter one is not supposed to be likely because of the

reason mentioned above. Thus, the signal at m/z 296 is identified as

[Cu°+2Cu'+3CI]".
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Figure 5-1 FT MS mass spectra of CuCb obtained on

a PEEK target by laser desorption/ionization in the

absence of matrix, a) negative ion mode, b) positive ion

mode. The signals were identified by comparing the

isotope patterns of the measured signals with the

calculated isotope distributions. Inset: magnification of

peak at m/z 403 (upper trace) and the calculated isotope
distribution (lower trace).
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Three oxidation states of copper, i.e., Cu(0), Cu(l), and Cu(ll), were

observed, although we used only copper (II) chloride. The abundance of

complexes containing Cu(0) was always very low. In the negative ion mode

spectrum (Figure 5-1 a), the intense signals mainly represent Cu(ll). In positive

ion mode, the signals mainly present Cu(l). A explanation for this might be that

most Cu(ll) containing CumCln clusters can have more CI" ions as ligands than

Cu(l) containing clusters because of the high charge density of Cu(ll), which

leads to a negative net charge for most of Cu(ll) containing CumCln clusters, and

a positive charge for most of Cu(l) containing clusters. The ratios of Cu(l)/Cu(ll)

in the negative and positive ion mode mass spectra are 0.54 and 3.5,

respectively, calculated by using Equation 5-1.

Cu(l) Ilk-Ncu(l)
(51)

Cu(M) ^lk-Ncu(ii)

Where lk is the sum of the intensities of all the isotope signals in the kth signal

group, and NCU(i) and NCU(ii) are the numbers of Cu(l) and Cu(ll) in the copper

complexes, e.g., for m/z 403 [Cu'+2Cu"+6CI]~, NCu(i) = 1 and NCu(ii) = 2.

No notable signals of doubly or multiply charged ions in the positive ion

mode mass spectra are observed, even though the amount of free electrons

was drastically reduced in this case by using a non-metallic target. This is

certainly not a typical MALDI condition. The divalent copper ions that do not

undergo reduction are still observed as singly charged complex ions; the

charges are simply compensated by Cf. Cu(l) is nonetheless observed in the

absence of matrix and free electrons, in particular in the positive ion mode

spectrum (Figure 5-1 b). Due to the influence of the photons, a homolytic

cleavage of Cu(ll)—CI bond during the desorption/ionization from the crystal

lattice may be possible, which leads to the reduction of Cu(ll) to Cu(l). As the

same results were also obtained when the experiment was done on a ceramic

target, the possibility of a reaction with the polymer (PEEK) target can be

excluded.
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Table 5-1 Composition of the CumCln signals observed in all mass

spectra acquired in this work.

ÎSncfLîSfnHflnt Chemical Description
most abundant

fnrrr,,,\n ._ .

, .. . . .

isotopic peak
formula (Oxidation states)

negative
mode

135 [CuCI2]" [Cu'+2CI]~
170 [CuCI3]" [Cu"+3CI]~
198 [Cu2CI2]" [Cu°+Cu'+2CI]~
233 [Cu2CI3]" [2Cu'+3CI]"
261 [CU3CI2]" [2Cu°+Cur+2CI]"
270 [Cu2CI4]" [Cu'+Cu"+4Cr]~
296 [CU3CI3]" [Cu°+2Cu'+3CI]~
305 [Cu2CI5]" [2Cu"+5CI]~
333 [CU3CI4]" [3Cu'+4CI]"
368 [CU3CI5]" [2Cu'+Cu'r+5CI]~
396 [CU4CI4]" [Cu°+3Cu'+4CI]~
403 [Cu3CI6]" [Cu'+2Cu"+6CI]~
431 [CU4CI5]" [4Cu'+5CI]"
440 [CU3CI7]" [3Cu"+7CI]"
462 [Cu3NaCI7]" [Cu'+2Cu"+Na+7CI]"
468 [CU4KCI5]" [Cu°+3Cu'+K+5CI]"
503 [CU4CI7]" [2Cu'+2Cu"+7CI]"
528 [Cu5CI6]" [5Cu'+6CI]"
538 [Cu4CI8]" [Cu'+3Cu'r+8CI]"
559 [Cu6CI5]" [2Cu°+4Cu'+5CI]"
574 [CU4CI9]" [4Cu"+9Cir
576 [Cu4KCI8]" [2Cu'+2Cu1l+K+8CI]"
638 [CU5CI9]" [2Cu'+3Cu"+9CI]"
673 [C115CI10]" [Cu'+4Cu"+10CI]"
770 [CueCIn]" [2Cul+4Cu"+11CI]"

positive
mode

163 [Cu2CI]+ [2Cu'+CI]+
187 [Cu2NaCI]+ [Cu°+Cur+Na+CI]+
261 [Cu3CI2]+ [3Cu'+2CI]+
287 [Cu3NaCI2]+ [2Cu°+Cur+Na+2CI]+
298 [Cu3CI3]+ [2Cu'+Cu"+3CI]+
360 [Cu4CI3]+ [4Cu'+3CI]+
396 [Cu4CI4]+ [3Cu'+Cu'r+4CI]+
431 [Cu4CI5]+ [2Cu'+2Cu"+5CI]+
459 [Cu5CI4]+ [5Cu'+4CI]+
495 [Cu5CI5]+ [4Cu'+Cu'r+5CI]+
531 [Cu5CI6]+ [3Cu'+2Cu"+6CI]+
559 [Cu6CI5]+ [6Cu'+5CI]+
594 [Cu6CI6]+ [5Cu'+Cu'r+6CI]+
630 [Cu6CI7]+ [4Cu'+2Cu"+7CI]+
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5.3.2. Large amounts of free electrons/no matrix

The FT ICR mass spectra of CuCb on a stainless steel target using the

thin-layer preparation are shown in Figure 5-2. Figure 5-2a is the spectrum

obtained in negative ion mode, whereas Figure 5-2b in positive ion mode.

Significant differences are shown between the spectra obtained on a metallic

(Figure 5-2) and a non-metallic target (Figure 5-1). The signals corresponding

to Cu(ll) observed in Figure 5-1 are hardly seen in Figure 5-2. In both negative

and positive ion mode spectra, Cu(l) signals are dominant, i.e., m/z 233

([2Cu'+3CI]") in the negative ion mode spectrum (Figure 5-2a), and m/z 163

([2Cu'+CI]+) as well as m/z 261 ([3Cu'+2CI]+) in the positive ion mode spectrum

(Figure 5-2b). The ratios of Cu(l)/Cu(ll) in negative and positive ion mode are

132.3 and 204.9, respectively, i.e., copper is present in reduced form almost

exclusively. By using a metallic target and thin-layer sample preparation there

are many more photoelectrons produced than where using a non-metallic target

[14,15]. Since there is no other experimental conditions that was changed, the

substantial reduction of Cu(ll) to Cu(l), and even to Cu(0) must be caused by

the large amount of free electrons produced by photoelectric emission from the

metal/CuCb interface. Compared to the signals obtained on the non-metallic

target, the abundance of clusters with masses above 400 Da is also drastically

reduced.

When the metallic target was covered by a thick layer of CuCb, mass

spectra that are similar as those in Figure 5-1 with dominant Cu(ll) signals were

obtained. A general observation in MALDI mass spectrometry is that the

intensity of spectra obtained from different spots of the sample surface can vary

considerably. Based on the findings discussed here we hypothesize that this is

a result of the strongly varying thickness of a typical MALDI sample, i.e., there

will be large crystals as well as areas that are almost bare. Thus, the yield of

emitted electrons will also vary strongly as a function of location, affecting the

efficiency of positive ion reduction and neutralization by electrons dramatically.
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Figure 5-2 FT ICR mass spectra obtained by direct

laser desorption/ionization of CuCb on a metallic target,

a) negative ion mode; b) positive ion mode. Inset:

magnification of peak at m/z 233 (upper trace) and the

calculated isotope distribution (lower trace).
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5.3.3. With matrix present/no free electrons

Figure 5-3 shows the FT MS spectra of CuCb+matrix (matrix = nicotinic

acid, a, b; dithranol, c, d; 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid, e, f) obtained on a non-

metallic (PEEK) target in both positive and negative ion mode. From Figure 5-3

on, the labeling of peaks in is simplified for clarity. The complete composition of

the CumCln cluster signals is given in Table 5-1. In general, we found that the

copper/chloride cluster signals were dominant in the negative ion mode mass

spectra, whereas matrix signals are observed in the positive ion mode mass

spectra. The [CumCln]+ signals appear to be suppressed in positive ion mode

when matrices are present. Apparently, matrix molecules and matrix anions

can be better ligands for copper than Cf.

In the negative ion mode mass spectra, the most intense signals contain

Cu(l) at m/z 233 ([2Cu'+3CI]"). Comparing the negative signals of CumCln in the

presence of three different matrices, we can see that the reduction of Cu(ll) is

much more efficient with nicotinic acid, whereas when dithranol or 2,5-

dihydroxybenzoic acid are used as matrix there are still relatively intense

signals representing Cu(ll), e.g., m/z 305 ([2Cu"+5CI]"), m/z 403 ([Cu'+2Cu"

+6CI]"), etc. The Cu(l)/Cu(ll) ratio in the negative ion mode mass spectra are

6.6 for nicotinic acid (Figure 5-3a), 4.0 for dithranol (Figure 5-3c), and 1.2 for

2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (Figure 5-3e).

As Knochenmuss et al. have pointed out, the charge transfer reaction

(reaction 5-2) in the gas phase between Cu(ll) and neutral MALDI matrices can

take place because the reaction is exothermic [13]. The ionization potentials

(IP) of the matrices are 9.38 eV for nicotinic acid [19], and 8.05 eV for 2,5-

dihydroxybenzoic acid [20]. The IP of dithranol is 7.9 eV obtained by our ab

initio calculation. Since there is no experimental data for IP of dithranol

available, a parallel calculation was done for nicotinic acid. The calculated IP of

nicotinic acid is 9.24 eV, only 0.16 eV (1.5%) less than the experimental value.

This good agreement gives confidence in the IP calculation of dithranol. We

remark that more accurate computations may be obtained by higher level
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calculations, e.g., G2 method [21]. The first and the second IPs of copper are

7.73 and 20.29 [22].
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Figure 5-3 MALDI FT MS spectra of CuCI2 obtained by laser

desorption on a PEEK target. The matrices employed were nicotinic

acid (a, b); dithranol (c, d); and 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (e, f).
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The IPs show that all three matrices are able to reduce Cu(ll) to Cu(l) as

shown in Reaction 2, where m is matrix. This reaction is exothermic by 10.91

eV for nicotinic acid, 12.24 eV for 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid, and 12.4 eV for

dithranol.

m + Cu++ > m+* + Cu+ (5-2)

In the positive ion mode spectrum (Figure 5-3b) of CuCb+NA, the most intense

peak is m/z 254. By observing the fragments from the ions at m/z 254 and m/z

191 by both FT ICR MS and TOF MS, a signal at m/z 78 showed up in the

positive ion mode, which is a fragment of nicotinic acid [NA-COOH]+

(=[Pyridine-H]+, abbreviated Pyr+ in this work; its corresponding neutral radical

is Pyr*). Together with the simulated isotope distribution, the two signal m/z 191

and m/z 254 could be assigned to [Pyr++CI+Pyr+]+ and [Pyr*+Cu'+PyrCI]+ (PyrCI

= 3-Chloropyridine), indicating that the reduction of Cu(ll) is accompanied by

fragmentation of nicotinic acid (reaction 3).

NA+' > Pyr' + COOhT (5-3)

Pyr" can loose an electron if an oxidant is available, e.g., Cu(ll). We have also

estimated the ionization potential of Pyr" to be 8.4 eV by DFT calculations. This

value is lower than the second IP of copper (20.29 eV). Therefore, reaction 4 is

exothermic by about 12 eV.

Pyr' + Cu++ > Pyr+ + Cu+ (5-4)

Not only nicotinic acid can reduce Cu(ll) (reaction 5-2 ), but also its

fragment Pyr" (reaction 5-4) In other words, one nicotinic acid molecule can

reduce two divalent copper ions. In addition, the fragmentation of the nicotinic

acid radical cation can push the equilibrium of reaction 5-2 to the right side.
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These might be the reasons why nicotinic acid gives higher reduction efficiency

than the other two matrices.

For a 12.4 eV energy gain in Reaction 5-2, the reduction of Cu(ll) is

certainly allowed for dithranol. This can be seen in the negative ion mode mass

spectra in Figure 5-3c, where the most intense signal is presented by the

reduced form of copper. In the positive ion mode (Figure 5-3d) dithranol gives a

relatively strong signal of a dithranol-Cu(l) complex (m/z 289). The most

intense signal is, however, the protonated dithranol (m/z 227). A certain

amount of dithranol+* (m/z 226), which can be the product of the reduction of

Cu(ll), shows up in the positive ion mode spectrum next to the protonated

dithranol.

The reduction of Cu(ll) is also highly exothermic (-12.24 eV reaction

energy), if 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid is used as the matrix. The radical cation

of 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid ([DHB]+* at m/z 154) shows up with very high

intensity in the positive ion mode mass spectra Fig4f). In addition to the

multiphoton ionization process of DHB itself [23], the reduction of Cu(ll) by DHB

molecule is another source of this positive radical ion. The intensity of

protonated DHB signal at m/z 155 is not very high, instead, the signal of the

fragment [DHB+H-H20]+ at m/z 137 is the most intense peak. There is no sign

of a reaction similar to Reaction 5-3 taking place. The signal at m/z 176 is

identified as [DHB-H+Na]+. Sodiated matrix signals are often observed in the

positive ion mode MALDI spectra (for instance, [DHB+Na]+ at m/z 177), but

hydrogen radical loss from sodiated DHB is not usual. For this reason, we

consider [DHB-H+Na]+ to be a product of the DHB radical cation ([DHB]+*)

attaching a sodium ion after losing a proton, rather than being formed by H* loss

from [DHB+Na]+.

A small amount of signals representing Cu(0) emerge in the positive ion

mode spectrum (Figure 5-3b, m/z 288). As mentioned above, the IPs of

matrices are much lower than the second IP of copper but higher than the first
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IP. Therefore, the reaction in which Cu(l) is reduced to Cu(0) is endothermic.

In this case, the emergence of Cu(0) might be due to a minor amount of free

electrons in the plume, although the major free electron source was blocked by

using a non-metallic target. This small amount of free electrons is produced by

the laser desorption processes, and is ca. 1 % of the free electrons produced by

the photoelectric emission from the metal/matrix interface [15]. Another reason

for this can also be the homolytic bond cleavage initiated by the laser photons,

as discussed in section 5.3.1.

5.3.4. A gas-phase reaction mechanism

All three matrices are able to reduce Cu(ll) to Cu(l) by charge transfer

provided that there are enough collisions in the MALDI plume. By reducing the

laser pulse energy, the plume density is decreased. The number of collisions

between the species in the plume is therefore also reduced. Figure 5-4 shows

the negative mass spectra of CuCb+matrix (matrix = nicotinic acid, a; dithranol,

b; 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid, c) obtained by using low laser pulse energy on a

non-metallic target. Comparing the negative ion mode spectra in Figure 5-3(a,

c, e) and those in the Figure 5-4, a notable difference is that the most intense

signals in Figure 5-4 are those of Cu(ll), whereas in Figure 5-3 the Cu(l) signals

are dominant. The fact that signals of Cu(ll) are dominant at low laser pulse

energy strongly suggests that the reduction of Cu(ll) takes place in the gas

phase.
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Figure 5-4 Negative ion mode MALDI FT MS spectra of

CuCb obtained by laser desorption on a PEEK target.
Matrix = nicotinic acid (a); dithranol (b); 2,5-

dihydroxybenzoic acid (c). Low laser pulse energy was

employed.

Figure 5-5 shows the dependence of laser pulse energy in the reduction

of Cu(ll). By decreasing the laser pulse energy, the signal at m/z 233,

representing Cu(l) exclusively, is decreased, whereas the signal at m/z 403

(Cu(ll)), is increased (Figure 5-5a). If the laser pulse energy is decreased, the

gas-phase charge transfer reaction rate is decreased because of insufficient

collision in the plume. This can be clearly seen in Figure 5-5a b showing the
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normalized intensity of signals contain Cu(l) and Cu(ll) as a function of laser

pulse energy.
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Figure 5-5 Negative ion mode MALDI mass spectra of CuCb with nicotinic acid

as matrix obtained on a non-metallic target. The higher the laser pulse energy,

the more Cu(ll) is reduced to Cu(l). b) The normalized intensities of signals

corresponding to Cu(l) and Cu(ll) as a function of laser pulse energy.

5.3.5. TOF MS experiments

TOF MS experiments were carried on using continuous extraction and

delayed extraction. Both with large amounts of free electrons and in the

presence of matrix, Cu(ll) is largely reduced. The TOF mass spectra were

found to be quite similar to the FT ICR data with respect to the reduction of

Cu(ll). Field free conditions (delayed extraction and FT ICR experiments) may

allow all the species in the MALDI plume to undergo gas-phase reactions, e.g.,

electron capture and charge exchange reactions. Therefore, less reduction of

Cu(ll) under CE condition might be expected. However, data obtained from
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TOS MS experiments did not show significant differences under continuous

extraction and delayed extraction conditions with respect to the reduction of

copper (Figure 5-6).
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Figure 5-6 Negative ion mode MALDI TOF MS spectra of CuCI2
obtained by laser desorption on a metallic target with continuous

extraction (a) and delayed extraction (b) mode.

The penetration depth of the electrons with 2 eV energy (see ref. [15]) in

a +20 kV retarding potential is about 10 mm. This is enough for the

neutralization and electron capture reactions to occur. Continuous extraction

may lead to less frequent gas-phase reactions. It is, however, not possible to

suppress gas-phase reactions by using continuous extraction fields.

5.3.6. Reduction of multivalent metal ions in ESI, FAB and SIMS

Reduction of multivalent metal ions has also been observed in other MS

techniques, e.g., ESI, fast atom bombardment (FAB), and secondary ion mass

spectrometry (SIMS). Gianelli et al. have studied reduction of Cu(ll) complexes

in positive ion mode ESI MS [24]. They found that the reduction is not a usual

ESI electrochemical redox reaction. In fact, the reduction occurs in the gas

phase by an electron transfer between a Cu complex and a solvent molecule.

They also found a correlation between the ionization energy of the solvent and
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the reduction yield. Therefore, solvent molecules are the reduction agents in

ESI, while in MALDI both matrix molecules and free electrons play a role. The

thermochemistry is analogous in both cases if only matrix (in MALDI) and

solvent molecules (in ESI) are considered, since the second IP of copper

exceeds the ionization energies of most organic compounds (including solvents

used in ESI or MALDI matrices) and even of water. The differences of these

two techniques in terms of reduction of Cu(ll) are the gas-phase conditions.

First, the high density in the MALDI plume provides more favorable conditions

for gas-phase reactions than ESI; second, exited matrix molecules may be

involved in the reaction, which obviously has energetic advantages; and finally,

there can be large amount of free electrons in MALDI plume that are the most

efficient reduction agent. The latter may be also one of the reasons why singly

charged ions are dominant in MALDI MS while multiply charged ions are

common in ESI MS. In Ref. [24], the electrochemical reduction potential of the

complexes in solution was also found to be an important parameter for the

reduction of Cu(ll), which is more relevant for ESI than for MALDI. The

multivalent metal ions can undergo gas-phase reduction, provided that the

charges are stabilized, e.g., by polydentate ligands [24].

Matrix-assisted one-electron reduction processes may also be

responsible for the production of singly charged ions and lowering of the

oxidation state of metal ions in particle bombardment methods such as FAB

and SIMS (see for example [25-27]). However, some workers have interpreted

the reduction of multivalent metal ions as a liquid phase process in FAB and

SIMS. Pelzer et al. have observed the following reductions in SIMS and FAB

spectra obtained by using glycerol as matrix: Cr(lll) -» Cr(ll), Cu(ll) -» Cu(l),

and Fe(lll) -» Fe(ll). The fact that Fe(lll) was found to be reduced to Fe(ll)

more extensively than Cr(lll) to Cr(ll) cannot be explained by the redox potential

of Fe3+/Fe2+ and Cr3+/Cr2+ [26]. In the system studied by FAB using liquid

matrices, Martfnez-Dfaz et al. have found that the reduction is always

accompanied by fragmentation (ligand loss) and concomitant stabilization of the

resulting metal complexes [27]. No doubly charged ions were observed for the

complexes studied no matter whether an oxidizing matrix, e.g., m-nitrobenzyl

alcohol was used instead of glycerol. A similar situation may exist in MALDI or
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LDI mass spectrometry of metal complexes. Further investigation must be

done for more detailed comparison of the different mass spectrometric

techniques.

5.4. Multiply charged ions in MALDI

The study of reduction of divalent copper shows that free electron

capture may be the predominant mechanism of the charge reduction in MALDI.

Therefore, in order to obtain signals of multiply charged ions with considerable

intensities, an "electron free" condition must be achieved.
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Figure 5-7 Positvie ion mode MALDI TOF mass spectra of human

insulin with 4-hydroxy-a-cyano-cinnamic acid as a matrix. Upper

spectrum was obtained on a conventional stainless sample plate,
whereas lower spectrum was obtained by depositing the same sample
on a small piece of adhesive tape stuck on the sample plate.
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In Figure 5-7, positive ion mode MALDI mass spectra of a human insulin

(m/z = 5807.6 Da) obtained by using a metallic (upper) and a non-metallic

substrate (lower) are shown. Matrix signals can be found in the low mass range

in both spectra. When the amount of free elections in the MALDI plume was

largely reduced by using a non-metallic substrate, signal of doubly charged

insulin [insulin+2H]2+ appeared on the mass spectrum with rather high intensity.

In addition, intensity of the signal of singly charged insulin [insulin+H]+ ions

increased also dramatically in comparison with that in the spectrum obtained on

a metallic substrate. This is because that many singly charged insulin ions can

also be neutralized by free electrons available in the MALDI plume, when a

metallic sample plate is used.

5.5. Conclusions

- Cu(ll) is reduced in the absence of free electrons by gas-phase charge

exchange with matrix molecules. This is a thermodynamically favorable

process. A high plume density is required in this case. Both nicotinic

acid and its decarboxylated fragment can take part in the reduction of

Cu(ll). This makes the reduction more efficient than for dithranol and

2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid.

- Free electron capture is the dominant mechanism for reduction of Cu(ll),

provided that there are enough free electrons available in the MALDI

plume. A relatively thick matrix layer, or a large crystallite can easily

block this source of free electrons. This might even explain the often

poor reproducibility of MALDI mass spectra.

- Time-of-flight experiments show that a high extraction field does not

influence the reduction of Cu(ll) in both cases, i.e., the free electron

capture and charge exchange with matrix.

- High yield of doubly charged protein ions can be obtained by reducing

the amount of free electrons in the MALDI plume.
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It was shown that the gas-phase metal cation binding free energies of

MALDI matrices can be studied by Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance

mass spectrometry using the equilibrium method. The gas-phase sodium

basicities for MALDI matrices were found to lie around 150 kJ mol"1, while

values of GKB (gas-phase potassium basicities) were found to lie between 90

and 110 kJmol"1. The equilibrium method by itself is reliable. However, the

accuracy of the energies obtained can be limited by many factors, i.e., the

precision of the vapor pressure of a solid sample that is one of the neutral

reaction partners, the treatment of the side reaction that might affect the

reaction equilibrium, and the reliability of the source of the reference value

used. The first problem was treated in this work in a way that instead of

measuring the absolute partial pressure of the neutrals, their relative ratio

[m]/[Re] was determined by using electron impact ionization. Systematic errors

caused by different ionization efficiencies of neutrals were corrected with

relative ionization sensitivity factors. The homo dimer formation (side reaction)

was the second problem that needed to be solved for a precise measurement of

the equilibrium constant. In order to take the homo dimer formation explicitly

into account, a complete fit of the reaction kinetics was carried out. The

reaction rate constants obtained by a fit of reaction kinetics were used for the

determination of equilibrium constants. It was shown that the homo dimer

formation leads to an overestimation of the free energy values by <3 kJ-mol"1.

The uncertainty of the reference value only affects the absolute cation binding

free energy. When the relative cation binding free energies are involved, which

is the case for MALDI matrices, the reliability of this method is elevated. The

order of GNaB was found to be: NA > 4HCCA > 3HPA > ATT > FA > SA > DHB

> PNA > THAP > Dithranol > 3AQ, and that of GKB was found to be SA > DHB

> THAP > Dithranol. A linear correlation between the GNaB and GKB was

found, consistent with electrostatic considerations. The thermodynamic model

for the MALDI mechanism could be verified by using these results. For

practical MALDI application, matrices that possess low gas-phase metal binding

energies should be employed for polymer analysis where the cationization of

analytes is needed.
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Quantum chemical calculations were likewise accomplished for

determining the cation binding energies in this work The cation binding free

energies obtained experimentally and theoretically could be compared A good

agreement between experimental and theoretical results of gas-phase metal ion

binding free energies was given, provided that different conformations of both

ligands and complexes were carefully considered In addition, enthalpy and

entropy values, as well as structural information about metal-matrix complexes,

which could not be obtained experimentally, are available from theoretical

calculations Calculation results also gave a visualized picture about how

cations are coordinated to matrix molecules

It was demonstrated that a gas-phase free cation attachment mechanism

is predominant in the cationization process The role of the matrix in the

cationization process was found, however, to be rather complex Matrix

molecules compete with analyte for cations in the gas-phase By monitoring the

behaviors of different matrices for suppressing matrix signals, it was shown that

cationization of an analyte is influenced by the cation binding energy of the

matrix used Matrices with high gas-phase metal ion binding free energies

require low matrix-to-analyte molar ratios (high analyte concentrations) for the

matrix suppression to occur, which is consistent with the thermodynamic model

In addition, it was found that deprotonated matrix molecules can reduce the

amount of free cations in the MALDI plume, which might lead to the absence of

cationized analyte signals

Divalent cations undergo reduction in the MALDI process due to both

free electron capture and the charge exchange with matrix molecules Charges

of ions may be retained by using an insulating substrate and low laser pulse

energy for a less sufficient collision with matrix molecules, preventing the

charge exchange with matrix

In this work, the gas-phase cationization process in MALDI was studied

from different aspects However, there are still questions that have not yet

been answered For instance, why are polymers often better observed as
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cationized species rather than in a protonated form As it was shown in this

work, the cation affinities/basicities of common organic molecules are much

lower than their proton affinities/basicities One of the possible explanations is

that an elevated cation binding energy can be obtained by the multiple

coordination of a polymer molecule owning to repeated units A comprehensive

study can be done by using both experimental and quantum chemical tools, to

investigate the energies and conformations of polymers in cationized and

protonated forms Another factor that should be considered is the solvent

effect Some researchers have found that solvent molecules can be the source

of protons in MALDI Questions that concern sample preparation, charge states

of molecules in solution as well as in the solid phase, and how these factors

influence the gas-phase processes remain to be answered
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Abbreviations

3AQ

ADC

ATT

B3LYP

B88

BIRD

BSSE

CA

CE

CID

DE

DFT

DHB

DIOS

DXE

ECD

ECPs

El

ESI

FA

FAB

FEL

FT ICR MS

FWHM

G2

GC/MS

GG

3-aminoquinoline

analog-to-digital converters

6-aza-2-thiothymine

Becke's three-parameter (B3) non-local exchange

functional combined with the gradient-corrected functional

of Lee, Yang and Parr (LYP)

correction to the LSDA exchange energy proposed by

Becke

blackbody infrared radiative dissociation

basis set super position errors

3,4-dihydroxy-cinnamic acid (caffeic acid)

capillary electrophoresis

collision-induced dissociation

delayed extraction

density functional theory

2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid

desorption ionization on porous silicon surface

dimethoxyethane

electron capture dissociation

effective core potentials

Electron impact

electrospray ionization

trans-3-methoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (ferulic acid)

fast atom bombardment

free electron laser

Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass

spectrometry

full width of a spectral peak at half-maximum peak height

Gaussian2 theory

gas chromatography/mass spectrometry

glycine-glycine
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GIBMS

GKB

GNaB

HABA

4HCCA

HF

3HPA

HPLC

HPMS

IR

IRMPD

KS

LD

LDA

LDI

LSDA

MALDI

MECA

MP2

MS

MS/MS

NA

3-NBA

m-NBA

OPO

PA

PEEK

PEG

PLA

PNA

PS

RHF

guided ion beam mass spectroscopy

gas-phase K+ basicity (potassium binding free energy)

gas-phase Na+ basicity (sodium binding free energy)

2-(4-hydroxyphenolazo) -benzoic acid

4-hydroxy-a-cyanocinnamic acid

Hartree-Fork

3-hydroxypicolinic acid

high performance liquid chromatography

high-pressure mass spectrometry

infrared

infrared multi-photon dissociation

Kohn-Sham

laser desorption

local density approximation

laser desorption/ionization

local spin density approximation

matrix-assisted laser desorption/ ionization

multiple excitation collisional activation

Second-order perturbation theory

Mass spectrometry

tandem mass spectrometry

nicotinic acid

3-nitrobenzyl alcohol

m-nitrobenzyl alcohol

optical parametric oscillator

proton affinity

polyetheretherketone

polyethylene glycols

picolinic acid

para-nitroaniline

polystyrene

restricted Hartree-Fock
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SA

SALDI

SAOMe

SID

SIMS

SORI-CID

SWIFT

TFA

THAP

THF

TOF MS

UV

UVPD

VLM

VWN

trans-3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (sinapinic

acid)

surface assisted laser desorption ionization

sinapinic acid methyl ester

surface induced dissociation

secondary ion mass spectrometry

sustained off-resonance irradiation for collision induced

dissociation

stored waveform inversed Fourier transform

trifluoroacetic acid

2,4,6-tnhydroxyacetophenone

tetrahydrofuran

time-of-flight mass spectrometry

ultraviolet

ultraviolet photodissociation

valinomycin

Vosko, Wilk and Nusair
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Table A-1 Physical and Chemical data of common UV-MALDI matrices
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Table A-2

Vibrational frequencies (cm"1) and IR intensities (kmmole"1) for matrices and

their sodium and potassium complexes ([m+Na]+ and [m+K]+) in their most

stable conformations obtained at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level (T=298.15 K).

PNA

PNA [PNA+Na]+

A A' A"

Vi 3684 (26) 3701 (61)
v2 3580 (63) 3590 (263)
v3 3244 (2) 3249 (4)
v4 3243(1) 3249 (3)
v5 3188(14) 3206 (3)
v6 3187(13) 3206(1)
v7 1693(192) 1699(351)
v8 1655(172) 1665(215)
v9 1643(76) 1593(37)
Vio 1575(200) 1552(7)
Vu 1545(45) 1530(29)
V12 1485(4) 1448(135)
Vl3 1391 (2) 1399(70)
Vl4 1372(504) 1396(30)
Vis 1342(0.01) 1380(1805)
Vie 1336(272) 1345(6)
v17 1214(32) 1223(228)
Vl8 1158(11) 1170(18)
v19 1137(121) 1157(22)
V20 1075(2) 1050(0.4)
V21 1023(0.4) 1010(1)
V22 980 (0.002) 994 (0.4)
V23 978 (2) 992 (0)
v24 871 (19) 863 (20)
v25 849(51) 858 (60)
v26 822 (4) 825(1)
V27 821 (0.1) 819(0)
v28 751 (22) 760'(12)
V29 689 (9) 704(12)
V30 647(1) 657 (42)
V31 641 (10) 639 (3)
V32 538 (2) 553 (7)
V33 500(10) 515(0)
V34 425 (0) 494(10)
V35 416(411) 417(0)
V36 393 (0.3) 403(21)
V37 368(13) 400(1)
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V38 363 (6) 381 (237)
V39 289 (9) 283 (7)
V40 224 (0.4) 267 (2)
V41 111 (0.4) 224(71)

V42 70(0.1) 126(6)
V43 110(18)
V44 105(0)
V45 63 (26)
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DHB

DHB [DHB+Na]+ [DHB+K]+

Vi

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7

v8

Vn

10
V

Vn

Vl2

13
V

Vl4

Vis

Vie

Vl7

Vis

VW

v20

V
21

22V;

v23

v24

V25

26V;

V27

v28

30V;

V31

V32

V
33

34V;

V35

V36

V
37

38V;

V39

V40

V41

V42

V43

V
44

V.

V4

45

A' A" A' A" A' A"

3754(51) 3747 (88) 3756(117)

3693(104) 3720 (84) 3751 (102)
3446 (252) 3686(163) 3470 (302)
3222 (4) 3230 (4) 3243 (4)
3207 (3) 3229(1) 3200(1)
3205 (7) 3177(7) 3186(8)
1739(380) 1734(560) 1757(568)

1676(73) 1664(34) 1674(62)
1641 (44) 1652(141) 1641 (49)

1539(186) 1560(55) 1540(157)
1492(43) 1471 (192) 1501 (159)

1432(231) 1420(178) 1426(472)
1413(43) 1409(155) 1383(32)

1359(65) 1360(6) 1338(247)
1309(9) 1323(28) 1313(30)

1294(161) 1253(2) 1290(53)
1247(13) 1237(90) 1231 (41)

1200(382) 1205(385) 1198(134)
1188(281) 1196(132) 1194(84)

1154(23) 1178(107) 1144(46)
1087(55) 1098(53) 1097(5)

953 (7)

810(31)

v29 738(21)

672 (48)

550(17)
477(0.1)
442 (2)

397(16)

356 (4)

216(0.3)

975 (0.05)

877(16)
854 (26)

795 (48)
748 (95)

696 (4)

605(113)
552 (0.5)

432(16)

369(1)

315(116)

170(0.03)
140(0)
89 (0.03)

968(1)

790 (66)
751 (29)

676 (40)

570(19)

487(1)

415(7)
411 (18)

355(1)
292 (27)

199(2)
178(33)

970(0.1) 950.3(27)

893(14)
844 (54)
801 (19)

687 (23)

628(111)

556 (3)

437 (39)
434 (82)

368(117)

358(18)

170(1)
125(0)

797 (50)
761 (14)

679 (5)

575(13)

482 (5)

419(4)
418(22)
378 (0)

256(14)

142(25)

950.0 (2)

916(12)
829(51)
798 (0)

747 (87)

677 (5)

562 (38)

442 (0)

368(1)
341 (133)
279(128)

185(1)

130(1)
82(3)
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47

48

102(15)

32(4)

55(12)

48(21)
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THAP

THAP
[THAP+Na]+ [THAP+K]+

A' A"

Vi 3750 (60) 3743 (94) 3742(104)
v2 3745 (78) 3742(118) 3740(125)
v3 3201 (6) 3722 (53) 3722 (64)
v4 3195(4) 3209 (0) 3210(0)
v5 3163(24) 3171 (6) 3173(4)
v6 3134(5) 3169(8) 3172(7)
v7 3123(433) 3138(5) 3139(4)
v8 3069(4) 3070(1) 3071 (1)
v9 1684(680) 1699(243) 1695(225)
Vio 1661 (281) 1667(857) 1665(866)
Vn 1643(134) 1632(101) 1629(101)
Vl2 1563(99) 1562(3) 1563(4)
Vl3 1498(12) 1501 (157) 1503(172)
Vl4 1497(180) 1496(22) 1495(17)
Vis 1475(42) 1476(42) 1474(45)
Vie 1455(44) 1418(52) 1419(61)
Vl7 1423(32) 1410(107) 1413(86)
Vl8 1411 (17) 1398(45) 1399(76)
Vl9 1340(154) 1321 (264) 1323(307)
V20 1308(112) 1290(181) 1291 (179)
V21 1278(247) 1262(2) 1267(2)
V22 1232(175) 1227(14) 1229(10)
V23 1211 (17) 1210(150) 1208(134)
v24 1191 (180) 1193(192) 1194(197)
V25 1094(34) 1096(12) 1099(13)
v26 1086(90) 1071 (136) 1068(130)
V27 1060(3) 1052(25) 1054(22)
V28 1034(13) 1038(16) 1039(18)
V29 979 (46) 984 (52) 984 (54)
V30 914 (84) 838(41) 846 (43)
V31 813 (67) 789 (39) 795 (35)
V32 797 (32) 746 (3) 752 (4)
V33 731 (0.3) 707 (7) 712(9)
V34 712(12) 649 (30) 651 (31)
V35 645(16) 638 (32) 641 (36)
V36 642 (14) 619(16) 618(14)
V37 625 (1) 602 (4) 604 (7)
V38 609 (6) 587 (6) 585 (5)
V39 586 (0.01) 551 (18) 560 (20)
V40 574 (20) 535(10) 538(10)
V41 531 (9) 443(118) 449(125)
V42 432 (4) 432 (8) 432 (29)

V43 414 (208) 415(91) 420 (58)
V44 401 (1) 394 (86) 402 (95)
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Appendix 189

SA

SA [SA+K]+ [SA+Na]+
Vi 3701 (157) 3730 (62) 3685(128)
v2 3696(103) 3680 (242) 3638(183)
v3 3244 (4) 3239 (4) 3245 (2)
v4 3221 (4) 3224 (3) 3236(1)
v5 3215(7) 3193(5) 3213(5)
v6 3169(1) 3180(11) 3188(8)
v7 3165(20) 3176.3(10) 3178(0)
v8 3162(22) 3176.0(2) 3168(17)
v9 3103(30) 3114(27) 3154(9)
Vio 3088 (39) 3096 (35) 3136(17)
Vn 3038 (48) 3045 (37) 3069 (27)
Vl2 3027 (50) 3031 (38) 3060 (28)
Vl3 1779(353) 1741 (522) 1798(303)
Vl4 1682(380) 1650(365) 1702(163)
Vis 1649(176) 1636(168) 1666(133)
Vie 1631 (104) 1618(711) 1647(6)
Vl7 1552(429) 1538(944) 1556(159)
Vl8 1525(60) 1522(149) 1530(40)
Vl9 1525(60) 1520(135) 1522(61)
V20 1516(9) 1517(13) 1515(13)
V21 1513(9) 1516(9) 1510(12)
V22 1504(38) 1507(222) 1505(32)
V23 1499(9) 1500(1) 1497(10)
v24 1474(84) 1477(96) 1472(121)
V25 1426(62) 1436(56) 1421 (201)
v26 1402(28) 1411 (223) 1391 (5)
V27 1363(71) 1351 (55) 1362(60)
V28 1341 (443) 1338(552) 1349(161)
V29 1322(8) 1328(251) 1310(109)
V30 1294(30) 1299(84) 1280(29)
V31 1276(56) 1276(582) 1266(246)
V32 1254(336) 1257(334) 1242(42)
V33 1224(1) 1225(26) 1219(32)
V34 1218(15) 1218(40) 1216(2)
V35 1199(27) 1202(90) 1183(3)
V36 1180(1) 1180(1) 1179(1)
V37 1179(2) 1178(2) 1176(2)
V38 1156(209) 1154(257) 1156(569)
V39 1141 (876) 1127(403) 1134(366)
V40 1079(4) 1071 (0) 1052(9)
V41 1022(31) 1017(28) 1025(36)
V42 1014(3) 1012(25) 1000(3)
V43 974(19) 982 (55) 966 (27)
V44 930 (7) 931 (21) 915(6)
V45 878(12) 848(1) 902 (4)
v46 841 (37) 836 (84) 861 (8)
V47 836 (20) 832 (4) 850 (45)
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V48 827(10) 828 (0) 813(28)
V49 747(16) 745 (0) 747 (23)
v50 718(6) 725 (0) 715(4)
V51 707 (2) 719(35) 708 (8)
v52 668 (7) 673 (5) 667(12)
v53 611 (95) 623 (43) 641 (97)
v54 598 (85) 582(10) 600 (92)
v55 584 (6) 567(16) 598 (0)
v56 564 (5) 551 (81) 580 (23)
v57 537 (0) 534(1) 548 (3)
v58 508 (25) 521 (2) 534 (99)
v59 502(103) 504 (22) 513(17)
v60 500 (9) 482(107) 505(16)
V6i 379 (0) 376 (3) 397 (5)
v62 372 (0) 369 (3) 387 (2)
v63 364 (4) 363(15) 369 (2)
v64 297 (2) 302(1) 339 (2)
v65 291 (0) 292 (0) 300(1)
v66 272 (0) 280(15) 269 (0)
v67 249 (3) 267 (3) 268(15)
v68 231 (0) 235 (2) 229 (0)
v69 204 (0) 220(19) 216(9)
V70 197(2) 209(1) 202 (0)
V71 174(4) 183(15) 198(26)
V72 155(4) 182(1) 189(10)
V73 138(0) 147(7) 176(5)
V74 93(1) 123(20) 154(12)
V75 71(1) 101 (0) 138(1)
v76 67(0) 99(8) 122(3)
V77 58(8) 83(9) 83(11)
V78 34(1) 61 (13) 67.3(1)
V79 42(4) 67.0 (5)
v80 42(5) 41 (1)
Vgl 30(3) 30(6)
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dithranol-l

dithranol-l [dithranol+K]+ [dithranol+Na]+
Vi 3765 (75) 3753(104) 3755(114)
v2 3643 (61) 3737 (82) 3739(91)
v3 3591 (457) 3505 (359) 3446 (411)
v4 3215(13) 3222 (7) 3224 (6)
v5 3209 (26) 3221 (9) 3223 (6)
v6 3200(31) 3205 (4) 3207 (3)
v7 3191 (6) 3203 (0) 3205(1)
v8 3185(5) 3198(1) 3199(1)
v9 3183(4) 3180(11) 318(10)
Vio 3170(19) 3172(16) 3171 (14)
Vn 1683(68) 1684(75) 1687(70)
Vl2 1675(112) 1678(55) 1681 (53)
Vl3 1635(13) 1644(16) 1651 (21)
Vl4 1615(238) 1611 (62) 1613(14)
Vis 1601 (37) 1602(116) 1605(147)
Vie 1532(14) 1526(15) 1529(32)
Vl7 1496(0) 1505(26) 1516(34)
Vis 1490(116) 1495(15) 1496(17)
Vl9 1456(76) 1469(40) 1479(32)
V20 1447(26) 1442(5) 1442(1)
V21 1433(35) 1428(2) 1431 (1)
V22 1410(7) 1411 (1) 1412(0)
V23 1395(312) 1388(239) 1385(203)
v24 1340(62) 1338(63) 1343(54)
v25 1335(23) 1321 (36) 1321 (51)
v26 1318(26) 1295(190) 1300(225)
V27 1278(34) 1266(4) 1263(6)
v28 1264(128) 1244(39) 1254(32)
V29 1216(12) 1218(17) 1217(15)
V30 1205(12) 1207(11) 1207(15)
V31 1200(11) 1204(8) 1204(8)
V32 1186(24) 1187(6) 1188(5)
V33 1148(1) 1138(5) 1134(6)
V34 1089(76) 1100(41) 1102(40)
V35 1088(45) 1083(29) 1078(19)
V36 1064(32) 1055(158) 1056(157)
V37 1047(36) 1037(32) 1034(46)
v38 977(1) 989 (2) 990 (2)
V39 971 (1) 987 (0) 988 (0)
V40 919(1) 923 (2) 924(1)
V41 894(14) 911 (21) 913(20)
V42 873 (22) 882 (0) 885 (0)
V43 845 (24) 867 (30) 869 (30)
V44 817(16) 811 (17) 811 (17)
V45 794(1) 805(1) 805 (0)
v46 789 (5) 796(11) 790 (29)
V47 779(11) 774 (9) 774 (8)



v48 759(71) 765 (87)
V49 724 (5) 732 (0)
v50 658 (0) 683 (76)
V51 646 (4) 656 (4)
v52 623(12) 638 (9)
v53 618(28) 610(6)
v54 610(0) 606 (5)
v55 607.9(18) 605(17)
v56 607.8(18) 600 (3)
v57 581 (141) 548(1)
v58 547 (0) 534(15)
v59 527 (5) 500.4(1)
v60 501 (1) 499.6 (2)
V6i 491 (2) 484(13)
v62 489 (9) 463 (6)
v63 473 (9) 425 (9)
v64 433 (4) 366 (86)
v65 359 (2) 360 (0)
v66 346 (3) 335 (0)
v67 319(69) 311 (57)
v68 304(1) 306 (4)
v69 293 (56) 286 (53)
V70 249(15) 255 (20)
V71 225 (3) 226 (8)
V72 200 (0) 202(1)
V73 115(2) 169(38)
V74 76(1) 151 (4)
V75 70(0) 99(3)
v76 71(3)
V77 47(3)
V78 26(8)

Appendix

759 77)
732 :o)
684 [67)
657 [2)
632 :6)
616 ;13)
606 ;14)
603 :5)
584 :4)
554 :5)
541 ;i3)
503 :i)
496 [2)
489 ;i2)
472 :4)
443 :8)
372 ;85)
365 :3)
344 [2)
309 [59)
308 :6)
283 ;45)
270 ;i5)
244 ;36)
224 ;45)
200 :3)
180 ;ii)
104 :3)
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v48 800 (4) 792(71) 795 (76)
V49 797(13) 780 (32) 780 (30)
v50 790(157) 760(104) 759(112)
V51 787 (29) 733 (6) 738(13)
v52 730(1) 680 (7) 684 (7)
v53 683 (5) 648 (2) 648 (2)
v54 649 (6) 627 (27) 635 (32)
v55 621.3(15) 611 (22) 611 (24)
v56 620.8 (29) 588(1) 591 (0)
v57 592 (0) 558 (0) 563(1)
v58 556(1) 553 (2) 552 (2)
v59 554 (3) 524(14) 532(17)
v60 511 (5) 493(1) 495(1)
V6i 496(1) 490 (4) 490 (5)
v62 492 (0) 479 (40) 484(13)
v63 482 (0) 464 (49) 463 (72)
v64 459 (7) 449(18) 448 (28)
v65 450 (3) 421 (8) 434(10)
v66 345 (5) 349 (8) 352(11)
v67 341 (8) 329 (2) 335 (2)
v68 280 (0) 276 (4) 280 (5)
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